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Cotler: We received a telegram from Prime Minister Trudeau. It reads as
follows:
"Dear Professor Cotler;
"The National Conference on Law & Poverty is a courageous and imaginative undertaking which cannot help but increase the awareness and sensitivity of
lawyers to the complex problem of poverty. The exchange of information and ideas
during the next three days will contribute, I am certain, to the knowledge and experience of all those present. As a result, the theory and practice of Poverty Law will
move closer together. The poor will benefit from this important initiative and in
many respects, so will all Canadians. I offer to you, and to all the delegates present
at this first National Conference on Law & Poverty, my congratulations and best
wishes for successful deliberations."
As the panelists were gathering, we were reminded of a similar kind of a
meeting that took place at the University of Toronto in 1966 with regard to law and
the poor. It took place at the same time as the beginnings of the Ontario Legal Aid
Plan, and a number of theses were given on poverty, the poor and the impact of law
and poverty. After some protracted discussion, Professor D.B. MacPherson of the
University of Toronto was asked to speak. He got up and said the following: "I rest
my thesis on three propositions. Proposition one: the law is intended to govern property relations. Proposition two: the poor have no property. Proposition three: the
law has nothing to do with the poor or for the poor." At that point, Professor Mac-
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Pherson sat down. Strikingly enough, three days ago, JMrome Choquette, Minister
of Justice of the Province of Quebec repeated a similar theme in very much the
same words as follows: "It may well be that the Civil Code of Quebec is not really
the law of the poor and that it really doesn't have much to say to poor people or for
poor people". It seems to me that this will probably be the basic theme or one of
the running themes of our deliberations in the next few days, which may be approached from two perspectives.
The first perspective proceeds from the notion that the law may actually be
a contributing factor to poverty. What then is the impact of law on poverty? Is law a
kind of "contributing" variable to poverty? Does it sustain poverty both in the
substantive aspects of law as well as in the administration of justice? Do we, for
example, in the Criminal Code, criminalize the poor on grounds of aesthetics, such
as in the laws of vagrancy? Do we criminalize what might be called, the unattractive public poor? And I think this will be the kind of running theme that we'll
have to look at from one perspective.
The other perspective is oriented towards the manner in which law and
lawyers can redress the problems of poverty and the poor and would read as
follows: if there is a sense of class justice and if the law does bear with differential
impact on the poor in this country, what kinds of strategies can be generated together with the poor and the client community to bring about a broad-based approach to alleviating the problems of poverty? Are we perhaps seeking to overload
the system or are we asking too much of law and lawyers in that kind of objective.
Our panel tonight is going to inq uire into what might be the inarticulated
premise implicit in what Professor MacPherson and Jerome Choquette were
saying. In other words, do conceptions or definitions of poverty predispose or
predetermine the legal response and the lawyer-like response to the client community and the poor? For example, do different definitions of poverty - whether we
take poverty as being an economic question, or as being a question of relative deprivation, or as being a question of powerlessness - predispose the way lawyers
and the law will respond to the client community and the poor?
Our panel will draw upon a broad range of perspectives in order to probe
these problems. After their initial statement, the panelists will have an opportunity
to question each other and then the meeting will be open to the floor as a whole.
We have with us Professor John Hofley, Chairman of the Department of Sociology
at the University of Winnipeg, who will inquire into the kinds of sociological perspectives with regard to poverty and the poor. Our second panelist is Judge Ren6
Morin, of the Law Reform Commission of Canada, who will inquire into the sense
in which the law reflects, if it does, a differential perspective with regard to rich and
poor. Our third panelist is Professor David Lowry of Dalhousie Law School, Director of the Dalhousie Neighbourhood Law Clinic, who will articulate the perspective of the neighbourhood lawyer with regard to who the neighbourhood lawyer
regards as his community. Who do poverty lawyers perceive as being their client
community and the poor? Do poverty lawyers have a certain definition of poverty or
the poor which predisposes their advocacy? As well, what is the range of legal services that a poverty lawyer can exercise on behalf of the poor?
Ensuite Paul Dion, directeur du Centre communautaire A Pointe SaintCharles, A Montr6al, dira quelques mots sur ce que les pauvres pensent des
avocats et du droit. Ensuite Andr Ouellette, sous-ministre au Ministare du d6veloppement social de la province du Manitoba, nous donnera un bref apercu des d6finitions de la pauvret6 employ6es par son gouvernement et de sa politique relative
A la pauvret6.
Professor John Hofley will lead off the debate.
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Hofley: I would like to begin by saying that until recently, the dominant approach towards poverty in North American sociology, has been to see the roots of
poverty in the individual. Somehow there was something wrong with the individual
and if we could get him to a psychiatrist or to a psychologist and change his attitudes, we would somehow alleviate poverty. In our particular society there have
been two strong myths that I think have reinforced this emphasis.
Firstly, the myth of equality of opportunity in Canada, and secondly, a myth
related to the 19th Century which stresses that within a capitalistic society we are
all free individuals and are free to shape our own destiny. I think we now see that
these are indeed myths: that poverty is not an individual phenomenon but more a
social phenomenon; that the poor are victims of what we might call structural
factors; that the poor person is poor not because he chose poverty, but because he
is hemmed-in, he is oppressed and he is manipulated by structural factors that he
has virtually no control'over. The theoretical approach that we take, whether we
emphasize the structural or the individual and psychological, is important in my
view because it will influence the kinds of actions that we take and see as essential
and as feasible. Mr. John Turner [Minister of Justice] in a speech some time ago
made the following statement: "Justice in a society such as ours, a society marked
by wide differences in wealth and power, requires a legal system that compensates
for these differences".
It seems to me that from the structuralist's point of view what we need is not
just a legal system that compensates for these differences, but an economic and political system that begins to reduce the differences between the rich and the poor.
In a sense, the law will take care of itself.
A related concept that is much misused is the "culture of poverty" notion.
Its main proponent Oscar Lewis made it clear that when he referred to the culture
of poverty, he was really only talking about twenty percent of the poor. He wasn't
dealing with all poor people. Moreover, he saw the culture of poverty, those people
in it, as being dependent on external factors, that is, he didn't see the people in the
culture of poverty as somehow choosing it freely and openly. The use of the
concept can blind us to this latter fact. Using the concept of the "culture of
poverty" has often led people to say that before we can begin to alleviate poverty,
we must change poor peoples' attitudes and beliefs.
The classic illustration of this is found in the United States with regard to
birth control clinics among the poor. It used to be believed, following Oscar Lewis,
that poor people didn't want to take birth control pills or use contraceptives.
Consequently, what one had to do was change their attitudes and beliefs and then
once we had done that, they would flock to birth control clinics. It therefore
became a cop-out, an excuse not to establish birth control clinics in poverty areas.
In realty it was found that as soon as clinics were established, poor people came immediately and willingly. This is where I see the real danger in the concept of the
"culture of poverty". It can be an excuse for non-action.
Another point that I would like to make is that we often define poverty, as
Professor Cotler has suggested, as a relative phenomenon. I would just like to
simply point out that if we continue to define poverty simply in relative terms, we
shall never find the solution to the misery of 4,000,000 Canadians ....never, by definition.
I think the crucial and difficult question is what as a society we will tolerate
as a minimum, below which we will not permit any person or family to fall, such as
that suggested in relation to a guaranteed annual income. However, on the other
hand we often ignore what is a tolerable maximum. We talk about the minimum
when we discuss the poor but we exclude a discussion of the rich. We must really
ask how we can justify large differences in income in our society before we begin to
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talk of a humane and a just society. The guaranteed annual income is not an adequate solution in and of itself. I thought you might be interested in some figures on
this point. The bottom forty percent of the Canadian population received in 1969
only twenty percent of the total non-farm income whereas the top twenty percent
in Canada received almost forty percent of the total income. If we look closely at
the recent taxation statistics, we find that the average income of lawyers, for
example, is approaching $26,000 a year, the average income of medical doctors is
approaching $33,500 a year and so on. Surely this raises the question of the justification in our society of such wide discrepancies between the poor and their meagre
incomes and those of us who are professionals earning incomes four-to-six times as
high as the average worker's salary in Canada.
Consequently, if we are serious, really serious, about alleviating poverty in
Canada, we must look at structural factors, study the rich, study how economic inequalities and political inequalities are perpetuated in Canada. I think as John
Porter has so ably demonstrated in The Vertical Mosaic, as a country we have done
virtually little to redistribute the vast resources of the very rich in Canadian society.
But I would also add, that a real attack on poverty will affect not only the rich but it
will affect you and me, the middle-class. In a real sense, the higher standard of
living that we enjoy is obtained on the backs of the working poor in this country.
My last point is that if we see poverty as a structural phenomenon, and if you
and I as individuals or as lawyers or as professionals get involved in an action
program, generally we will be dealing only with individuals or small groups of individuals. I think we should be aware of the tremendous tension that this will create
because we will know that the individuals that we are dealing with are victims, they
are not the cause, they are the effect, and so we are simply putting our finger in one
hole in the dyke when the whole dyke needs fixing. If we are sensitive to this
problem and to the tensions it will create, then we can at least perhaps begin action
programs that are geared not only to help the individual but that are also aimed at
structural changes.
Cotler: If I could just put a question to you. It seems to me that your thesis is
that what we really need is a restructured economic and political system which
would reduce the differences between the rich and poor rather than a legal system
which compensates for these differences.
Hofley: Well, we studied the poor. Now we should start studying the rich...
Cotler: As a sociologist, do you foresee a role (maybe there isn't one) for
lawyers in the reduction of those differences in that kind of societal reconstruction
that you speak about?
Hofley: Only if they are committed, I would argue, to this kind of structural
change, knowing it will affect their standard of living.
Cotler: Would you say, therefore, that because of the statistics you mentioned in terms of how much money lawyers and doctors and professionals are
earning, fhat they should voluntarily take a reduction in income, change their life
style, orient themselves differently in terms of objectives and ideology in order to
develop the kind of consciousness or conscience - awareness that would permit
them to restructure, or involve themselves, in the restructuring of society?
Hofley: Well, maybe at an ideal level but I do not think that many of us, and
I include myself, want to take a reduction in our standard of living, so I do not
know whether the word "voluntary" is really applicable. If there are some who are
committed out of ideological reasons to work in the direction of changing structures, it will mean a change in the lawyer's life style, for example, and the kinds of
things he values, and so on, almost by definition.
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Cotler: I think most of the sociological and economic studies reflect the
enormous control or impact that the legal profession has in what might be called
the distribution of power, or the distribution of power relations in our society, and
it may well be that it is not only a question of advocacy or different kinds of advocacy but also a question of life style approaches, in terms of generating that change
in consciousness of which you spoke.
We will now turn to Judge Morin who will give us another perspective of law
with regard to poor people.
Morin: I shall examine by way of specific examples, how there are sometimes inequalities within the law. Mr. Anthony Lester, in an article entitled "Is
There Equality Before the Law" states: "Justice stands blindfold, equally indifferent of either party and it is the stronger party which is able to tip the scales". This
is what I want to look at very briefly with you. I must say that the views that I
express here to-night cannot be accepted necessarily as being those of the National
Law Reform Commission, nor for that matter of my brother judges of the Criminal
Courts. There is no doubt nonetheless that the National Law Reform Commission
created by an Act of Parliament some months ago, has a specific mandate. Section
II of the Law Reform Commission Act states that the Law Reform Commission is
to seek development of, and new approaches to, the law in keeping with, and responsive to, the changing needs of modern Canadian society; accordingly, the
problem of poverty obviously will be the subject of empirical research by our Commission to determine the validity of present laws.
The first question which perhaps should be examined and to which the first
panelist has to an extent replied is, where do we draw the poverty-line? The Economic Council in its fifth Annual Report in 1968, came to the conclusion, and it called
it a conservative estimate, that twenty-nine percent of the total population in
Canada is under the poverty-line...
To examine the inequality of individuals before the Court, it is necessary to
distinguish between the Criminal Law and the Civil Law. In the field of Criminal
Law, because the outcome of a criminal trial may very well result in detention or
incarceration, it is obvious that the state or the legal system owes to the accused a
heavy duty. Professor Walter Tarnopolsky has stated that: "A law which equally
forbids the rich and poor to beg in the street is not an equal law". It is obvious that
the rich will not beg, only the poor will do so and it is the poor who are caught by
law...
Perhaps the most flagrant area of dissatisfaction and alienation is our
present bail system, in that often the release of the accused is set in terms of financial ability to meet a recognizance. I am pleased to note that in a matter of days the
new bail act will unshackle the courts from the concept of having to hold security in
return for your presence in court. This is one inequality which will have disappeared, and not too soon.
The next matter which is of some concern that I'd like to touch upon is the
Legal Aid System. Legal Aid is essential because it is obvious that if legal counsel is
not available to the accused or the person facing a criminal charge, that person may
very well, for the sake of expediency and also under the former system because he
is unable to leave jail, plead guilty to an offense; an offense for which he might not
have been convicted had he been tried, and to an offense for which he ought to
have been given the benefit of the doubt in the long run and an acquittal ought to
have resulted. Legal Aid therefore is, in the views of very many, a necessity in
today's criminal trials, and it should be universal across Canada, otherwise people
will not stand equal before the law or before the Bench.
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Some offenses equally apply particularly to the poor - for example, vagrancy. You are a vagrant under the provisions of the Criminal Code if you are impecunious in the mind of most police officers, if you cannot give a good account of
yourself or say where you are going or where you will be lodged overnight. Often an
individual is approached by a police officer and is asked a number of questions. He
does not seem to know where he will be lodged for the night. He had no money.
Accordingly he is charged with vagrancy. It is obvious that those with money are
not charged with vagrancy and the question is, is that area of the law being used as
social control? I leave the matter for discussion, because obviously only one class
of individuals will be caught under the laws of vagrancy. Likewise, with respect to
drunkenness. These are substantive offenses in the Criminal Code but there are
more subtle inequalities which result in our administration of the law.
The poor, someone below the poverty-line, who is subpoenaed as a witness,
may very well lose more than he will get in the long run. We have not found a
formula for compensating those who will suffer losses more heavily than others.
Many persons are able to attend court as witnesses without much disruption to
their employment or for that matter to their livelihood. In other cases which have
come to my attention, witnesses in a prolonged trial have found themselves without
work once the trial was over. Is there a duty on the part of the state to compensate
better those who are unequal before the court from the point of view of being witnesses?...
There is also the duty to serve as a juror. Again, the same inequality exists.
The law does not see fit to give, or should it see fit to give, a different compensation
to the juror whose livelihood may very well be jeopardized as a result of his prolonged absence from work. These are very vital points in my view where even
though everyone is getting the benefit of the same compensation, the end result
might very well be entirely different.
These areas, which I have outlined to you, can be cured by legislative action.
But there is another area, which is a grey area, which perhaps might not be covered
by legislative action, and where there is still a problem. It has been said many times
and I have been told on several occasions at a variety of meetings that our new
abortion law makes the trench between the rich and the poor even wider. If you
are able to qualify, you can get an abortion in Canada. But on the other hand, if you
are unable to qualify, the rich will be able to leave the country to get the abortion
while the poor will stay behind and have to accept the consequences of our laws.
Can this be cured by law? That is a question in my view which has to be considered.
I could take gambling as an example. Those who like to gamble and wish to do so
with immunity from the law can simply travel to states where it is permitted or to
countries where it is permitted, while those who are unable to travel are obviously
left here. Is this a problem with which we are concerned from the point of view of
law and justice? There is also, in the final qpalysis, the question of sentencing.
Fines, unless they are tailored according to the ability of the individual to meet the
fine, can work a hardship. A fine to an individual with a good income may very well
not mean any substantial loss. On the other hand, the same fine applied without the
information available to the court may very well result in hardship in some cases.
In the field of civil law there is a proliferation of injustices again. Proliferation perhaps, of inequalities before the law because in some cases the monetary
claim will decide to what court you will have to go, and the fees accordingly will be,
as far as counsel is concerned, much higher in the higher courts. There is inequality
in the fact that some victims of motor vehicle accidents who are below the povertyline will suffer greatly before their claims are paid. Others obviously, who have fair
means available to them, will suffer perhaps, but not to the same extent. Therefore
two individuals involved in similar accident situations will be treated differently as
a result of the application of their own personal circumstances, through no fault of
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the court. There is an effort being made by governments to introduce no-fault insurance but that effort is not universal across Canada. At present it remains indeed
difficult, if not disastrous in some cases, to await final settlement of a claim arising
from a motor vehicle accident. Likewise, with respect to compensation to victims
of crime. There are laws to compensate such persons in some provinces of Canada
but not everywhere across Canada... There is also the whole of consumer law
which may bring about difficulties. Banks will only lend money to good security
risks....
In closing, there is a whole spectrum of law with respect to administrative
tribunals which has not been subject to scrutiny in the past. Administrative tribunals (or the bureaucratic system for that matter) could very well bring about some
unfairness and inequalities and only a few will be able to have these matters corrected. I think Lord Devlin, in an article entitled, "Who is at Fault when Injustice
Occurs?", has specifically pin-pointed that area. Do we need an Ombudsman for all
of Canada? Is it advantageous? Is it necessary? Or, do we need more guardians to
look after administrative tribunals and the way our law is administrated in that
field? Administrative tribunals have a great deal of control over everyone's actions.
Is that control being properly policed? These are questions which in my view
should be raised and they are areas of deep concern insofar as the direction which
our Law Reform Commission, for example, should take in the next few years.
Cotler: Judge Morin, you mentioned that Section II of the Act creating the
National Law Reform Commission provided that the Commission was to develop
new approaches to law in keeping with the changing needs of society and, I would
assume as well, with regard to the "sovereignty of the felt need", if one could put it
that way. To what extent does the National Law Reform Commission plan, or can it
plan, to have generated any studies with regard to the differential impact of the law
as regards the rich and poor, for example, in criminal law. Is it going to inquire into
matters concerning law and poverty? Does it regard this as being part of its
mandate and part of its terms of reference?
Morin: I again speak as an individual on the Commission because other
members of the Commission will follow me tomorrow and the following day expressing views which will also be their own. First of all, may I say that the Commission has been in operation since July Ist, 1971. The Minister of Justice in
making appointments to the Commission and in his speeches in the House, has said
that the Criminal Law should receive first treatment and should be examined thoroughly. As well, in the Act it is directed that we should canvass public opinion and
that the laws should reflect the desire of the public with respect to changes. I
understand this to mean that the law should not so much reflect the ideas or desires
of those who are associated with the Commission but that it should reflect the views
of the community.
Now, to what extent do we intend to go into the problem of poverty? It is
undoubtedly the hope of the Commission through association with law schools, in
association with universities across the land, with psychologists, psychiatrists and
others to conduct studies and empirical research. It might be the last opportunity
we have of looking at our criminal law for a long time. So we hope to proceed in a
way which will permit us to carry out proper research and also to try and sound out
public opinion.
Cotler: Having put a question to you in your personal capacity as a member
of the Law Reform Commission, I wonder if I could do the same thing in your capacity as someone who is a judge. You mention the question of the differential
impact, for example, of the abortion law. What do you think the response of the
courts would be if the claim was advanced that the abortion laws were unconstitutional in that they deprive Canadians of due process before the law or equal protec-
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tion before the law in that they are discriminatory against the poor and that the application of the Canadian Bill of Rights, for example, ought to be applied to void
the federal abortion law?
Morin: The courts in Canada have been by and large very conservative in
their approach to the interpretation of law, and I use conservative with a small "c".
This is also true in their formulation of policy or for that matter, in their formulation of the rights of individuals, contrary to the situation in the United States. We
are still at the point where, aside from the Drybones decision with respect to the
rights of Indians to consume liquor that was handed down by the Supreme Court of
Canada, we are still in the throes of giving birth to our Bill of Rights, even though it
has been with us a number of years. The courts have been, and I can assure you at
my level, exceedingly reluctant to hazard in that field for fear that someone much
higher than us would merely come back and say, "the learned judge erred in applying himself to that area of the law". So we do need some clarification, I can
assure you, before we can embark into that field of endeavour.
Cotler: I think this might apply almost in a similar way to the responsibilities
of the Government. For example, if one recalls the Drybones case which you
mention, the Government intervened to uphold the Indian Act and not the Canadian Bill of Rights. Its reason was that as solicitor to the Crown, it is obliged to
enforce Federal law, the Indian Act, being a Federal statute. But one could argue
that the Canadian Bill of Rights is as much, if not more, of a Federal statute as the
Indian Act and that the Federal Government has as much of an obligation, if not
more, to intervene in favour of the Canadian Bill of Rights. I think the question of
perhaps the Government's perspective of itself as solicitor to the Crown rather than
counsel to the people, may be something to which we shall have to direct our attention to as well.
I would like to turn now to Professor Dave Lowry, who has been Director of
the Dalhousie Law Office and ask him to discuss the perspectives that a neighbourhood lawyer has as to whom he regards as being his client community. Who
does he perceive as being the poor, how does he define poverty and how does that
affect his role as a poverty lawyer? What then does he regard as being the range of
services or the advocacy role of a neighbourhood law lawyer?
Lowry: I think that such a definition of poverty and the poor people is conditioned primarily by the values that a lawyer brings to the problem. I would submit
that most lawyers have middle-class values and that they have little knowledge or
understanding of poverty. I think that having stated this, it has been my very limited
experience to see the poor in relation to the legal services that a neighbourhood law
office can usefully give. To see also, the interaction of law students and lawyers
with poor people as presented to them in the clinic. I think it's fair to say that most
lawyers approach the problem with a rather crude definition of poverty that is
based on an economic approach. If a person has an income of less than "x" dollars
he is poor. Therefore he qualifies for legal services. Others with whom he inevitably
works, the street social workers in the main, see the problems of poverty and social
justice as something that requires the restructuring of the brain of a poor person in
order to assimilate him to his lot in society. This is not true of all social workers but
it is true of many.
I think that inevitably a qualitative change comes about when you are involved in poverty law in the sense that you do ultimately see the causes of poverty
even though you are constantly dealing with merely the etlects. You see the causes
of poverty as being systemic, that is, inherent in the system of society. But prior to
reaching that Consciousness Two, or whatever it is, the Consciousness One stage
gives rise to a definition of poverty in terms of powerlessness. You define poverty
strictly as a lack of power to affect events. And this is the common denominator of
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poor people. Decisions are made for them. They do not make decisions. Other
people make decisions for them all the time. The danger, of course, in this is that
the neighbourhood law office might fall into that mold...
I do think, to pick up something that was said before, that the poor are
victims of structural factors within society. I do think that the problems are systemic, and I do think that neighbourhood law offices are not the cure to the problems
of poverty. They can perhaps deal effectively with some instances of the law in relation to poverty but only in that sphere. And this leads into the range of services that
should be and could be offered by community lawyers or neighbourhood law officers. And the question then really is, what type of services should poverty law
embrace?
I think that the easily appreciated concept of legal services in poverty law is
one that entails dealing with the immediate instant problem of a poor person. This
is the sort of band-aid system of legal aid that is in vogue in some provinces. The
eviction is stayed, the person accused of a crime is defended and that's that. The
other system, or the other aspect to delivery of legal services is essentially one of
reform and social change through lawyers. In a sense, in a neighbourhood clinic situation, out of this band-aid system the reform consciousness grows.
When law is made accessible to poor people and people continually come in
and use the facility, you find that certain patterns develop. Certain patterns of antisocial behaviour or certain patterns of poor people vis-A-vis the system become apparent. It's at that point that lawyers can appreciate the needs, the felt needs at
least, of many poor people and can at least plan strategies for dealing with such
problems. Now there is no blueprint for strategies, neighbourhood law and this sort
of concept is very new and we are all just merely dabbling in it at the moment. But
there are four basic strategies that do come to mind.
Firstly, there is a test-case strategy with which many lawyers feel comfortable and at home. It's certainly true that our courts and judiciary must be exposed
to problems of poor people. They must be exposed to arguments and issues relating
exclusively to poor people. The court docket must be reoriented but we do not
know, however, what this reorientation will bring in terms of qualitative change on
a long term basis. This approach must be retained and must be used in any neighbourhood setting but it is time consuming to both the lawyer and the litigant. It is
expensive and it is rather uncertain.
The second major strategy which must be borne in mind, is one of community organizing, helping to organize people with a common problem, helping to
identify the pattern and then helping to initiate a strategy for dealing with the
common problem. This can take the form of helping people to organize for legislative change which is of more permanent nature and often not too difficult to get in
some provinces. This really presupposes that you are going outside the court
system and clearly the courts will not be appropriate for many problems from
which poor people do suffer. Community animation and lobbying for reform are
dependent upon organizing around an issue long enough to effectuate change. And
here I notice that lawyers are not particularly good as social animators. They are
not skilled in this. I am here differentiating between the head restructuring social
worker and the social animator. Quite clearly there are some concepts that can and
have been borrowed from corporate law and other such areas. You can develop
community development corporations. You can develop cooperatives, you can incorporate people. You can even use corporate law techniques to coalesce people
around an issue and to further the issue. This is not always appropriate but we, in
Halifax anyway, have had some success with that technique.
Thirdly, and directly related to the test case and group representation, is the
technique of confrontation. The idea may be repugnant to some but it must be seen
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in the perspective that many laws are oppressive, that many laws cannot be (however ingenious the law) circumvented, short of direct and positive action, which
might take the form of, say a rent strike or something of that sort. If all other remedies are being considered and are inappropriate, personnaly I do not see any objection to using such a tactic of, if you like, civil disobedience applied in the ghetto.
In fact it is far worse for a community lawyer to do nothing in the face of oppression, than not to do something. I think that our expertise in these areas will
grow rapidly. Class actions and that sort of thing are new to Canada, but they will
develop.
I think fourthly, there is a whole range of preventive law that I must confess
I have difficulty with. This usually takes the form of community legal education.
The major problem is, of course, that so many people are completely unaware of
their rights and the lawyer should do what he can, at least to inform people of their
rights in society. I do not know exactly how this should be done. I don't have a
blueprint for this but the usual modes of pamphleteering and television and this sort
of thing, seem to work only with limited success. I really don't know how that area
will develop but it must be tried. I think that the point that was made before was
that for people to appreciate, to know that they have a legal problem, presupposes
that they have an educated awareness of their rights. It has been my experience
that in the main poor people have very little knowledge of their rights and even less
knowledge about how to enforce them. This leads us to taking law to the poor,
taking law into the community. To my mind, that in itself is not enough. New vehicles and new techniques have to be developed out of our neighbourhood law
system.
Having said that, I think a lawyer must be more assertive and more positive
and drop the passive role that the lawyer, by nature and by his code of ethics,
adopts. I think that the traditional code of ethics that binds lawyers has been
written with middle-class people in mind. I think that one of the major implications
of the poverty lawyer vis-Ai-vis the community, one of the major things that arises
out of all this, is the radicalization of the lawyer himself. I stated before that the
Consciousness Two level arises where he sees the structural systemic problems as
the root cause of most of the difficulties in society. I think it's only by using neighbourhood law offices and such techniques that the legal profession can regenerate
something from within itself. It is only by using such people in specialized areas
such as proverty law that you are ever going to get anywhere. We should also bear
in mind the fact that the most common myth among lawyers is that poor people are
people who don't work. The answer is, of course, in the Report of the Economic
Council of Canada to the effect that 75% of the people below the poverty-line actually have jobs. It's only when lawyers are confronted with this situation, and when
they are confronted with a system that is not maleable to the needs of poor people
that the systemic nature of the causes of social injustice becomes apparent. The
major thing that I see coming out of neighbourhood law offices and indeed conferences of this sort, is a raising of the consciousness of lawyers...
The most serious difficulty of all is what John Hofley referred to as the
tension created by dealing with the effects of a system and this is the most difficult
situation that a poverty lawyer finds himself in. Very quickly you become aware of
the fact that you are not really dealing with the root causes of poverty and that even
if you represent community groups, even if you represent a large community group,
and even if you win your case, except in very rare circumstances, you still are only
dealing with effects and not the cause. This does lead to tension, it does lead to a
politicizing or radicalization of people who are thrown into that situation. What it
does for the community, in terms of permanent change, is of course, questionable.
Cotler: Just in regard to this question of tension, I'm just wondering about
another source of tension. What do you regard as being the relationship between
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the community and the neighbourhood lawyer in terms of community control? For
example, some of you may have seen the case book by Bob Cooper and Lazar
Sarna, which reproduces a case history that occurred in the Point Saint Charles
community in Montreal, whereby the Legal Director of the Point Saint Charles
Clinic fired his secretary and was then ordered, after being first asked by the community, to reinstate the secretary. It went to arbitration and the Community Director of the Clinic had to reinstate the secretary as a result of the arbitration. Now I
understand, though I stand to be corrected, that one of the reasons why the Legal
Director felt the secretary should be fired, was because she was involving herself in
legal or paralegal decisions in terms of changing the nature of certain legal procedures. What do you regard as the relationship between the neighbourhood
lawyer and the community? Should the community, in terms of community control,
articulate the priorities or strategies of the community lawyer? Should it determine
whether the neighbourhood lawyer uses a service function or a representative function? If the community feels that the neighbourhood lawyer should individualize his
response and the neighbourhood lawyer or Community Director feels he should
involve himself in test case or law reform advocacy, which view should prevail?
What happens when you have this kind of tension? How do you work out that kind
of a relationship?
Lowry: I don't know.
Cotler: Some communities have worked it out by not having community
control or even a community representative on the Clinic's Board. But I'm saying
that assuming that we work on the principal of having some kind of community representation, how do you work this thing out?
Lowry: I think that there has to be community representation.The problem I
was relating to before is how you acquire that input. I don't know the answer to
this. I read Bob Cooper's case which amounted to a secretary having changed a
writ. It's all very well but you can give up so much. You can give up control over
the long-term policy, you can even give up control, I think, over whether the clinic
door should be closed so that the lawyers and staff work on a test case. I cannot
really see any theoretical objection to that. There might be many practical objections to it. I do not shrink from that. I think that when it does break down, as in the
experience in Point Saint Charles, it is in the lawyer's area of personal and professional expertise. I just don't know the answer to that. The root cause of that
problem is that you're tinkering with an aspect of the total problem. You are not
getting to the root of it.
I was more intrigued to find that in Montreal they have this concept of
Peoples' Courts. In other words, the lay people are taking over certain community
disputes, and are in effect dispensing with the role of a lawyer, with the function of
a lawyer. That sort of community input is a qualitative improvement, rather than
merely having tokenism on the board or indeed having a militant and perhaps sometimes ignorant form of control at the community level. The sad thing is that the
community might not be educated enough to make the choice.
To some extent, the relationship of the lawyer to the community people on
the board is crucial. He should be able to put forth a view and to educate the
people he is dealing with to some degree. But then to what extent he would influence and unduly influence that decision is another matter.
Cotler: How much does a poverty lawyer involve himself with his community? For example, in intra-community disputes, within the neighbourhood
itself, should he work to set up a system of neighbourhood arbitration courts? I'm
not talking about the claims of the community as against the state but in intracommunity disputes, what is his role?
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Lowry: I think he should. I do not know if it is an either/or proposition. The
difficult thing for a neighbourhood lawyer is to be responsive to the community.
And to some degree he will have to lead the community. I could not perceive of
myself foisting a peoples' court situation on Halifax right row. If the people of
Montreal are politicized to an extent that this kind of system can work, then I think
this is fine. If we agree that the problems of poor people are really systemic and
structural, then if certain matters can be settled out of court by way of arbitration
by the people in the community, then I think that is highly desirable.
Cotler: C'est maintenant au Directeur du Centre communautaire de Pointe
Saint-Charles de venir dire ce que les pauvres pensent des avocats et du droit.
Paul Dion: Je n'ai rien pr~par6 de syst~matique, je vais simplement vous
livrer des ides en vrac qui refletent laplupart du temps des st6r~otypes, ce qu'on
appelle dans la classe moyenne des stereotypes de la culture de pauvret6.
Pour le pauvre en g~n~ral ia loi n'aide pas, c'est quelque chose qui enl&ve,
c'est un instrument dont le syst~me peut se servir pour, disons, p6naliser les
pauvres. J'emploie le terme pauvre dans le sens 6lastique du terme, comme certains
panelistes y ont fait allusion. Le citoyen est souvent confront6 Aila Loi. Le pauvre,
lorsqu'il est amen6 devant les tribunaux, lorsqu'il est objet de saisie, lorsqu'il est
menac6 dans ses biens, ses meubles, son logement, son assistance sociale, son assistance m~dicale, comme on le disait au debut, le Code civil pour ces gens du
Quebec en tout cas, ce sort le Bill 26, le Bill 65, la Loi d'assistance m~dicale, la Loi
de protection du consommateur, le Code civil pour ce qui est des saisies, le Code du
logement, le Code du travail, ainsi que diverses autres 1ois. Pour le citoyen moyen,
le pauvre en particulier, la Loi n'est pas un moyen d'aide, c'est quelques chose qui
enlkve, qui risque de p~naliser. Ensuite, ]a Loi c'est pas la justice, c'est ]a l6galit6,
parce que c'est entre les mains de personnes, entre autres des avocats, qui connaissent les lois et qui aident Afaire les lois, qui aident les gouvernements A les faire les
lois; donc en partant, ces connaissancesjuridiques sont entre les mains de certaines
gens dans le syst~me. Le droit, c'est le droit des autres, c'est quelque chose qui
n'est pas d~mocratis6 encore, faute d'6ducation. Et puis, est-ce que ca va continuer
dans une perspective d'int6rft soudain, genre "charit6 sociale"? Est-ce que les gens
qui possbdent toutes les connaissances vont continuer de monopoliser toutes les
connaissances ou est-ce que ces connaissances vont tre v~ritablement mises Asla
disposition de tous les citoyens? De quelle facon peut-on en arriver Aune v6ritable
demociatisation de la Loi? J'ai l'impression aussi que l'on a tr6s peu consid~r6 que
la pauvret6, c'6tait d'abord un problme d'ignorance, de manque de connaissances
et un probl~me d'absence au niveau du Pouvoir. C'est pas seulement un problme
6conomique, comme souvent les 6conomistes ou plusieurs politiciens veulent nous
faire croire, c'est un problme d'absence de Pouvoir, parce que le pauvre en
g6n6ral utilise tr~s mal les services que m~me les gouvernements mettent Asa disposition. Le pauvre utilise en fait tr~s mal les services de loisir, soit faute d'argent,
soit taute d'education; ii se sert tr~s mal du syst~me d'6ducation, il se sert tr~s mal
des services juridiques, il se sert tr~s mal des services de sant. C'est quelqu'un qui
est absent presque par definition, qui n'a pas de contr6le sur les m6canismes qui affectent sa vie chaque jour. Dans cette perspective-bI, A Pointe Saint-Charles o6 l'on
a fait remarquer qu'on retrouvait plut6t des pauvres organis~s ou des citoyens
organis6s et vu que le droit pouvait 6tre un instrument contre les gens, un instrument donc, pourquoi alors ne pas utiliser cet instrument pour poursuivre leurs fins
de promotion sociale ou de changement du syst~me. On a fait allusion auparavant,
Juge Morin, . la loi sur I'avortement. Cela a pris, par exemple, un m6decin
courageux pour se prononcer pour i'avortement, le Docteur Morgantaler de
Montr6al, un gars engag6, et se poser presque en victime du syst~me juridique pour
esp6rer vouloir changer la loi ou creer une jurisprudence afin de modifier le
syst~me actuellement trop rigide ou trop conservateur. II est conservateur d'un
c6t6 mais lorsqu'il s'agit de servir des int6r&s en place, comme la Loi Turner par
exemple, on en fait vite une loi, pourtant cela ne concernait que quelques individus
au Qu6bec, A ce moment-I.
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Les avocats pour le citoyen c'est bien simple, je m'excuse aupr~s d'eux mais,
le st6r6otype, c'est qu'ils sont des voleurs; c'est ca que les gens de la rue pensent.
Ensuite, comment faire pour situer tout ca dans une perspective rentable, dans une
perspective de d6veloppement? A Pointe Saint-Charles par exemple, les gens ont
une facon d'envisager les services qui leur sont rendus. Au lieu par exemple, de
faire du "Case Work" individuel, comme c'est la tradition chez les avocats, les
professionnels en g~n~ral, I'on a d6cid6 d'agir avec de l'6ducation puis avec de la
mobilisation au point de vue social. Par exemple, on a 6tabli un syst~me d'avocats
populaires qui sont des assist6s sociaux ou des pauvres, ou des citoyens qui se specialisent dans un aspect de la loi, par exemple, le Bill 26 qui est la Loi d'aide sociale
au Qu6bec, le Code du logement, les problkmes de consommation, la loi a temp6rament, la loi des petits pr&s, les taux usuraires, certains aspects du Code civil concernant les saisies.
En amenant ces gens-IA d'abord A vivre une situation, un probl&me 16gal et A
les aider A les solutionner, puis A se sp6cialiser et A faire de la consultation collective, et non pas voir le problme simplement Aun niveau individuel, les avocats Ace
moment-A servent Atraduire dans le langage de tous lesjours les 616ments de droit,
les 616ments de la loi et rendent op6rationnel le droit pour le citoyen moyen. Donc
les avocats et les 6tudiants de la clinique juridique aident h d6mocratiser, A rendre
accessible la loi, A rendre op6rationnelle la loi. Pour l'avocat populaire qui aide
quelqu'un qui est A c6t6 de lui, c'est de 1'entraide non pas de la charit6, ce n est pas
des services qu'on rend, on essaie d'instaurer un syst~me d'entraide. Ca se voit au
niveau du Bien-6tre o6 les avocats populaires se servent du Bien-8tre, pressent le
"Citron" de la loi pour aller chercher jusqu'A des sommes de $60 A $120 de plus
que ce que l'officier de Bien-&re donne habituellement A un assist6 social. Parce
que I'avocat populaire a 6tudi6 la loi, a v6cu la loi et qu'il est la plupart du temps assujetti A cette loi, il a r6ussi A devenir assez bon avocat pour manipuler la loi de
facon A ce que ca serve le consommateur et non pas le syst me. La mime chose au
niveau du logement, ca fait trois ans qu'on est sur un cas de r6novation au niveau
du logement, ca ,fait trois ans qu'on est sur un cas de r6novation concernant une
corporation privee. Cela a pris trois ans pour mobiliser la ville Apoursuivre la corporation. On sait que le Comit6 executif, par exemple d'une ville comme
Montr6al, c'est surtout des propri~taires qui en font partie, qui vont 6tre plut6t
hesitants A poursuivre un autre proprietaire. Pourtant on sait que le proprietaire va
8tre condamn6 apr~s trois ans d'efforts, A seulement $100 d'amende d'apr&s le
code. II y a aussi des probl~mes comme ca au niveau de la consommation par exemple. Le mouvement de justice sociale au Qu6bec est associ6 A la Loi, mais ca
s'est fait dans le cadre de l'Association des Caisses d'6conomie familiale, o6 l'on a
r6cupr6 des contrats de finance frauduleux, o6 l'on a aid6 les consommateurs aux
prises avec des garages. Au niveau des baux, par exemple, on a aid6 les locataires A
prendre leurs responsabilit6s, A connaitre ia loi A fond. Le mouvement de justice
sociale, c'est un mouvement qui a 6t6 amorc6 non pas par les avocats, mais par des
gens qui sont organis6s stirement avec I'aide de certains avocats, mais sfirement pas
avec i'aide du Barreau ou avec I'aide de la Magistrature ou avec I'aide des politiciens au pouvoir ou m~me dans l'opposition.
En gros, ce sont des id6es que je vous lance et qui ne sont pas n6cessairement
objectives ou neutres, comme on est habitu6 d'en entendre dans les conf6rences,
mais ce sont seulement des questions, r~sultat d'exp~riences qu'on vit A chaque
jour. Le Bien-8tre au Qu6bec est consid6r6 sur une base mensuelle, et le mois d'octobre se trouve &re un mois de cinq semaines. Donc les allocations qui sont vers6es
aux assistgs sociaux couvrent quatre semaines, 28jours ou 31 jours, mais ce mois-ci,
c'est plus lon&. On a d~cid6 malgre un reglement municipal qui empeche la mendicit6, et la reglementation sur la mendicit6 date du 14e, 15e et I6e'si cl e, mais
c'est un r~glement toujours en vigueur dans la Ville de Montr6al de faire une qu~te
pour r6cuperer de la nourriture et la donner aux assistgs sociaux qui sont Acours ce
mois-ci et le droit A ]'assistance est pourtant garanti par la legislation. On est
menac6 de poursuite et d'emprisonnement par le contentieux de la Ville de
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Montr6al, A cause d'un r6glement qui est inspir6 du 14e si6cle qui emp~che la mendicit6...
Ma question est: Est-ce que les pauvres ont une perspective diff6rente a
1'6gard des avocats communautaires?
Oui, il y a ici des gens de la Clinique communautaire qui pourraient mieux
r6pondre A cette question que moi. Le simple fait de d6fendre la communaut6, de
vivre dans le voisinage avec les gens, de ne pas avoir de rendez-vous formels, de
pouvoir entrer dans la Clinique et pouvoir discuter de n'importe quoi entre un
problkme juridique et un autre, de sa belle-mere si ca va mal ou du problkme d'un
enfant A I'6cole et de se sentir vraiment chez soi, de sentir l'avocat parmi nousautres, de voir les 6tudiants qui restent et qui travaillent sans trop de formalit6s,
sans trop se soucier d'un code d'6thique, code d'6thique dans ce qu'il y a de plus
formel, mais je ne veux pas dire qu'il faut laisser le code d'6thique compltement
de c6t6, ca aide sfirement Aamoindrir la diff6rence de classe qu'on a relev~e tout A
l'heure et d apprivoiser un peu le consommateur des services lgaux. I1 sent vraiment A ce moment-A les avocats avec lui et qui ne cherchent pas a lui rendre un
service de facon paternaliste ou qui daignent lui rendre un service. C'est cette notion d'etre avec lui, d'atre "dans le bain avec lui", d'tre Apeu pros dans sa peau et
de l'accepter non seulement comme une personne qui a un problkmejuridique Aun
moment donn6, mais une personne total e, qui est important et ca aide sarement
l'avocat comme tel. Alors, est-ce que tu penses qu'il est ncessaire pour un avocat
communautaire de vivre dans la communautV?
Oui, et ca renverse un peu l'objet du d~bat, est-ce que ce sont les avocats qui
peuvent aider ies pauvres ou si ce seraient les pauvres qui pourraient aider les
avocats? Je pense qu'a ce niveau-lh, ils pourraient sdrement aider les avocats.
Cotler: Notre dernier participant est Andr6 Ouellette, sous-ministre du
Minist re du d~veloppement social de la province du Manitoba, qui parlera des d6finitions qu'utilise le Gouvernement pour former une politique sociale contre la
pauvret6.
Ouellette: Je pense que mon intervention sera assez rapide. J'ai nettement
l'impression que les gouvernements en g~n~ral d6finissent la pauvret6 en termes
6conomiques, c'est-d-dire qu'on va d~finir un seuil de pauvret6 et on va decider
que des gens qui vivent en-dessous de ce seuil peuvent Etre considr6s comme
pauvres. En g6nral 6galement, on va avoir tendance Adire dans les gouvernements
que les raisons qui provoquent cette situation sont g6n6ralement d'ordre personnel,
c'est-A-dire qu'au fond il en depend souvent des individus concern~s d'en sortir de
cette cat~gorie, A moins 6videmment qu'ils soient atteints de calamit6 physique ou
mentale. Mais generalement on a tendance A croire que si les gens le veulent, ils
peuvent facilement d'eux-m mes se sortir de cet 6tat. Je pense que c'est particulirement vrai dans les provinces des prairies o6i je travaille maintenant et
j'aurais tendance A attribuer ce fait A la presence au sein de nos populations des
Prairies d'un trs grand nombre d'immigrants. C'est-A-dire qu'il y a un tr~s grand
nombre de gens qui sont arrives au Canada il y a une, deux ou trois g~n~rations, et
rapidement certains d'entre eux en sont sortis. On a maintenant des avocats tr~s
bien connus A Winnipeg qui sont des fits de ]a premiere gen~ration d'immigrants.
En consequence, on a tendance Acroire que c'est possible d'arriver, il s'agit
de travailler tr~s dur, il s'agit de travailler tr~s fort et il suffit d'avoir ]a volont6 de
vouloir se sortir de cet 6tat de pauvret6 pour pouvoir y arriver. La consequence de
ca, c'est qu'on refuse syst~matiquement de considerer Ia pauvret6 comme un
probl~me structurel, comme un problme qui d~coule de ?a facon dont notre
economie est construite. I1 y a un autre ph~nom~ne qui me fascine aussi, c'est la
facon dont les gouvernements sont organis~s. Je pense que dans la plupart des
provinces et mme au gouvernement f6d6ral, les gouvernements sont encore
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organis6s par minist&res fonctionnels, c'est-A-dire qu'il y a un ministre de 1'6ducation, un minist~re de la sant6, un pour les affaires sociales, un minist~re de la
justice, un minist~re de l'industrie, un minist6re du travail et ainsi de suite.
Traditionnellement, on a assign6 au minist~re du Bien-&re qui porte maintenant
des noms diff~rents, on I'appelle tantbt ministre du d~veloppement social, tant6t
ministire des affaires social es, tant6t minist~re de la r6habilitation sociale, mais
traditionnellement ce sont ces minist~res qui 6taient plus ou moins charges ou plus
ou moins responsables de voir A ce qu'il n'y ait pas trop de pauvres ou de voir A ce
qu'il se d6veloppe des programmes qui pourraient diminuer les effets de la
pauvret6 sur la population. II s'est produit que ces minist~res, un peu partout, y
compris le Minist~re national de ]a sant6 et du bien-6tre social, sont devenus des
ministires qui d6pensaient beaucoup d'argent. Si vous consid6rez la proportion du
budget qu'accaparent dans chacune des provinces du Canada, le ministre de la
sant6 et le ministre du bien-6tre avec son collgue, le ministre de l'6ducation, vous
vous rendez tr~s rapidement compte qu'il reste tr~s peu de dollars h disposer pour
le procureur g6n6ral, le ministre de la justice ou le ministre des consommateurs ou
le ministre des affaires culturelles ou du tourisme. On rdf~re A ces ministres,
ministre de I'6ducation et ministre de )a sant6 et du bien-8tre, dans les cercles
gouvernementaux, comme des "big spenders". Et la tendance est de morceler la
responsabilit6 de ces "big spenders" parce qu'en fait ils accaparent des proportions
toujours grandissantes des budgets des provinces et, m6me au Fdd6ral, du budget
du Canada.
Ce n'est pas 6tonnant de voir donc se ddvelopper par exemple, au Manitoba,
au sein du minist~re du Procureur gdn6ral, le service d'assistance judiciaire ou d'assistance 16gale. Moi, c'est un problkme qui me fascine assez, parce que je concois
assez mal qu'un meme minist~re qui est Ala fois procureur de la couronne, c'est-.dire qui est charg6 de prot6er les intdr&s de la couronne, qui est charg6 de s'assurer que ia loi est appliquee avec toute sa rigueur et dans tous les cas, que ce
mme ministire soit en meme temps charg6 de prot6ger les droits des citoyens qui
financi~rement n'ont pas les moyens de se payer un avocat bien A eux, un avocat
tr6s cot6 A Toronto, A Winnipeg ou d Montreal. C'est donc un des paradoxes qui
d6coulent de la facon dont nos gouvernements sont organis6s.
I1y a un morcellement inouYetje ne concois pas qu'il ira en diminuant, mais
plut6t en s'accroissant. On parle bien stir dans presque toutes les capitales provinciales et m me ici AOttawa, de coordination en termes ministdriels, maisje vous assure que c'est loin d'etre r6alis6. On parle aussi de "grid", on parle de "metric", on
parle de juxtaposition d'un minist~re et de l'autre, mais finalement je pense qu'il va
s'6couler encore un tr~s grand nombre d'anndes avant qu'on ait rdussi A dve lopper
un syst~me administratif qui permettrait au Gouvernement d'une part de d6velopper une pens6e coh6rante sur la facon dont l'6conomie est distribu6e A l'int6rieur
de son territoire et d'autre part de developper d'une facon cohrente l'organisation
de ces services, de telle sorte qu'il ne se cr6e pas A l'int6rieur de ce syst~me ce
genre d'in6galit6s comme on les voit A l'heure actuelle.
Codler: I have a number of questions myself but I think it would be appropriate now to open it up to discussions of questions from the floor on that note
and have you address yourselves to any of the panelists in regard to any of the issues that they have brought up or to any issues that you feel should be brought up
or any concerns generally speaking with regard to the question of the approaches
to poverty, definitions of poverty, its implications for legal services, and the practices of poverty law.
Floor: There was a reference to peoples' courts in Montreal. I wonder if
somebody could explain to us just what that is all about.
Cotler: I think the reference was made by Dave Lowry.
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Lowry: Perhaps it would be more appropriate to ask someone from
Montreal.
Cotler: I see Bob Cooper sitting in back. He is a former Director of the Point
Saint Charles Clinic in Montreal. Bob, you might want to talk about the question of
peoples' courts and maybe about the avocat populaire.
Cooper: Dave, I was mentioning the idea of the peoples' court as firstly
something that the Point Saint Charles Center was striving towards. I did not say
that it was a practice that we have been following consistently. There have been, I
think, about two or three cases which have been settled by citizens. It started off
with the following case.
A woman came into the office and said that she had loaned money to
another resident of Point Saint Charles but that she couldn't get her money back.
The amount was $100. At the time we were flooded with cases. We felt that we
couldn't really handle it through the courts. It was such a complicated story that we
were sure no judge would really listen to that case for a long time. We called up the
other woman and we invited her down to chat. She came down and she denied owing any money. One of our avocats populaires, a fulltime employee in our office,
spoke with the woman who was the alleged borrower and tried to convince her to
admit that she had taken the money on the grounds that he would certainly not
divulge any information she gave and that she might Feel better to tell him the truth.
Finally she said: "Don't say anything but I really did borrow the $100 but I don't
want to give it back right now."
The next step that the avocat populaire took was to try to convince her to
admit this, or to admit that part of the debt was owed and to try to mediate the
whole thing and have her make future payments on some kind of installment plan.
She eventually agreed to admit to part of the debt and we got them together and
after a while, they both agreed on a sum. I think it was $60, and she is in the midst of
paying her $2 a month and I think living happily ever after.
The idea originally came from the Cahns who will be speaking here tomorrow, who mentioned that the idea of neighbourhood law offices was just one step
but it certainly wasn't enough. What is the use of bringing the lawyers to the poor if
the judgment of the poor will not be in that same area and by the people who understand the problem. You may have lawyers coming down to the area but eventually you still have to go downtown to judges, to downtown judges who do not understand the problems of the poor, so they saw that the next logical step was the
creation of community courts. That was a next step to a community type of justice.
Also the idea that the court system as it now stands is much too cumbersome and
unrealistic and judging according to black-versus-white, all or nothing, when in fact
life problems are in shades of grey.
That was sort of the framework within which we worked and it is still not
nearly as developed as it should be, but I certainly would see that in the future it
can play a very important role both in the Point and elsewhere.
Auditoire: Ne croiriez-vous pas qu'un conseil d'administration ou la direction d'une clinique communautaire doit &tre compos~e d'une majorit6 de citoyens,
m~me si cela signifie une moins grande efficacit6 au niveau des services juridiques
rendus quotidiennement?
Lowry: The fact is that community control is not repugnant in itself. I think
the question posed to me was in the area that I haven't personnaly resolved. I can
see that direction should and must be given by the community to the clinic if it is to
really respond to the felt needs of the community. But in the particular situation
cited, my response was that I didn't really know how I would react. I think I should
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react to the needs of the community. I recognize that fact. But being honest, I just
don't know how I would, in fact, perceive myself responding to that situation. I just
don't know. I think that this relates to the very first point that I made, in terms of a
middle-class value system. I am a victim of that, like many others.
Auditoire: Ce que vous avez exprim6 est A peu pros la m~me sorte de
r6sistance ou la mme sorte de "hang up" qu'expriment les m~decins quand ils sentent qu'ils vont perdre un petit peu de contr6le sur les 6tablissements que traditionnellement ils contr6lent dans la soci6t6. Je pense aussi qu'on peut referer au meme
type de r6sistance qu' prouvent les professionnels du bien-6tre ou les travailleurs
sociaux qui traditionnellement ont eux-m~mes pr~sid6 au choix des membres qui
allaient si6ger sur leur conseil d'administration, et tout-5-coup ils ont A travailler
pour des institutions qui sont dirig~es par des gens qui professionnellement ne partagent pas n6cessairement leurs connaissances et leurs habilit6s. La profession
16gale n'est pas diff6rente de la profession m6dicale, et s'il y a quelque chose, c'est
encore pire. Traditionnellement les avocats ont travaili6 pour eux-memes, A l'exception de ceux qui travaillaient pour les gouvernements et Dieu sait que les
avocats sont A I'aise dans les gouvernements parce que la plupart des politiciens
traditionnellement sont recrut6s au sein de la profession legale.
Floor: There is no difference between the doctors and the lawyers. Yet, if
anyone of us was to walk outside here and get struck by a car, we would be rushed
to the hospital and a doctor, a surgeon, would look after our immediate needs and
we can be sure that just before we are put under the ether, he would not lean over
and whisper in our ear: "Can you afford what I'm about to give you?" And yet, a
man can be arrested on the street, taken to the jail, ask to see Legal Aid and the
Legal Aid Officer will ask him if he can afford the type of assistance that he feels he
is entitled to. If the man says that he is earning a certain income, the Legal Aid Officer will say, "I'm sorry but you're above the amount of income that is normally required and as such you are not eligible for our assistance." But what he doesn't ask
is what the man has to pay out of his income. I think I'd rather live on $2,000 a year
welfare than live on $5,000 income and then have a wife take practically all of it
away and live on $25 a week. What I'm getting at is, when Legal Aid refuses to give
the man assistance because they say he is earning so many dollars above the required amount, they leave that man to face the trial without the benefit of a lawyer.
And I'm just wondering if society has an obligation to protect all citizens be they
able or not able to protect themselves in court. I think lawyers have an obligation
morally as well as legally. I'd be interested if any panelist would wish to discuss
that.
Lowry: Yes, I agree with that. I think that I read somewhere recently that the
legal profession in Sweden, or one of the Scandinavian countries, has in fact been
taken over. It has been nationalized or whatever you want to call it. That's not
repugnant to me. I think that is the essence of what you are advocating, that the law
should be a public service in toto. It should be freely available to everybody. Well, I
don't think anybody wedded to the concept of equality could really disagree with
that.
Mike Harcourt: I was a community lawyer for about two-and-a-half years.
The thing that is really fascinating me here is the discussion about the role of a
lawyer. I get the feeling that community lawyers are people interested in community law. From now on in, they are going to be involved in a continuing sensitivity session about where they are as human beings. Do they live in the community? Do they have their law school training and their code of ethics put aside in
terms of priority by citizens saying: "No, we want that writ of mandamus to read as
follows.. .". Do you take that writ of mandamus into court and argue it? Do
you wear your robes when you go into court? I, for one, think it's something I am
going to pursue throughout this conference. I think it's fascinating. As well, Ithink
the dilemma that Dave Lowry found himself in is something that law students and
lawyers here are going to have to start thinking about.
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What do you do when the citizens control the Board of Directors and they
say to you: "Change that writ of summons to read as follows - "Welfare should be
a right, not a privilege"." I think that we've got into a whole new can of worms. I
ran into this in a conference last year, where I tried to argue for fifteen minutes that
welfare in British Columbia was a privilege and not a right. I was almost treated to a
session of being tarred and feathered.
I believe that this is something that we as lawyers or law students are going
to have to grapple with from hereon in. We have gone beyond infancy as community lawyers. I think the concept is working in every province and I hope that we
pay a fair amount of attention to just where we are as human beings and/or as
lawyers. If the two lawyers who are practising community law can comment on
that, it would be appreciated.
Lowry: I was at a conference recently with Bob Cooper and many other people in the room here, who had practised community law for some period of time.
The tension that we referred to, is created by the realization of the inadequacy of
your role, first of all, inadequacy to alleviate permanent and meaningful change on
the one hand, and on the other hand the interrelationship and interaction with the
community.
When I said that I didn't have a blueprint, it might have sounded glib and it
wasn't really meant to be. Because these are the really serious difficulties that community lawyers face. These are the real core problems, and from what I read I think
that this is true also in the United States where they have had much more experience than we with this type of legal services.
I think that basically, to get back to the other speaker who raised the
analogy of medicine and law, for the first time, more and more people are beginning to think of law exclusively in terms of public service. When you think that way
in modern day communities, you're thinking essentially in terms of evolution, of
control down to the community. This is nothing new. It is happening all over in
many different fields. And if you think in terms, first of all, of laws as a public service and secondly in terms of community input and community control and
organization, then you have to face this problem. I really find that I am in a dilemma. That mandamus situation has not happened to me, but I really don't know what
I would do if ever it did occur. I do not object to community control and management of a clinic. It's perhaps the extreme case, or the point of no return that you
reach, when somebody says: "No, don't do that". You are acting as a professional,
on a strictly professional matter, and yet somebody says: "No, do not do that".
Then what do you do? Hopefully you could talk it out, but what if you can't talk it
out? I really don't know now I would react. But I think this needs a lot more
thought and a qualitative change in the consciousness of lawyers, like myself.
Codler: Mike, you mentioned something about the sensitivity, or encounter
sessions of poverty lawyers. And Dave, you spoke in terms of public services, which
raises the following concern. Sol Alinsky wrote an article that some of you may
have read, called, "The War on Poverty: Political Pornography", in which he stated
that we have traded the machine city politics and their dispersal of political
patronage for the war on poverty and its' dispersal of largesse and patronage. I'm
wondering, Andr6, If it's something you can perhaps pick up as a Government
Deputy Minister with regard to social development.
Are we developing perhaps a system of povertycrats to replace bureaucrats?
Perhaps the poverty lawyers themselves may get involved in a kind of rip off on the
system of poverty? If grants begin to proliferate and if money becomes accessible,
are we going to see the birth of a new kind of corporate class of poverty lawyers?
What disturbs me in this kind of thing is that we may just be trading one kind of corporate ideology for another, and one kind of system of bureaucracy for a kind of
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povertocracy, in which the same kind of patronage will be dispersed but under a
different kind of rubric.
Ouellette: II y a un commentaire que je voudrais faire h ce moment-ci. C'est
davantage peut-&re une question qu'un commentaire. Je n'arrive pas du tout a
comprendre la difference qu'il peut exister entre ]a situation d'un avocat qui
travaille dans une clinique judiciaire ou une clinique l~gale dans un quartier, cette
clinique 6tant contr61ke par un conseil d'administration compose de citoyens qui
n'ont pas fait leur cours de droit et la situation dans laquelle se trouve un "Corporation Lawyer" qui travaille comme conseillerjuridique d'une tr6s grosse compagnie
qui sans aucun doute aura d dicter d son conseiller juridique la facon dont elle entend que son avocat proc~de devant les tribunaux ou vis-a-vis de ses clients. Je n'arrive pas du tout d comprendre la difference qu'il peut exister entre les deux. II me
semble, peut-8tre queje me trompe etj'esp&re queje me trompe, maisj'ai I'impression que nos collkgues, les avocats ici, ont tendance A minimiser, peut-&tre pas A
m~priser mais enfin d consid6rer comme tout A fait banale la contribution que peut
avoir h faire dans l'orientation d'une clinique judiciaire ou d'un service judiciaire
communautaire, ils ont tendance d minimiser l'importance d'un conseil d'administration. L'analogie qu'on pourrait faire entre cette situation et la situation qui
existe dans le secteur des affaires me porte A croire que les avocats devraient, avec
autant de modestie qu'ils le font devant Canada Packers ou devant General
Motors, accepter les directives qui leur sont dict~es par leur conseil d'administration. La question qui se soul~ve au sujet de I'Nmergence d'une nouvelle cat~gorie
de fonctionnaires que tu appelles si 6l6gamment en anglais "povertycrats" et que je
n'arriverai jamais A traduire. C'est possible, et je pense que tant et aussi longtemps
qu'on s'attaquera aux manifestations de la pauvret6, A l'encontre d'une approche
qui viserait A faire disparaitre la pauvret6 tout simplement, c'est un danger qui va
nous guetter; tant et aussi longtemps qu'on develop pera des syst~mes d'habitation
qui seront d'abord destin6s aux pauvres par exemple, on va bien entendu maintenir
Ia population pauvre dans des habitations pour les pauvres, et de IA A conclure
qu on perp~tue un type de fonctionnaire avec des habilit~s particuli~res. Oui, je
pense que c'est un danger qui est reel, mais la solution ce n'est pas de faire disparaitre ces fonctionnaires-l un A un, c'est peut-&re d'inventer un syst~me d'6conomie qui a inscrit dans ses racines une justice sociale et 6conomique qui est
beaucoup plus vivante que le syst~me actuel.
Cotler: M. Dion, comment voyez-vous la situation A Pointe Saint-Charles?
Dion: L'expdrience en tout cas A Pointe Saint-Charles, c'est que tous les services essentiels, soit sociaux, m~dicaux ou juridiques, sont dirig~s par les citoyens,
c'est-A-dire que ce sont tous des citoyens qui sont sur des conseils d'administration.
C'est shr que ca demande une p~riode d'adaptation, mais on s'apercoit qu'ils nous
donnent dr6lement un coup de main pour rendre des services Ala population. Une
autre id6e qui nous vient par la tate depuis ce temps-lA, la pauvret& ca paie pas mal,
ca a servi beaucoup... L'allusion qui a &6 faite au m~decin tout AI'heure, on a vu
au Quebec avant I instauration du "m6dicare" par exemple, on avait une loi sp6ciale qui s'adressait aux assist~s sociaux obi if y avait pas mal d'argent qui se faisait
IA.Est-ce que ca va tre la m~me chose pour les avocats, dans le sens que Monsieur
Choquette parle d'avocats sociaux; les "povertycrats" c'est peut-6tre ca. I1 n'y a
rien qui sert mieux que l'assistance sociale ou les pensions dans une campagne 6lectorale. Donc, ca paie pas mal. II me semble que pour des questions comme ca, en
tout cas moi je ne me sens pas le jargon pour discuter des aspects Idgaux, mais ces
problmes-I sont I. "(;a paie la pauvret6", mais A qui ca sert? Au 13e sicle, les
trois probldmes sociaux globaux, c'6taient: la pauvret6, le ch6mage et le vagabondage. Comment se fait-il qu'au 20e si~cle, ce soit encore ca, moins le vagabondage?
Jacques Marcil: Je suis 6tudiant en droit, et je travaille au sein des Services
juridiques Saint-Louis. On m'a demand6 de vous faire la lecture d'une lettre qu'on
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a pr6par6e et je crois que le moment est assez opportun, surtout vu le fait que
plusieurs individus ont soulign6 l'importance du r61e de 'avocat communautaire
par rapport . la communaut6 ... Donc, je fais la lecture de la lettre.
"Messieurs, c'est avec regret que nous nous trouvons dans l'obligation de
formuler une critique concernant le mode de participation pr.vu pour votre conf~rence. Nous d plorons ]a quasi ou entibre absence de participation de la part de
gens dffavoris6s dans une conf6rence qui se veut 8tre sur le droit et la pauvret6. Par
exp6rience, nous savons qu'il est utile de r~unir des professionnels tels que les
juristes pour solutionner le probl~me de la pauvret6. Nous esp6rons que nos remarques seront consid6r6es dans l'hypoth~se d'une conf6rence semblable A l'avenir.
Veuillez agr6er l'expression de mes sentiments les meilleurs". Et c'est sign6: Rosa
Meunier, secr~taire 16gale des Services juridiques Saint-Louis.
Alors je crois que surtout par rapport au r6le de l'avocat dans la communaut6, si nous avions eu dans cet auditoire des membres justement de ces communaut~s, des membres pauvres admettons-le, il aurait peut-6tre mieux valu que
nous puissions r~pondre aux questions du genre: Quel est le r6le de l'avocat? Comment une personne qui est pauvre pense, lorsqu'elle pense h I'avocat?
Floor: Statements have been made regarding the fact that poor people are
not represented here. I think that nevertheless I would like at this time to express
my gratitude to you for organizing this Conference. I think it is high time we had it.
I think that it is to your credit that you have brought it about.
But if I may divert from that, I would like to address this question to Mr.
Justice Ren6 Morin. My Lord, it is not often that I get to use that term dressed in
jeans.
Morin: An American jurist said that ceremony in the courtroom has ceased
to impress, although it may amuse and distract. You have done the latter.
Floor: It's a shame that that opinion is not shared by the entire Bench. Dr.
Hofley mentioned a principle adopted by the Minister of Justice Mr. Turner and
that was that, law reform deals with compensating the poor for imbalance or injustice. Professor Lowry said that we have got to stop dealing with the effects of law
and start dealing with the causes of injustice. I'm just wondering, sir, about your
Commission. From my observation, it appears much like a... and you'll forgive
the term, a social prophylactic or opium for the poor.
You have come here and you have told us about bail laws, the reform of bail
laws, and I suppose that is a noble thing to talk about, even though Sweden has
abolished the concept of bail entirely as being discriminatory. What is the Law
Reform Commission doing about a system, a social system, that pumps a disproportionate number of poor people into conflict with the criminal law as opposed to
people who are not poor?
Morin: I can assure you first of all, that all commissions have to start
somewhere. The Commission that I represent here tonight, is not a Commission
which will cease to exist at a certain point in time. It will go on to examine all
phases of the law. You will appreciate, of course, that we can only dedicate
ourselves to a number of areas at any given time. Priority is being given to criminal
law and perhaps many months will elapse before we can do something concrete and
something practical about it. But in the meantime, it is a very poor excuse on my
part, in any event, to say to you that you will have to bear with me and wait awhile
while we start our research. However, you will appreciate that if we do anything
without research, it might not survive because it might never be enacted by Parliament. I don't know whether this answers your question.
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I can sense a feeling of frustration, a feeling of frustration that I, as ajudge at
times feel, because we seem to be governed by 19th century rules of law in court.
Oral evidence is good and we want very much to cling to it, and yet it might not be
practical. We are stuck with concepts of law which have been with us for a long
time. We have not kept pace with it. The legal profession is obviously to blame.
Floor: A few minutes ago there was some discussion from the panel of the
danger of lawyers becoming povertycrats. Someone stood up and read a letter
which, to me put in different words, suggested that this Conference was exactly
that, that it had become that. Nobody answered that question. You started talking
about something else. How about an answer for the person from Saint-Louis?
Cotler: I agree with the representation made by the student working in the
Saint-Louis Clinic and I would like to add a few words regarding community
representation and the participation of poor people.
In any approach to this, the response is always imperfect or imperfectly
perceived. If you have no poor people, you're accused and justly so, of being discriminatory or ignoring them. If you have many poor people, you're accused
perhaps, of tokenism. If you have some poor people, you're accused of not having
sufficient representation. What we wanted to do in this conference, and this is what
we tried to make clear, is that we would invite poor people not for the sake of having poor people but as resource people - so that the perspective of the community
client and the perspective of the poor which none of us can give, and which can
only be given by the poor people themselves, would be represented on every panel
and on every workshop in this Conference. And it is.
One of the problems that we had, with respect to tonight's panel, is that our
community client, if you will, unfortunately was unable to attend and we asked
Paul Dion, a community worker who has been working in Point Saint Charles to
replace her and he did so at the last minute. However, we have tried to have a community perspective and the perspectives of poor clients on every panel and on
every workshop in this agenda. Ultimately the representation will always be
imperfect and we are trying to orient it in terms of the kind of responsibilities that
we do have here as members of the legal profession; and we are asking those who
have worked with lawyers to tell us what they regard as being our responsibilities
and what they regard as being our victimization of the poor. I hope that we will get
a greater sense of that kind of response in the rest of the Conference and I agree
with you that the question of representation from the client community and from
the poor people is of paramount concern. I share the response that greeted your
representation at that time.
Floor: I'm a poor person and I just wanted to say a couple of things about
being here. I don't think I'm lucky to be here. I think I'm unlucky to be one of the
twenty or so people here who are poor. We are tremendously outnumbered. I think
with very little effort you could have had quite a few more. I also noticed a couple
of glaring omissions in the structure of the entire conference. I don't see any
emphasis placed on women and the law. As you know there are a number of areas
of legislation that are discriminatory with regard to women.
There are other areas that come under the law only loosely in that they are
controlled through legislation. Those are areas concerning the administration of
public housing, policy-making at the welfare level and all those kinds of areas. I
don't see any place where they are going to fit into your Conference. But my biggest concern is women and the law. I heard I think a token mention of the abortion
law. Well, that is only one tiny, minute kind of problem that a woman might have.
A woman in Canada today is suppressed in many, many ways. There are very few
areas in your Conference that this can come out. I think probably if it were broken
down,there would be more poor women in Canada than there are poor men. They
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are unorganized and they are unrepresented, and if you don't believe me, look
around this room.
Leonard Shifrin: I would like to express what I expect will be an unpopular
view. But I think it is a very real issue. I think it is a new form of cop out which we
good guy professionals are rapidly developing, and that is that all the battles are going to be fought by the poor people themselves. We will all talk glibly that we need
a total structural change, but poor people somehow by themselves fight all the battles, win the wars, turn around the system. Now what is our role as professionals?
Well, we'll be "resources" to them. Not we will fight the battles, not we will
take on our own profession, not we'll say, we as lawyers have a special responsibility for what the legal profession does and how the legal system works, not doctors as doctors have a special responsibility in the field of medicine. We're just
"resources". The poor people will fight the battles. Every conference on poverty
and whatever, will be a conference of poor people.
I was involved with things like the Poor Peoples' Conference. I spent this
weekend in Regina as a resource person at a very, very excellent Saskatchewan
Poor Peoples' Conference. I think it awfully important that poor people organize. I
think there are a lot of battles that poor people have to fight. I think it's very important that members of each of the professions make themselves available as
"resources" to poor people in these fights. But that's not the end of our responsibility. I think each of us as a member of whatever profession we are in, has
a responsibility to live up to our rhetoric of going beyond that. This is a conference
of lawyers and it is a very special responsibility that lawyers have to accept. I hope
that instead of our saying that we should not really be here at all, because the subject is poverty, and therefore it should be another poor peoples' conference, we
accept that very special responsibility and we address ourselves to what special role
we not only can play but have a responsibility to play.
Jim Mabbutt: Mister Chairman, I am from the Universit6 de Montreal and I
work at the Point Saint Charles Clinic. I think that at the risk of biting the hand
that's feeding me for the next couple of days, I must support the intervention from
the gentleman from the Saint-Louis Clinic ... that it was certainly the impression
with the lawyer and the people at The Point and the delegates from McGill and the
Universit6 de Montreal that this was to be a conference for lawyers and that
citizens were, to more or less, come at their peril. I also think that the comments of
Professor Hofley were interesting and well taken concerning lawyers and discussion of middle class lifestyles and such.
I arrived from Montreal, a distance of a hundred miles.... I'm lodged at the
Lord Elgin Hotel and when I enter the door, I'm given $25 for two day's incidental
expenses, which is over and above to-morrow's free lunch. I'm not saying that we
should engage in some sort of mea culpa for the balance of the Conference, but I
think it must be realized that if we are seriously going to discuss the questions of
law and poverty, that this might not be the best atmosphere and this might not be
the right framework to get any real results. As Diefenbaker, I think once said about
the war on poverty, it was actually only won by Tom Kent who shortly after the announcement was parachuted into a $35,000-a-year-job.
Cotler: I think some very important lifestyle issues have been raised and particularly by the last response and the one before that by Len Shifrin in terms of the
responsibility and the lack of any kind of cop-out by lawyers with regard to their
advocacy responsibilities. As there are not other questions, I think we can adjourn
now. I say adjourn because I don't think the discussion should be terminated in any
way and I think the best way to continue it at this point, and with respect to the
kinds of dialogues we are going to have in the next two days, is in the kind of small
group sessions, in the kinds of dialogues and encounters and confrontations that
can take place in the small groups.
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I just have two closing remarks. Firstly, that the panelists and moderators of
each workshop if they can, get together now to discuss the kinds of approaches in
respect to their workshop tomorrow .... Secondly, as a matter of information we
are meeting in the Conference Center, for one reason only, and that is that it was
free. The estimated costs of translations and simultaneous translation as well as
taping was over $15,000. It was an antipoverty choice.

The New Orthodoxies

2

Les nouvelles
orthodoxies

Guest Speakers / Conf~renciers invites
Jean Camper Cahn,
Director, Urban Law Institute, and Founder
Antioch Law School, First Director of Office
of Economic Opportunity Legal Services
Program (USA)

and

Edgar Cahn,
Director, Citizen Advocate Centre in
Washington and Co-author with Jean
Cahn of leading articles in the
field of Poverty Law

Robert Cooper: [Advisor, Quebec Department of Justicel: Our guest
speakers are Jean and Edgar Cahn who will give a joint talk. They hardly need an
introduction to this gathering.
Jean and Edgar Cahn: There is a story told of a gentleman who once lived in
Canada - or so he thought. However, surveyors came to check the boundary lines
of his property, redrew them and corrected the boundary markers so that the
gentleman found himself living in Maine. Upon which he remarked, thank God, I
don't have to go through any more of those cold Canadian winters.
Boundary lines are indeed elusive if not illusory. You may have noticed how
bountiful we are in sharing the winter through which our economy has been going.
We are mindful that this is not exactly the most propitious time for anyone
from the United States to try to engage in exporting goods to Canada. And that this
seems to apply not only to commercial goods but also to institutions or ideas that
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bear the stamp MADE IN USA. Accordingly it is best that we begin with a disclaimer. We have not come to proselytize. It is our experience that lawyers and law
students accept little on faith and that they are perhaps the most individualistic
cantankerous and disputatious breed of human beings ever to walk the face of the
earth. So we have not come to win converts to U.S. imported orthodoxy.
Therefore it is somewhat strange to us to detect the signs of a new orthodoxy
- or more precisely, to detect suggestions of a new Holy War between the true
believers of conflicting Orthodoxies, especially since we do not rank ourselves
among the true believers or subscribers to any orthodoxy. Therefore, it might be
appropriate to begin by taking exception to some of the Doctrinal Orthodoxies and
Myths which we have heard presented as Gospel. Let us give you just a sampling of
what we have heard since we arrived in Canada a little over twenty-four hours ago
with regard to the new Orthodoxies.
First, there is the holy war between the followers of Judicare and the apostles of Neighbourhood Legal Services. Depending upon which side your are on, the
organized bar is damned or blessed, the Ministry of Justice is damned or blessed,
the Ministry of Health and Welfare is damned or blessed.
Second, among the most fervent devotees to poverty law, there is a singular
sense of futility. Even its most optimistic advocates say: the courts in Canada are
not an instrument of social change; the problem is really one of economics and
politics, not legal redress; lawyers at best deal with symptoms, not causes; the
national government is impotent to effect change because of the power of the
provinces; there is no body of case law, no statutes, no Bill of Rights upon which
poverty lawyers can build.
The third Orthodoxy derives from the ideologues who start from a faith in
the democratic process and infer deductively from that that no decision can be
made, no meeting held, no idea discussed without the fullest possible participation
of the poor from the inception. Anything short of Athenian democracy is tainted
with the poverty law equivalent of Original Sin.
Fourth, there are the doubters, who are equally doctrinaire. Some doubt the
existence of poverty; others doubt its gravity; others aggressively take solace that
the problems are not as grave nor the society as polarized as in the United States.
But all have to conclude that poverty law is of dubious utility, if not outright dangerous, that the problems are not all that urgent, and that poverty law itself is really a
euphemism for agitation, class warfare and other forms of contagious insanity
which are best confined to south of the border.
First, it is necessary to acknowledge that many if not most of the most
critical factors which contributed to the success and the effectiveness of legal services in the United States are not present - or to the same degree - here in
Canada.
To be more speciific, our proposal for a Legal Services Program was able to
have a catalytic effect in the United States because it was an idea whose time had
come. The contributing factors were many and varied - but most are not present
here.
Legal services began as an adjunct - and really an afterthought to the
highly publicized war on poverty. It was not a war - barely a skirmish. But poverty
became a politically fashionable subject. A public awareness was created. More
significantly, millions of dollars were spent through the community action program
in organizing the poor and establishing new poverty bureaucracies. In retrospect, it
is clear that whatever else those organizations did, they complained noisily and
they brought into being a new class of bureaucrats, drawn primarily from the poor
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and from ethnic minorities. Legal services did not bear the sole burden of doing the
community organizing or creating the awareness of poverty.
Secon& you had the civil rights movement virtually at high tide and the
Warren Court which had let the disenfranchised look to the courts as a forum of last
resort and as an instrument of social change (and that was true not only in the area
of racial discrimination but also of reapportionment). At the same time, that the
Court was active in the area of civil rights, it established as a constitutional
imperative the right to counsel in criminal cases and subsequently in juvenile cases
- and this in turn was reinforced by the Bail Act and the Criminal Justice Act.
Perhaps most importantly, the legal profession itself in the United States exercised a distinctive role of leadership. The organized bar endorsed the legal services program though not before a prior attempt was made by the old line legal aid
agencies to stake out monopoly turf. But the bar which proved to be the major
political strength of the program swung behind it at the very beginning. It is important to note that the legal profession in the United States has always occupied a
semi-aristocratic status which is unique from an international point of view. In no
small part, the leverage of legal services was built upon the profession's unique
status, as well as on the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, the Separation of Powers
doctrine, and the role of lawyers as Officers of the Court. Moreover, the profession
had at least a strong rhetorical commitment to legal aid for the poor on a voluntary
basis which went back to the 1920's.
However, other factors also deserve note. Legal services for the poor was
able to effect maximum social change by concentrating on civil cases - primarily
in consumer law, landlord tenant law, and welfare law. But it was able to do so in
part because it was not inundated with demands for criminal representation. Even
without criminal cases, the demand for band aid legal aid - for individual
representation and particularly for divorce work - threatened so to inundate the
poverty law offices that for a time there was concern that this was all that the legal
services program would do.
Finally any comparative assessment compels recognition that racism in
America has provided and continues to provide a highly visible, highly symbolic
confrontation between good and evil, which legal services has been able to convert
into solid legal doctrine. Where urban blacks, Mexican - Americans, and Indians
were concerned, the highly visible symbolic nature of discrimination against the
poor could be converted into legal victories. The same did not prove the case - at
least to the same degree where rural whites were concerned - in Appalachia for
instance - and in the deep south where rural blacks were involved. Even in the
courts, symbolism is a powerful aid to logic.
It is precisely because of the major shaping contribution which these factors
made to legal services for the poor in the United States that it is necessary to go to a
more fundamental level in asking whether legal services has any significant contribution to make in a country where it is claimed that these factors are not present
to the same degree.
We would say yes - legal services for the poor can make a fundamental difference - and we would say so unequivocally, even though the form they may take
here in Canada will not necessarily be the same as in the United States.
It may be, for instance, that litigation will not prove as fruitful here as in the
United States. But that is to prejudge the issue - because the courts here have not
been put to the test yet - and they have not been confronted with carefully
documented instances of agencies violating their own rules and procedures, of
landlords engaged in clearly retaliatory evictions against tenants who wanted their
homes brought up to code, and of large scale governmental programs being
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thwarted by the malfeasance or nonfeasance of officials. While we tend in
retrospect to think there has been too heavy a reliance on litigation, we also see
that the role of the courts here is not foreordained. Moreover, there is nothing to
preclude the development of new administrative tribunals which can grapple with
issues prior to resorting to the present court system. This happened with the regulatory agencies in the 1930's in the United States and made it possible to develop a
new area of law. There is nothing to preclude an analogous development here.
Equally, the organized bar itself and private practitioners have not been put
to the test. And we would caution against those concerned about poverty law being
so anxious to annoint themselves as the sole possessors of virtue and humanity that
they polarize a profession which we have found has a much greater residual
capacity for altruism, for humanity and for basic principles of fair play and decency
and equality before the law than it is fashionable for the young and the zealous to
admit. The entire legal profession must itself be put to the test. One thing is for
sure: you can make their moral and professional abdication into a self-fulfilling
prophecy if you try to arrogate to yourselves a monopoly on concern for equal
justice for the poor. Judge not, lest ye be judged.
Third, we would say that the very absence of certain crisis conditions, of
racial polarism, leaves open the possibility that there is room for humanity and
decency as a fundamental principle of law without adversary confrontation. We
would hope that hatred and racism and inhumanity are not the prerequisites of
Justice, and that common humanity can become an institutionalized part of the
legal system. We in the United States do not seem civilized enough as yet to deal
with that proposition. We need lawyers on both sides as guns for hire in order to do
justice. But it is not beyond the imagination of man to hope that mere public censure, exposure, can suffice. It is even conceivable that one could institutionalize
within government the function of detecting, acknowledging and remedying injustice, and that officials might come to view that as a duty which should be performed without a court order.
If any of these things are to happen, we will have to move to a more fundamental level in talking about the function of legal services in a democratic
society, a discussion which avoids some of the pitfalls which the new orthodoxies
tend to create. Accordingly, it seems in the interest of constructive discussion to
deal with these new orthodoxies before proceeding to a more fundamental level.
First, with respect to Judicare. We do know something about Judicare from
our experience in the United States that might be useful to share. One of the things
we know is that it is almost impossible to determine the effectiveness of Judicare.
The program itself resists any genuine form of accountability, in terms of effectiveness and in terms of solid cost data. We do know that wherever Judicare has
been established, it has been necessary to couple it with a specialized law reform,
or Research and Development unit because the nature of private practice
precludes the kind of investment in specialization, in fundamental research, in the
development of long run strategies which make it possible to get at the causes as
well as the symptoms of injustice. We know also that until a certain degree of
specialized expertise is built up, and until the technology for ready access to and
sharing of that expertise is developed, that lawyers engaged in normal practice are
unlikely to be able to render quality legal services for the poor in matters that require specialized expertise. The legal profession will need to develop ways of maintaining documents, and possibly forms of computerized research if the expertise of
one field is to be used more widely by the profession.
Finally and most disturbingly. Judicare tends to become a full employment
program for lawyers rather than an instrument of justice. However, the problems
encountered in individual cases can serve a concerned government as an early
warning system to detect deep rooted pathologies calling for legislative action or
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administrative reform. Until now, there has been no attempt to build into a
Judicare program that kind of feed back so that individual cases can alert the
legislative and executive branch to the need for significant change. We hasten to
add these observations are based, not only on the civil legal aid provided by the
neighbourhood legal services program, but equally by comparative studies that
have been done on the quality of representation provided by fully staffed public defender officers when compared with various referral and court assignment systems.
Yet, to say this about judicare does not preclude its use - it only means that
any cost sharing formula should not reward inefficiency; that certain specialized
and educational functions must be built in to assist the practicing bar. Most importantly, it does not preclude experimental use of judicare to supplement
neighbourhood legal service offices both in urban and rural areas.
Those who champion the neighbourhood legal services concept should at
least be aware that the rationale for such a position diminishes in strength as the
program gets older, and the expertise and specialized knowledge is accumulated.
The value of systematic involvement of the profession in representing the poor
becomes greater if it is possible to share the cumulative expertise of neighbourhood
legal service programs.
As for the departmental tug-of-war that some claim is going on, we would
respond: we saw precisely the same problem in the United States - and those who
have studied the problem in the United States are aware that the legal services
program would never have survived in HEW (the Department of Health, Education and Welfare) or in Justice, and it has had a mighty difficult time surviving with
professional integrity in the Office of Economic Opportunity. Accordingly, there
is widespread agreement on the need to spin it off in order to preserve its integrity
and independence and we think it possible that no one's cause is well served by approaching the functional issue in terms of jurisdictional battles. We have read with
pleasure the speech of the Minister of Justice of Quebec, Mr. Jerome Choquette.
We have seen the work that Len Shifrin and others from the National Council of
Welfare have put into this area. And our talk with John Turner, Minister of Justice,
certainly indicated a position of far greater flexibility and responsiveness to the
neighbourhood legal service program than we had been led to believe by the position attributed to him by persons in other departments. Whatever polarization has
taken place, irrespective of its cause, might constructively be abandoned in the interests of the poor.
Perhaps the most disturbing orthodoxy is the way in which participation of
the poor has been elevated to a doctrine so sacrosanct that it is exempt from
rational scrutiny. The question is not do you agree with the principle - in principle. Nor is the question one of mere numbers. The real issue is "participation for
what purpose". And the question becomes: "What kind of participation, in what
form, is necessary to perform the function which participation uniquely is required
to perform?"
Certain functions can and must be distinguished. First there is one of
knowledge, or expertise or perspective which the poor - as victims - have uniquely. The issue here is not one of numbers, but of a forum - of the opportunity to
be heard and listened to - of input at the crucial stages and in the crucial decision
making bodies - and as a source of knowledge, of criticism and of dissent.
Second, there is the function of policy making, of setting priorities. Here
one must distinguish between case by case decisions and broad policy questions.
The Urban Law Institute has established a Client Advisory Committee to set the
broad areas of priority to which the Institute will be expected to devote a major
source of its resources. That too is not a matter of numbers - but of creating a
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power that is sufficiently small to be capable of deliberation, sufficiently representative of various poverty groups and client populations as to be genuinely representative, and above all, vested with the power to establish priorities in resource allocation. However, in individual cases, the individual client is the boss.
Third, there is the function of accountability. On the National Advisory
Committee level in the United States, an organization of clients was formed to
police the program both locally and nationally because it was soon found out than
even a majority of poor people can be manipulated by clever, articulate lawyers.
Here what is needed is countervailing power, - so the group retained autonomy
with a right to have a place on the agenda, to sepak on all issues and above all,
funds for travel, funds to hire their own technicians, funds to police the program,
the right to participate in all evaluations and to investigate complaints from clients
and from client members of the governing boards. Once again the question was not
one of numbers.
Fourth, there is a question of strategy, of getting from one place to another.
Where the strategy has been one of getting the bar to accept the principle of participation of the poor, there are times when only lawyers can force their peers to
accept certain things. In the case of legal services, which incorporated a far more
functional and far reaching form of citizen participation than any other program,
the strategy in fact involved exclusion of the poor for an initial period while key
figures in the bar became committed to the principle, and they in turn sent the
word to their peers. This may be offensive to some, but we submit that the reaction
that impugns integrity stems from what we term the genetic fallacy.
Someone must take the initial step, rich or poor, lawyer or non-lawyer, and by
nature the first person to speak, to act, to convene is autocratic. There is no way
around it. The question is not whether the action was begun unilaterally, that is inherent in action by any individual. The question is what is the nature of the apparatus, institution or program that emerges. And the nature of that animal,
democratic or undermocratic, responsive or unresponsive, must be judged by its
characteristics and not by its genesis. Many healthy relations start from sick
motivations and many sick relationships from healthy motives. But if one is trying
to characterize the relationship - the genesis can only give a clue at best - but the
analysis must really focus on the facts themselves and not history ....
Finally those who doubt the existence of poverty or view poverty lawyers as
mere agitators are hiding from the facts. Change is the one predictable fact we can
count on. Law has always been the way in which man mediated between change
and stability and between progress and predictability. The poverty is there, it is not
that well hidden. Urban and rural, Indian and French, the inequalities are there.
They are perpetuated by institutional and other forces which work most effectively
when they can deny its very existence, and deal with each poor person as an exception, an idiosyncratic case. The exception proves the rule.
If in a legal system so different we are to make sense of legal services, we
must go to more fundamental principles. They are three-fold: accountability,
enfranchisement, and entitlement.
The law can be used to legitimate grievances, to aerate problems and thereby to enable a society to come to grips with its problems. It can convert largesse
that masks need and imposes arbitrary subjective tests into entitlement. It can
enfranchise people with respect to those legislatures and adjudicative bodies such
as schools, hospitals, welfare agencies, urban renewal agencies and planning agencies, where their fate is decided and where the true common law of the poor is
enacted and enforced. As well, it can create mechanisms for increasing the accountability of officials to the poor and more generally to the citizenry.
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We all are aware that an election every two, four or six years gives the
citizenry no real control. One hundred years ago de Toqueville gave an alarming
but relevant description of democracy. Subjection in minor affairs breaks out every
day, and is felt by the whole community indiscriminately. It does not drive men to
resistance, but it crosses them at every turn until they are led to surrender the exercise of their own will. Thus their spirit is gradually broken and their character enervated. The people are held unequal to the task of managing those minor affairs
where good sense is all that is required. However, when the government of the
country is at stake, the people are invested with immense powers; they are alternately made the play things of their ruler and his master, more than kings and less
than men. By this system the people shake off their state of dependency just long
enough to select their master and then relapse into it again. In a country such as
this, the law can deal with one kind of problem malfeasance. It also must develop
ways to deal with an even more fundamental problem nonfeasance.
Malfeasance is simpler and more familiar. There is almost no agency we
know of in the United States that follows its own rules and procedures. Simply contesting an action by holding an agency to its own regulations is often sufficient to
change the result substantively. In fact, the mere threat to do so often suffices.
In two separate instances, the Urban Law Institute has contested the
renewal of one TV license on grounds that the station failed to ascertain the community needs and serve those needs in the manner required by law. In this case the
result was blatant bias in the form of employment programming, news coverage,
and public service programs for a station broadcasting to a community that was
over seventy percent black. The community is Washington, D.C. In another instance, just last week a hearing examiner in an unprecedented case ruled that an
entire Federal agency, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, has
been guilty of racial discrimination in its employment policies through most of its
six year existence. We might add that the bias in hiring also was reflected in the
kinds of housing projects, renewal projects, relocation programs that the department administrated. These programs have been demonstrated to have contributed
directly to patterns in residential segregation, the white exodus to the suburbs and
the intensified racial polarization of our society.
That pattern of racial discrimination might be termed a mere sympton. And
yet is it not true that if HUD was constituted differently racially, then perhaps we
would never have had to fight the Gaticaus case in Chicago or the Shannon case in
Philadelphia. Thus, a seeming symptom may well be the cause. Yet these forms of
malfeasance are only one aspect of the problem. They are one aspect in particular
if we include as officials - teachers, school administrators, welfare administrators,
hospital administrators, managers of public housing projects, city planners, code
inspectors, employment officers, etc.
But there is another form of illegality, of official action which thwarts the
law, which is virtually untouched in the United States. It is nonfeasance. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs is the example par excellence. After a century and a half
of social experimentation, we have a vast bureaucracy that grows and grows, under
the guise of civilizing the Indian. We now have one helping official to every fourteen Indians and on one of the largest reservations we have one official for every
Indian family. Yet life expectancy remains at forty-four years; unemployment stays
steady at over sixty percent; inadequate and substandard housing remains at about
ninety percent. Expenditures now total over $9,000 for a family of five. Yet the median income of families on the reservation is less than $2,000 per year. We submit,
there is some slippage.
The victories won by legal services have tended to be procedural, but they
have not yet gotten to the point where they can compel an official to discharge his
duty effectively. They could only compel him to do nothing by the rules. Yet in the
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United States, and we are sure here too, billions are spent on social welfare
programs, health, education, roads, urban renewal, and the results are at best
questionable - sometimes negligible, sometimes even harmful. We have no
knowledge as to outputs, only expenditures. No knowledge as to whether the purposes for which the money is expended are being achieved; no knowledge as to
whether the intended beneficiaries are better off. When rumour appears that
something is going wrong, that the program is having no impact, our government
lacks the remedial mechanisms, the sanctions, the rewards, and even the fact
finding capability to determine what is wrong and to remedy the situation. This is
true at the highest levels of national government, and money spent through our
state governments under special state plans is totally unaccounted for. In one case,
money for education for the poor, bought color television sets; in one state it built
up the bureaucracy of the state education office; in another, it paid for the construction of a segregated swimming pool; and in yet another it even paid for a new
fire engine. But nowhere is there systematic evaluation and monitoring of performance. The law must address itself to that, if programs enacted by Parliament are
not to be thwarted as those enacted by Congress have been frustrated in our
country. Mandamus is an old writ but it must take on a new vitality.
In the defense sector, all United States citizens are familiar with the problem
of cost overruns. But in the domestic sphere our problem is not cost overruns but
production underruns. We get little or nothing for our money. Both must be classified as forms of lawlessness that can no longer be tolerated. The poor, who are the
object of many such programs usually pay the price.
Every program, proposal or institution we have ever created has invariably
fallen short of the ideal. That is inherent in moving from concept to reality. It is
possible that masochistic or cannibalistic tendencies have impelled us to attack our
own creations but not to desist from trying to create anew. That was true of the first
comprehensive anti-poverty program we helped to fashion, Community Progress
Incorporated. That was true of the neighbourhood legal service program which has
had its own defects, some of which stem from faulty execution and some of which
stem from the nature of the legal system itself. Although we are now embarked on a
wholly new venture in attempting to bring into being a totally new Law School
based on a radical break from traditional legal education, we have no doubt that
before too long, we will be directing our criticism at this creation too.
No matter what you create here, in Canada, we trust that you will never be
able to say, in the words of Genesis: "And you saw that it was good." All that
means is that you will not be free to rest, on the Seventh Day or on the day after
that or the day after that. It is an endless undertaking with endless beginnings. For
we do not know, perhaps we never will know, what Justice is in the sense of some
Platonic ideal. Rather, we begin by responding to specific injustices, individual injustices, group injustices, entrenched patterns of injustice. And step by step we
move toward progressive approximations of an ideal that we will never reach, and
probably never even glimpse its full dimensions, except perhaps in the dimmest
outlines.
But that is reward enough.
Cooper: A number of years ago when they published their article entitled,
"The War on Poverty: A Civilian Perspective", it acted as the spearhead towards
the development of a comprehensive legal services program in the United States,
and I would certainly hope that their talk today will once again, in Canada this
time, act as a spur towards an-emerging comprehensive development of poverty
law. We are glad today to see the Minister of Justice, the Honourable John Turner,
here today and we welcome him to the Conference. The floor is open now to any
questions, directed to the Cahns.
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While we are waiting for people to gather their thoughts, perhaps I can ask a
question as to the inherent limitation of the neighbourhood legal office. I know that
there are many people here today who were in the same position that you were in a
number of years ago, who felt that the neighbourhood legal office was really the
panacea for the poor. Could you comment on this issue.
Ms. Cahn: Well, I think it took us exactly two years before we attacked
neighbourhood legal services. It had been created very much in the image that we
had been interested in seeing it created in. However, we didn't take into account
that there was going to be a tremendous backlog of cases that had never been
handled, of divorce cases in particular, and of domestic problems and welfare
problems. And very soon the bright young lawyers who were getting out of law
schools and going into neighbourhood legal services, just could not cope day-to-day
with the full case loads that came in the door. Also, as they became proficient at
handling welfare-domestic relations, in handling landlord-tenant matters, they
ceased to look to other areas of concern that vitally affected the poor. In other
words, they tended to fall into a pattern and to do that which was easiest for them
to do. Clearly it was easiest for them to do the kind of thing that they had already
done and secondly, to do it in that form that law schools in the United States had
taught them was the correct form - that is via the courts.
Therefore, the neighbourhood legal service program was very heavily litigation oriented and very heavily bogged down in cases. Some people tried to help that
problem by creating law reform units. Law reform units were both a blessing and a
curse. On one hand, they increased the number of appeals and the number of
significant cases that went to the courts and were decided in favour of the poor. On
the other hand, they shook internally all of the neighbourhood legal service
programs by making it the king of a two-class system. Those who were in the
reform office were the 6lite and those who were in the neighbourhood office were
the field hands. Therefore the conflict began in neighbourhood legal services' offices.
In 1968 1 was asked to try to expand and to modify the original concept, not
by getting rid of it, but by trying in fact to supplement it with another form of service. We went to another idea that had been thrown out in the original article and
that was that poverty lawyers could act as corporate lawyers for the poor. The
Urban Law Institute came into existence to explore the possibility of having a kind
of corporate law function for poor neighbourhoods. It did a great deal of economic
development. The first year we were funded for by about $120,000. But we created
a new fund in the community of over $4,000,000 in that first year. Each year the
sum that we have managed to create for the community has grown by leaps and
bounds.
Now we have moved into television and the media and the question as to
who is going to own the Cable T.V. system, whether it's going to be the people in
the inner cities or whether it's going to be the people who own CBS or ABC or all
the rest of the giants. In fact, I guess even IBM and corporations like that are
getting into the act. But now that we have moved to those areas, it looks like there is
even more possibility for economic gain and for redressing of the economic
balance for the poor.
But we have even done things that may sound mundane, but which the
poverty lawyers badly needed. We put out little handbooks on how to practise
before your friendly local Public Utilities Commission. Not that many poverty
lawyers have practised before the Public Utilities Commission. And yet that $40 extra that you pay on your gas or electric bills is a very meaningful sum for the poor.
We set up the tenants' organizations that grew out of the rent strike, that pursued
the rent strike to the point where first the landlord went out of business, and then
the mortgage company went out of business, and then we found that the Federal
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Government had the slum property in its portfolio under the Federal Savings and
Loan Corporation. All of these were ways of supplementing not of replacing
neighbourhood legal services. From the things that we learned, and that we sent
out to neighbourhood offices, we found out very quickly that they were being
adopted and used. It was simply that they had not the time or the desire to explore
new fields ....
Some of the improvements have been good, some of them have been good,
even earth-shaking in terms of the internal ability of the organizations themselves
to operate. If there is one final thing to say that the neighbourhood legal services is
beginning to do, and which has helped a great deal, it is that they have now begun
to have the help of the Private Bar in terms of trying of cases. We have a case at the
Institute that leads to everybody from the dog catcher straight up through to the
Secretary of the Housing and Urban Development Department. And we have as
co-counsel in that case, the distinguished firm of Covington & Burling. This means
that our capacity has been supplemented far beyond anything we could get by
simply using Government funds. In fact it has also helped to professionalize the
young lawyers that we have, because legal services is predominantly made up of
young lawyers and there is nothing that is quite as stimulating or that gives quite as
much discipline as having a fifty-four year old partner call the shots.' I think that
this is a very hopeful trend because it means that we have more resources to deal
with the problems of the poor.
G. Cbti-Harper [Professor, Universit6 Laval): Quebec will be providing
neighbourhood health centers with reference to both social services and medical
services. There is no provision right now for legal services. I would like to ask the
following question.
Do you think that if we were to consider establishing legal services in
neighbourhood health centers, and really try to identify the health rights of patients
as well, that this would be a more global approach to solving poverty, which is really a global problem?
Mr. Cahn: I think part of the problem - and here it is very difficult to tell
how much one is speaking from a culture-bound perspective - is that one of the
reasons why legal services has enjoyed the success it has, is that it is very difficult
for any other profession to play an advocate role on behalf of the patient, the client
or the student. At least in our country if a teacher gets up and objects to the way
that resources are doled out to the students, the nature of the curriculum, the
nature of the discipline, the nature of the rules of the school, that teacher is likely
to find himself or herself fired. The same is true about the doctor who is concerned
about the quality of medical care that he is forced to give as a result of the facilities
and the working conditions under which he is forced to work. The same is true certainly of the social worker and one who engages in community organization. The
sole profession in the United States that has been permitted to perform an advocacy function within closed systems and I include in that hospitals, jails, insane
asylums, Indian Reservations, and indeed most of all social systems, has been the
legal profession. It is understood very clearly that when lawyers act as advocates
they are not accountable and the retaliation against them that can be worked upon
other professions is simply not applicable to the lawyer. The question arises in my
mind with respect to your question because I simply don't know the answer for
Canada.
One question is, how does one build within a closed system? You don't want
a lawyer in the operating room and you don't necessarily want a lawyer in every
kindergarten and child-care room. But how does one build in a system of advocacy,
how does one build in protection for the patient, for the student, for the client, who
is in some sense, no matter how well-intentioned the administrator or the professional, possibly the victim, the statistical victim, of a very good system? But being
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the statistical victim of a system that is by-and-large very good is of very little comfort. Whether or not that can be built into society in this country and protected, I
don't know ...
I think that the other thing that you may have seen at Montefiore was that
the lawyers themselves began to be confused as to their roles. It was unclear who
their clients were, it was unclear what their function was, and it was unclear whether
they were trusted advisors to the administrators or whether they were advocates for
clients. I think that those kinds of questions of role have to be straightened out. But
I think that the involvement of an advocate function that represents the perspective
of the citizen in his passive capacity, as consumers of social goods and services, is a
critically important function that must be insulated. Legal services can play a key
role either directly or in initiating movements that see that the role is p ayed with
integrity and insulated from retaliation.
Ms. Cahn: I think that it is very important that if you do go ahead and decide
somehow that you are going to put lawyers into health care centers and into other
places, that you do not make the mistakes that we made. Because one lawyer who
can talk only to himself does not see the trends or the pathology that in fact he has
got to see to be of use to the health care people. He tends to get caught in the
onslaught of cases and of individual problems and fails to recognize often that it is
the same hospital which has overcharged every single patient that has come in, or
that it is the same doctor who has been turning people away, or that there is a
desperate problem because there is no abortion law or any of the kinds of things
one would talk about in the health care field. Consequently, I would caution that
there is a need not simply for a lawyer, but for enough lawyers so that they are able
to think about the problems that they see and begin to understand these problems.
They should also be sufficient in number so that they are not frightened to talk to
the doctors and to the patients, and in fact, begin to learn from them some of the
problems ...
Floor: I know of neighbourhood legal aid offices that are available to the
public eight hours a day, that is, working hours. I know that there are a great many
problems that arise after those offices close. I am wondering just what if any arrangements are being made to have those offices open on a twenty-four hour basis.
I am not talking about a civil matter that could be handled at eight o'clock in the
morning but rather about criminal matters that have to be handled at two o'clock in
the morning.
Ms. Cahn: That is still a problem in the United States. I can tell you what I
proposed to do before we decided that we would no longer handle criminal cases.
e had proposed that for Harlem, it would be very good if we had an office either
in the precinct or right next door to the precinct station. It did not have to be staffed
by lawyers. It could be staffed by intake aids, by agents of lawyers, but that when a
case came in that needed immediate treatment there would always be a lawyer on
call. In other words, you have a duty officer just like they have in the United States
Department of State, and that duty officer's job would be to be available for all
criminal cases coming out of that particular precinct. It still seems to me the logical
way to handle the problem. It means that you don't have a lawyer sitting there
twenty-four hours a day. You have a cheaper form of service but you have an office
open which can, in fact, deal with the problem. . ..
Ian Wadell [Director, Community Legal Services, Vancouver]: I am amazed
and grateful, at the accuracy of the observations that the Cahns have made about
our problems in Canada. I have a short question and it concerns what you are doing now with the new law school. I want to know why you feel the necessity for a
new law school and what is involved. Have not the regular law schools in fact
produced the staff of the neighbourhood law offices in the United States?
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Mr. Cahn: There is only one group that we are aware of that is satisfied with
the job that is presently being done by the law schools in the United States. That
group is the law professors. The students are not very happy. Clinical legal education such as it is, is viewed as second-class legal education having no intellectual
content worthy of mention. As well, to a very large degree there is a total separation between the professor and the practitioner. The student lives largely in the
world of appellant court decisions which Chief Justice Burger has likened to learning law by doing autopsies for three years and then being let loose on live clients.
Chief Judge Basillon of the Court of Appeals said that law schools seem, after
teaching students to be clever and how to manipulate rules, to desensitize them to
the raw facts of injustice. And if there is one thing a law student ought to learn he ought to be able to recognize in his words, the stench of injustice. I think our
feeling is that when a law student gets out, he is not fit to be let loose on any live
human being who is really in need. He doesn't know where the court is, he doesn't
know how to file a simple pleading, he has probably never drafted a lease or a contract and he gets very annoyed, if not hostile, when a client dares to come in and
state his problem in other than an orderly fashion in terms of the causes of action
that he has, and that he wishes the lawyer to take care of. In addition to poorly
training lawyers, there is the whole question of what I would call intellectual
default. It seems to me that the rule of law in our society is gravely imperiled in
terms of the kinds of institutions it needs, the kinds of rules it needs, the kinds of
scholarship it needs. It does not need scholarship that is the equivalent of
schoolman's scholarship and what was in the mind of the concurring judge when
he chose to write a concurring opinion rather than simply join in the majority opinion and what that portends for the court in five years from now ...
In our society, the most important things that are going on may not be the
rules themselves but the institutional dynamics for either enforcing or not enforcing, for sanctioning or not sanctioning certain kinds of behaviour. Yet there is no,
and I repeat no relevant scholarship dealing with the critical questions of institutional structuring of the legal system, of restructuring of the legal system, and
of developing new sources of legal manpower. This is not considered to be a fit subject and I guess I would sum it up by saying, if you were casting for "Ulysses", you
would not go to the American Association of Law Schools to look for somebody to
play the role of Stephen Dedalus.
Ms. Cahn: I'll put it on a more mundane level and say that my tolerance level
has run out with regards to training young lawyers who I have to spend at least eight
months untraining because of the kinds of attitudes and perceptions they have
gained in law schools. Thus it would be far easier to start at the beginning and to
train them in a manner which will fit them for the kind of work that lawyers have to
do.
Joseph Cornish [Member of the Executive of the Canadian Bar Association]: I wonder if our distinguished guests are familiar with the law of Ontario, not
only the Ontario Legal Aid Plan, but also with the Ontario Law Reform Commission which fulfills some of the roles which you are speaking about in the United
States and various statutes such as that which provides for the Welfare Review
Board.
Mr. Cahn: We have read descriptions of it. We are not sure that we would
subscribe to them.
Cornish: I'm sorry. I don't know what the descriptions were. One of the
things that disappointed me at a recent convention that I attended was that the
American delegates didn't seem to be interested in anything outside of the United
States and I honestly think that there is much in Ontario law that you might benefit
from.
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Mr. Cahn: I can only say, with respect to Indians, that the finest decision we
had when we were going before the courts in the State of Washington, was a statement by a Canadian judge that the Indians should be preserved before the moose.
Floor: In an article in 1970, "Power to the Profession of People", you spoke
of public interest sections of private legal firms. Again today you have mentioned
that lawyers working in legal aid programs tend to take a holier-than-thou attitude
and should learn to cooperate more with the Private Bar, and you have spoken of
the fact that in the United States the Private Bar has shown itself quite flexible in
the development of legal aid, be it judicare or community legal programs. I might
add that this certainly is not the case in Quebec where any achievement in this field
is like pulling teeth with a pair of pliers. I find your argument really a little dubious.
It seems to neglect the whole economic aspect. Your top private law firms, your
highly paid private firms are going to be representing precisely the opponents of
your own clients in a community legal program. In housing, the landlord may in
many cases be a large bank, a large trust company, a large succession and the
leading members of your Bar are more likely than not, to be representing these
clients. In welfare law, your Government may well be dealing with private counsel.
You may be opposing some of the best private counsel. It is similar in consumer
law. Therefore, it seems to me that there is more or less, perhaps not a subjective,
but certainly some' sort of objective conflict of interest here. You are asking for
help from a group who has been very well compensated for aiding what you might
call, "the enemies of the poor". You are asking these people to work with you in a
legal aid program. Something is going to suffer. Either the interests of the Private
Bar or the interests of the poor. I think I can guess which it is going to be. It seems
to me this idea that we must work with the Private Bar instead of fighting more to
tear down the feudal structures that surround the legal profession today, is rather
more like putting a fox in among chickens. What are your comments on this
problem?
Ms. Cahn: I would say first of all, I think it was my grandmother who used to
always say that there are more ways of skinning a cat than one. While you might see
direct confrontation with the Private Bar as a way of skinning the cat, sometimes it
is more useful to involve it in the problems that you are engaged in. I'll tell you very
specifically how we do it.
Arnold & Porter in Washington has a great number of large corporate
clients. It has a great deal of business in the communications area. Clearly we are
not going to Arnold & Porter and ask them if they will help us in the communication area with our clients and we aren't going to ask them to go up against their
client on a consumer matter. But we had no problems whatsoever in asking Arnold & Porter to help us with a question dealing with federally subsidized housing,
because they have no interest in that area, they have no clients that they represent.
Therefore they are free to get in and help us in that area. In the same way
Covington & Burling does not represent clients in terms of municipal problems.
Thus, it is very easy for us to get them involved in that area. But more important,
the real way that this has been done has been through evolution. We have had to
pull a few teeth. The Bar itself, the Private Bar, has had to kick a few of its
members. We have had a heck of a time pulling in the individual local Bar. But we
have always had the support of the national organizations. Where we continued to
have trouble, we finally solved the problem by putting on a recruitment program in
the law schools that gave us the cream of the crop.
The large law firms could no longer easily recruit from Harvard, Yale, Stanford and other schools in terms of getting the first, second and third person in their
graduating classes. Those students chose to go into poverty law because we were
good enough propagandists to make that the thing that people wanted to do. The
big firms found that $15,000 was not enough to get a lawyer to go into private practice when he left law school. They are paying $17,500-$18,000 and that is still not
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enough to get the best of the lawyers into the private law firm. The way that private
law firms now get the best lawyers is that they tell them that they will give them xpercent of their time to work on matters that concern the public good. Therefore
you have large numbers of young lawyers who come into the new law firms or who
come into the old and distinguished law firms, and who are very busily spending
twenty to twenty-five percent of their time working with legal service programs. Sometimes it gets to the point where we ask them to relieve their lawyers for two years
and give them to us.
The Bar is anxious to have a good image, because if they don't have a good
image, they will not be able to recruit in the following year. Therefore there is some
very strong economic argument on our side. I think it goes to a kind of realism. If
people who are interested in poverty law are realistic, they will attempt to make it
economically more difficult to be turned down by the Private Bar, in terms of helping their clients. They won't go to the law firm that is representing the mortgagor
when they have a problem with a tenant. They'll go to another law firm ...
Mr. Cahn: I would like to add one point to what Jean has said. When we put
this idea first to the poverty lawyers, you couldn't find a group of people less interested. They were as monopolistic about their area as every other group is about
its area. Our reason for putting it was very simple. No matter what size program you
create, sooner or later it levels off in size because the money levels off. Sooner or
later therefore, those who made it first, stay there and the seniority principle sets in.
Sooner or later the program loses its dynamism and intellectual ferment and then
you begin to get the situation you had prior to legal services in 1964, where you did
not have the career options to go from legal aid or legal services or public defender
work into private practice and back and forth. At that time those in legal services
were viewed as an inferior kind of lawyer, as a dud, as somebody who couldn't
make it or somebody who was too emotionally unstable to even contemplate making it. Now we happen to think, that first of all, if you are going to talk about a
growth element in the program, if you are going to talk about maintaining intellectual ferment, you are going to have to talk about constantly bringing in new
blood ....
Irwin Cotler.[Professor, Osgoode Hall Law School]: When we asked Jean
and Edgar-to speak about the question of law, lawyers and poverty law, I don't
think any of us anticipated their capacity of being able to deal with the range of
concerns and objectives that they dealt with in their address this morning. I am
speaking here in particular of the different models for legal services programs; the
judicare and neighbourhood legal services controversy; the participation of the
poor in legal services; the role of paraprofessionals; the limits of our present legal
educational system and clinical law, which I think are only too well-known to the
students participating in it; the'strategies of the poverty lawyer; the objectives and
problems of a neighbourhood legal services program; but, perhaps most important,
what was a very perceptive appreciation of the dynamics or perhaps the statics of
our own system here in Canada. I'm speaking here in terms of our jurisdictional
niceties and Federal / Provincial concerns, the timidity and restraints of
governmental initiatives. More importantly perhaps for use here, the timidity and
restraints of ourselves as poverty lawyers. As well, the need to hold Governments
accountable in terms of both malfeasance and nonfeasance as you put it. And in
respect of all of these, the question of the limits of orthodoxy and selfrighteousness.
Auditoire: En dernier lieu, Judicare essaie de devenir un programme
d'emplois A plein temps pour les avocats au lieu d'8tre l'instrument de lajustice ...
Les problmes rencontres dans les cas individuels peuvent en effet servir d'avertissement au gouvernement pour trouver des raisons qui entraineraient des r6formes
juridiques. Jusqu'ici, en fait, on n'a pas essay6 d'imbriquer dans un programme de
Judicare des communications afin d'alerter le l6gislatif et 1'ex~cutif pour entrainer
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Nous 6viterons d'ajouter que cela ne concerne
des changements importants ...
pas seulement le programme d'assistance juridique . .. Cela n'exclut pas I'utilisation de Judicare ...
L'embranchement syst~matique qui engage toute la profession juridique qui
repr6sente les pauvres croit en importance parce qu'il est possible de partager I'expertise, la comptence des services juridiques communautaires. Pour cette situation qui se retrouve au Canada, nous avons dit exactement la meme chose aux
Etats-Unis, et ceux qui ont 6tudi6 la question aux Etats-Unis savent que ces
programmes de services juridiques n'auraient jamais surv6cu dans diff6rents
ministres, ni au minist~re de la justice et qu'iI aurait 6t6 tr~s difficile de survivre
avec I'int6grit6 professionnelle. Ces services sont n6cessaires aux Etats-Unis et leur
int6grit6 et leur ind6pendance n'est gu~re servie par des luttes ou des querelles
juridiques.
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Marx: Each of the panelists will deal with a particular problem with regard
to the practice of law with and/or for poor people. The floor will then be open to a
general discussion of this question.
Wexler: I wrote a piece before I left the United States and came to Canada
about practising law for poor people in which I suggested a model, an alternative
model or an alternative strategy for legal practise. Since I have been here I have
tried to do something about using that model and people have asked different questions about it, and whether I think it's still relevant to Canada. I prepared an article
called, "How Not to Practise Law for Poor People", which includes some reflections on this question and is also in response to the other article which is called,
"Practising Law for Poor People". I want to make some comments about some
work that some students and I did this summer, about the mistakes we made, as
well as about what I think we did right. I also want to make some general observations about organizing as a strategy for lawyers, and organizing as something that
should be done in Canada, and lawyers using their skills in an organizing sort of a
way. What I mean by organizing is for a lawyer not to help poor people to solve
their problems but to help poor people to develop the power and the expertise and
the ability to solve their problems themselves. Someone said to me today that we
should not talk about how to practice law for poor people but that the topic should
rather be, poor people practising law. I believe in that in a very strong way and so I
want to say some things about that too.
What we tried to do this summer was to use the model that I knew from the
United States in what we called, "The Special Needs Campaign to Help Organize
Recipients in Vancouver". We made, it seems to me, two mistakes. First, we
overloaded ourselves with professionals and students, and a lot of the responsibility
for that lies with the Secretary of State who put up a rainbow with a pot of gold at
the end, and we followed it, and got a lot more money than we really should have
gotten. "A Special Needs Campaign" is based on the fact that in welfare there are
special sorts of discretionary grants, which people can get if they know about them.
What you try to do with this campaign, is first teach people about those grants, and
secondly show them that if they go down with sixty people to the Welfare Office,
the discretion tends to work in a different way than if they go down alone.
The students went around and interviewed people and talked to welfare
clients and social workers and read the statutes and came up with three or four
special needs that welfare recipients in Vancouver had not been getting but which
they had a right to given the rules of natural justice and the statutes in the
province. What they then did is to go from door-to-door on housing projects and inform people of their rights to those grants and say: will you come down to a meeting
where we'll fill out forms and go down to the Welfare Office together to demand
those grants. People did that - they went down to the Welfare Office, the press
was notified in advance, and the Welfare Director was very scared. In three days he
processed sixty applications which ordinarily would have taken several weeks. It's a
tremendous victory in all sorts of ways. Except for two things.
Firstly, when everybcdy came back to the office very high off that victory,
eight or ten welfare recipients came into the office and asked: "What can we do?".
We answered - "nothing" - because we had fifteen students and we could do
everything. We could campaign from door-to-door. Now some people overtly said
"nothing' , there is nothing they could do; while others said, "stand around and
we'll make some work for you". That was a bad thing to do.
The second mistake was not to disappear at that point. It was allied to the
first mistake because we rain several more demonstrations, all of which were equally successful in the same way, but all of which defused what we taught people
because we didn't give them any way to use it again. We didn't say, now you go and
learn the statute - we'll help you do that - and inform people about it. That hap-
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pened for many reasons; it happened because I went to law school for four years
and because I teach in a law shool and felt like a "ghost" because they didn't think
I was a lawyer. The way you prove that you are not a "ghost" to the law school is
to show them that you are a good lawyer. You can flesh-out a "ghost" by making
him a good lawyer. The British Columbia statute was a very good one. It provided
that people are entitled to a reasonably normal and healthy existence. But its administration as well as welfare practices were terrible. People were clearly not getting what they were entitled to. Not only that, they made a terrible mistake. They
had drafted a regulation which allowed us, in some sense, to gain control of the Appeal Board. So we had a "natural". It was the perfect lawyer's issue. We went in
and fought it like lawyers, not very good lawyers I should say because I don't think
we did a very good job at it, but we did it as professionals. Two very bright and very
articulate welfare recipients were, in some sense, compelled to sit at the table and
listen to us play the lawyers' game. No welfare recipients came to the hearing
because we were playing a game and they knew that they were not trained to play
that game.
In sum, firstly we had too many professionals to really have anything for
welfare recipients to do to help themselves. Secondly, we went off on a lawyer's trip
to try and win victories in the welfare area instead of trying to help politicize people
and show them that being poor is not something that happens one-by-one to people, but that it happens to people across the board, that it happens in special ways
depending on who you are, and that it happens because of what society is like and
not because of anything bad or unlucky or immoral or anything about the person.
We forgot to do that. I wanted to suggest some ways in which we now are trying to
do that.
There women are trying to work and organize welfare recipients to do the
hearings the way they should have been done in the first place. Instead of relying on
some study that was compiled in Toronto, instead of relying on statistics that were
compiled by Statistics Canada, those women are going to try from now on to get
welfare recipients to come in, and tell them "what's wrong with welfare". "What's
wrong is that my kid hasn't been to a movie in two years. What's wrong is that I
don't get enough clothes. What's wrong is that we're on this-and-this kind of diet.
We only eat hotdogs when we eat anything". Now if welfare recipients can organize
that, they will have done something very good, it seems to me, and they will have
built an organization that they can then use in whatever way they want to. The
organizing style you use tends to develop the organization you use because you
filter out certain people, for example, people who don't want to be involved in the
appeal process don't get involved in this sort of organization. It's very hard to
change the direction of an organization once you have built it offa certain kind of
campaign. Those are two of the problems and some of the ways of getting around
them.
I wanted to make three observations about the differences between organizing in Canada and organizing generally and comments about the United States. ...
Firstly, the reason I like being in Canada and why I do not want to go back to the
United States is because Canada is a nicer place to live in. It's a nicer place for me,
but it's also a nicer place for poor people. That's not to say that it's a nice place for
them. It's a nicer place than it is in the United States. Organizing people and getting
people to do certain things and not to sit back and say, "you're a lawyer, do it for
me , is built on pain. People won't respond when in a pleasant situation. If
something is wrong here, and there are all sorts of things wrong with this
Conference, they are not painful enough to make us do anything about it. We just
don't feel them enough to do anything about it. If it were freezing cold in this
building, we'd be painful enough to damn well complain and say, make it warmer.
That is the sort of thing I have in mind. That's one problem about organizing in
Canada.
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The second is a really much more substantial sort of thing, and that is that in
the United States poor people are more easily typified because they are Black, or
Mexican or Puerto Rican. They are not poor because they are bad, or because their
husband was bad, or because the job situation is no good in their area, or for some
personal reason that they can identify with themselves. They are poor because they
live in societies that make people poor, that trade on the fact that people are poor,
and that keep people poor. In a society that keeps Black people poor and Mexicans
poor. It's very easy to say I'm Black, that's why I'm poor. It's very hard in Canada
to understand why you are poor, unless I guess you are an Indian or French. It
seems to me that those people would have less difficulty understanding this. But
women in Vancouver, white women, tend to say: "I'm poor because my husband
ran off"; "I'm poor because I had some bad luck"; ."because my husband died"; or,
"because my insurance policy wouldn't pay off", or something -like that.... That's
the hardest thing to recognize in Vancouver, in Canada, because it is a less
polarized society. It's a society which runs the same way as in the United States but
doesn't have its victims as c early labelled. It's hard or people to perceive that.
They tend to see their poverty as their own and they tend to want a lawyer to fix it,
more so than black ladies in the United States, because black ladies in the United
States know that a lawyer can't fix them being black. He can fix a particular
problem but he can't fix them being black. Here, people think they can fix particular problems because they perceive them that way.
One final point. The only good motivation I had in the United States for
really doing anything and especially for working with poor people is that it is the
most exciting, most interesting, most enlivening work to be doing. I had a job that
most lawyers coveted. They really wanted to do what I was doing, and so I was
grateful to the people fbr whom I was working. In Canada that is not so true.., it's
not so popular; there is little organization; and the style is quite different. ...
I need the opportunity to do this kind of work because it is the best work to
be doing. Self-sacrifice is a noble ideal but for poor people it's patronizing. They
perceive you as giving yourself up to help them, because you have too much. I have
too much time and too much money so I can give some of it to help them. I think
that's a bad thing. Some of the problems also arise from having Americans doing it
and from having law professors or intellectuals doing this work. The real motivation for being in the Field, if you want to work with poor people, is because that
makes you happy, because you think it's what enlivens your life and makes you feel
good, and not because it is the good thing to do.

Giroux: Apr~s avoir entendu les Cahn parler ce matin, je pense que maintenant le probl~me, c'est que je ne suis pas seul d le savoir mais 6galement vous, vous
le savez. Je voudrais simplement dire que ce que Monsieur Wexler vient de dire, et
ce que d'autres ont dit en particulier, je pense aux gens de ]a Clinique Pointe
Saint-Charles d Montr6al, ce sont des problkmes qu'eux ont rencontr6s dans des situations donn6es. Je voudrais simplement rappeler qu'il y a d'autres situations
possibles pour lesquelles les mmes modules ne sont peut-&re pas suffisants. Je
veux dire que si j'avais d choisir aujourd'hui, dans ma situation, entre ce que les
Cahn ont dit ce matin et ce que Monsieur Wexler nous dit cet apr~s-midi, je me
sens plus solidaire avec Monsieur et Madame Cahn ce matin qu'avec Monsieur
Wexler, parce que de la facon dont Monsieur et Madame Cahn ont parl6 ce matin,
ils me disaient tu dois faire ta propre exp6rience, vous devez faire votre propre
exp6rience en prenant pour acquis que vous avez une situation qui vous est propre.
Je pense que c'est simplement le message que je voudrais vous laisser en vous
disant qu'il peut y avoir d'autres situations qui sont diff6rentes de celles dont on a
parl6 jusqu'ici. Je pense par exemple A la situation d'une clinique qui en est A ses
tout d6buts dans le domaine et qui en plus doit travailler dans un milieu qui n'est
pas encore organis6.
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Monsieur Wexler a dit, et je pense que c'est un point important, que la
National Welfare Rights Organization avec laquelle il a travaill6 A Washington 6tait
une organisation d6jA en place et qui,je pense, etait solide. Je ne sais pas maintenant avec qui il travaille en Colom bie britannique, mais je puis vous dire que cheznous, notre clinique, nos 6tudiants, ceux qui travaillent dans le milieu o6i nous sommes, la situation est bien diff6rente. Dans notre communaut6 A nous, les gens en
ont vu toutes sortes d'organisateurs et ils en sont revenus. Ils ont dit A nos &tudiants
et Aceux qui travaillent IA: nous, nous voulons avoir des services, des organisateurs
nous en avons eu assez. Et le probl~me que nos gens ont, c'est le problkme de
rentrer dans le milieu, d'obtenir d'abord la confiance du milieu et d'&re comme on
dit en anglais "to have the trust". Le seul moyen qu'ils ont actuellement de
s'implanter, c'est de dire aux gens nous ouvrons nos portes et sommes disponibles.
Nous ne voulons pas dire d nos gens ce qui leur faut, nous ne voulons pas leur imposer un module que d'autres ont pu d6velopper ailleurs. Nous commencons, tout
ce que nous pouvons faire c'est de dire aux gens nous sommes ouverts. Et ce n'est
pas seulement nous qui le pensons, ceux qui sont actuellement les leaders naturels
de la communaut6, lorsqu'on leur offre de venir travailler, de venir si6ger avec
nous, ils nous disent, vous savez quoi faire, nous voulons des services, prenez vos
moyens pour les donner.
Evidemment c'est au d6but. Nous sommes persuad6s que ce qui est important c'est d'abord de cr6er la demande, d'ouvrir le march6 et c'est Evident que par
la suite les gens vont vouloir participer A la prise des d6cisions et la preuve c'est que
ceux maintenant qui si~gent avec nous sur le Conseil d'administration sont d'anciens clients et nous croyons que ce qui est valable ailleurs n'est pas n6cessairement
valable partout. Et nous sommes certains qu'il y en a d'autres dans cette salle qui
sont dans notre situation.
A long terme, nous sommes convaincus que Monsieur Wexler a probablement raison, mais nous sommes pris avec les probl~mes du quotidien et pour nous
c'est ce qui est important, c'est de montrer aux gens ]a disponibilit& C'est simplement ca que je voudrais dire, c'est qu'il y a des situations diff6rentes A diff6rents
endroits. Pour ce qui est du long terme, je suis d'accord avec M. Wexler que ce
qu'il faut c'est que les gens prennent eux-memes leurs affaires en mains. Pour cela,
actuellement mme si nous en sommes dans nos tout debuts, nous voyons deux
moyens: le premier moyen c'est 6videmment l'information et le deuxi~me moyen,
c'est de participer, dans la mesure o6 c'est possible et dans ]a mesure o6i les gens
sont convaincus que c'est n6cessaire, A la formation d'avocats populaires.
Loranger: Le sujet qui nous a 6tE propos6 est l'exercice du Droit des
pauvres. J'aimerais bien cependant attirer votre attention A ceci. C'est que quelles
que soient nos id6es, il ne faudrait tout de m~me pas que nous oubliions que la
premiere chose, c'est l'exercice du Droit des pauvres. Or, I'exercice du Droit des
pauvres ca se fait de deux facons: ca se fait aujourd'hui et ca se fait demain. I1y a
des moyens qui vont donner des r6sultats demain, il y a des moyens qui vont donner
des rtsultats aujourd'hui.
Je crois qu'il faut absolument se convaincre tous, que tous peuvent participer A l'exercice pour le pauvre de ses droits. 11serait malheureux parce que
quelqu'un ou quelques-uns ou un groune concoit sa propre participation comme la
meilleure participation, comme a seul e participation, perde son temps, perde ses
energies, sacrifie des droits A I'exercice des pauvres en contestant I'aide qu'apporte
I'autre. Je crois qu'il faut ne jamais oublier que ce qui est le plus important, c'est le
bdn6ficiaire, le pauvre. Et parce que c'est le b6n6ficiaire, chacun doit I'aider de la
facon qui peut lui etre le plus utile.
Quelques-uns ou quelqu'un ce matin du moins a trouv6 inconcevable que
Monsieur et Madame Cahn se soient r~f6r6s pour aider un pauvre Aun avocat d'un
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bureau ennemi. Je trouve que ce genre de reaction, ce genre de pens~e est une perte
de temps et une negligence face aux heures que l'on doit donner et des pensees
qu'on doit donner et des recherches qu'on doit donner pour aider les pauvres. Je
crois aussi ceci, c'est que les techniques pour aider les pauvres A longue haleine
sont des techniques qui absorbent toute I activit6 de l'individu ou de plusieurs individus. Or, les individus dont toutes les activit6s, toutes les 6nergies sont destinies
i des r~sultats qui paraitront, enfin qui aboutiront dans six mois, ne peuvent pas
n~gliger leur travail pour aider quelqu'un aujourd'hui. II faut donc concevoir les
moyens d'aider les gens ds aujourd'hui et que ceux qui se consacrent i ce travail
d'aujourd'hui puissent eux aussi y mettre toutes leurs energies et tout leur temps et
toute leur bonne volont6.
C'est le point que je voulais porter A votre attention. C'est qu'en defendant
un point de vue, il ne faut pas oublier qu'il y a d'autres points de vue et il ne faut pas
oublier que personne ne d~tient la solution parfaite parce qu'aujourd'hui c'est un
jour, demain c'est un autre jour. La soci~t6 aujourd'hui n'est pas celle d'hier, la
soci~t6 de demain ne sera pas celle d'apr~s-demain. Et quand on a vdcu quelques
soci~t~s, on s'apercoit qu'on ne peut pas reprocher avec trop de violence les erreurs de ceux que lon trouve en place parce qu'un jour nous serons en place, nous
qui avons vingt-cinq ans, nous serons en place et d'autresjugeront que nous faisons
mal. Ce que nous faisons n'est pas valide si on dit que ces valeurs-lA ne sont pas des
valeurs absolues, ce sont des valeurs tout A fait relatives. Ce qui est le plus important, il ne faut jamais l'oublier, il faut tre pr& A renoncer Asa conception si notre
conception peut nuire aux Droits du pauvre, aux bdn~fices du pauvre et il faut
limiter sa conception et accepter celle d'autruii parce que la conception 6volue continuellement.
' Kantor: What I have to say is strictly going to be a product of my experience
in the United States. Some of it will be relevant, hopefully most of it. Some of it will
be irrelevant but I hope that I can add something to the discussion with regard to
how, when and where and with what resources you practise law either to poor people, for poor people, with poor people, or allow poor people to practise law
themselves. The one thing I do hope to get across, from a personal point of view, is
that whether or not you are at the stage of practising law to poor people, putting a
resource in the community, sensitizing poor people to their rights; or whether
you're practising law for poor people; whether you're practising law with poor people; or, whether poor people are practising law - the greatest sin of all for any of
us in the legal profession would be to abdicate our responsibility. The greatest sin
of all would be to fail to act entirely - to get so tied up in polemics, to get so tied
up in politics with a big "P", to get so tied up in our own rhetoric, that we do not
see our responsibility and act now.
I think the great value of the legal services program in the United States (not
that it has been any panacea although I think that it has been successful on balance)
was the fact that people did something. We did not discover all these problems in a
vacuum. We did not understand the value of participation, the value of accountability, the value of access to the system, or the importance of community education to our clients until we did something - until we actually put legal services offices out there in the community and the poor people learned of their rights and
began to demand representation and saw that they were being deprived of certain
kinds of rights and various other entitlements. As well, the lawyers learned from the
poor people. I dit not learn in law school exactly how I could practise law with poor
people, nor did Steve, nor did anyone else in this room, and that's one of the great
tragedies of law schools today, not only here but also in the United States.
We have to learn through getting out there and dealing with those life-anddeath issues every day, criminal or civil. Life-and-death issues like bread-on-thetable. I would submit that a great number of poor people would be more concerned
right now that a program with integrity, with independence and viability be started
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rather than that we discuss various polemics and various philosophical positions. In
this regard I would like to relate some of the experiences that we had in the United
States, and why I think they were very important.
They were not really experiences or problems of substance or of participation. They were problems of structure and politics with a small "p". The legal services idea was not greeted with a great national outcry for a $60,000,000 program
and two thousand [awyers and a million cases being filed. In fact, had that been
known by the great majority of people in the United States, I am sure that the
Congress of the United States would have never allowed it to go on. But what was
done, was that some very dedicated and bright people, the poor and lawyers alike,
got together and set out a strategy, a strategy for the implementation of a legal services program. A coalition of lawyers in the Bar and law schools and poor people
and civil rights groups and church groups and others was put together. That coalition has been a viable force in supporting a legal services program for six years, a
program that has developed into what I think is a highly important and successful
institution and one that has just recently been taken out of politics altogether into a
private non-profit corporation, which is even funded more than it had been before.
This is not to say that the substance or the forums you choose are not important. Certainly you have to have a comprehensive program and one with integrity
that gets into the test-cases and law reform ideas as well as into the development of
community organization. Not that you are the developer but what you do relates to
the needs of that community organization .... It is important that you get into the
legislative arena as an advocate for the poor, that you deal with lay advocacy and
paraprofessionals, so that we can get to the point where poor people can represent
themselves before Welfare Boards and in front of Public Utilities Commissions and
so on. It is equally important that you get into the situation of developing enough
resources so that existing laws are enforced, and enforced vigorously on behalf of
the poor.
Your forums have to be looked at very closely. In the United States, in the
first years, our strategy was mainly one of litigation because the American courts
especially the Federal System was fairly responsive to the various issues which were
put before them. We are now looking more and more towards legislative bodies
and city councils .... We have to look to hold administrative agencies accountable.
Last but certainly not least, we have to use the other forums which are
available to us in this technological society and that includes the media. I think
there are certain forums that we as lawyers shy away from and I do not think we
should. I think that we have got to use the media because I think it is one of the
most powerful sources in this society, for two reasons. One from the perspective
that the media should be captured by poor people for their use, to put across their
problems and their perspectives on what is going on in society. Secondly, from the
point of view of holding the media accountable for what it does and what it doesn't
do ....
Ayotte: Rather than talk about practising law for poor people, I would rather
talk about poor people practising law. What can poor people do? We have amongst
us some social workers and some lawyers. They have the tools of the trade - their
education - from which they got information. Most poor people do not have the
education, therefore they do not have the information. They are the living problem.
Some poor people feel that they can do all this work alone if they had the information, and other poor people feel that even if they would have the information they
could not do it for themselves. I guess that is because most professionals themselves
feel that the poor people can't do without them. There are a few that we come
across that believe poor people can do something provided they have the tools, but
most of the professionals dont' really believe this. One of the ways that I would
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suggest that can help create this confidence in people is to be able to give credit
where credit is due. Credit for failures and credit for successes. You have to share
this.
It is not for the sake of the glory that publicity should be given but so that
people at large can obtain faith and confidence in their peers as well as in
themselves. They will then turn around and say: "If Jack can do it, then so can I".I
think professionals should help their clients to organize wherever an organization
does not exist. But ifthey are working in an area where the people are organized,
and that's where their clients come from, they should help them by making
themselves available at committee meetings. They should share the information
they have and not just work on their work as a nine to five job. Most of those committee meetings are held in the evenings, sometimes they go on for long hours,
sometimes there are a lot of hassles. I have seen more than one professional walk
out of a meeting room saying that these people are crazy and always backbiting
each other and always fighting. But that is part of organizing, everybody knows
that, even amongst yourselves you do the same damn thing in a meeting room.
That brings me to another point. How can you help people to organize
themselves? The hardest part about that is to get people to act and to try things.
You have got to help different people build up confidence in themselves. As more
people learn things, they begin to do more for themselves and more for others.
They begin to act professionally after a while and then they become paraprofessionals.
The status of a paraprofessional raises some problems. His peers or her
peers, no longer recognize him or her as an equal. They say that he or she is too
damn good; that he or she should have gone to college; that he or she should have
been a lawyer and so on. Or someone will say: "How come you're poor, you can
speak so well?" That's being thrown at us all the time. As well, the professionals, do
not accept paraprofessionals that much either. They say: "You're a very good poor
person but actually you are not a professional". It reminds me of what Gerry Murray said on CBC when the moderator asked him: "Well, don't you find, Mr. Murray, that more and more poor people are becoming professionals?" Gerry twisted
the question around and answered: "Well, I would rather think that more professionals are becoming poor". The paraprofessional's peers are concerned too they recognize that Joe is very good, but nonetheless he is not a social worker. He
has not got that degree in his pocket, he's not a lawyer, he didn't go to law school.
So this is where many of us are at now. We're classified as paraprofessionals. We
don't have the income of professionals and we no longer can just hold the status of
an ignorant poor person.
Marx: Professor Sanders will focus on Indians. This reminds me that to realI understand our attitude towards Indians at Confederation we have to look at the
rench version of the Indian Act of 1868. The title of the French version was:
l'Acte des Sauvages. Now, of course, the French version is, Loi sur les Indiens which all goes to prove that translations have improved in Canada.
Sanders: Perhaps it is somewhat indicative of the situation of Indians in
Canada that I should be here, a non-Indian speaking about Indians. There are
presently three Indian lawyers in the country, none of whom is working with Indian
organizations. There are presently three law students, three Canadian Indian law
students in Canadian law schools and, paradoxically, two Canadian Indians in
American law Schools. Those are figures for the whole of the country.
It is well-known that Indians are the most distinct poverty group in the
country; that of all definable groups, native people have the lowest income; the
housing situation is terrible, the drop-out rate in schools is astronomical and accidental deaths are higher. This kind of thing is rather well known.
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I want to talk aboout some structural things in terms of the delivery of legal
services to Indians because there are some significant differences between Indian
and non-Indian poverty communities. The differences do not exist particularly in
relation to urban Indians who are an increasingly important group in this country
since the Second World War - a group with very, very significant problems. A
study done on Indians in Toronto a few years ago indicated that there was not a
particular sense of community in the city, that there were no Indian institutions in
the city. I think it follows from that, that the delivery system that works best for the
non-Indian urban poor should simply provide services for the urban Indian poor.
Consequently, I am not going to talk about urban Indians.
I am going to talk about reserve based Indian communities. There you have
a land base, you have a reservation system and a local government system. The
local government system is an Indian institution with all of the office holders being
Indian members of the particular Band. You have a situation of a group with a particular definable land base and particular institutions which are in their hands. You
could have a situation of self-determination but with factors which are not
characteristic of other poverty groups in the country. Paradoxically you also have a
situation of a colonial style government. You have the old English power of disallowance - which was a common feature of the Empire's Colonial system - surviving with regard to the decisions of Indian Band Councils which are all subject to a
veto by the Federal Minister. You have the paradox of institutions which are available, which are in Indian hands, and the paradox of a colonial kind of system.
You also still have in most of the Reserve Communities a lot of residual tribal
patterns - extended family units which are not characteristic of other poverty
groups. The contradiction between these institutions and the Colonial nature of the
situation is, I think, a contradiction which is in the process of being worked out. We
are now in a period of great interest and of great significance for the native people
of this country. Indians are increasingly taking control of their local government.
... Indians are also beginning to see the school issue as an issue of community
control ....
We have these factors of an increase of self-control in the Indian
community, which is still at a fairly modest stage but that is clearly the direction in
which we are going.
There have been glowing references on a few occasions during this
Conference to the Drybones case, but I wonder if you have ever considered the
Drybones case from an Indian point of view. The issue of liquor in Indian communities is a tremendously important one and one in which Indian communities
want to set their own rules. Since the Drybones decision there have been requests
from many, many Band Councils that the sections which were invalidated by the
Supreme Court be restored. There is also the fact that this decision put the Federal
Government in breach of treaty committments, because the Federal Government
committed itself in many of the major treaties in the West at the request of the
Indian leaders to enact special legislation in relation to liquor for Indian communities. The Drybones case is an example where there has not been community control
over an issue which the community sees as of vital interest to itself.
The second victory for the Canadian Bill of Rights has again been in the Indian area - the Lavell case, where the question was the loss of status by an Indian
woman who marries a non-Indian. Again you have an identical situation. An issue
that has been seen before in Indian communities, an issue of tremendous concern.
Now any possibility of local control over that kind of issue has been taken out of
the hands of the community in the name of the Bill of Rights. I think there is a valid
concern by Indian Leaders that the Bill of Rights may be used by white liberals to
dismantle the Indian Act without any consultation with the Indian people. But let
me go on to what I really want to talk about, which is the structure of legal services
for Indians.
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We have now had a fair amount of experience in the United States with
special legal services programs for Indian communities funded under the Office of
Economic Opportunity (O.E.O.). The major problem that these programs have encountered has been the fact that they have been on the Reserve level. They have
been barred from giving advice or representing the Tribal Government. They have
in the great majority of cases emerged in a politically competitive role to the Indian
institution which is the Tribal Government. This is a very serious problem. If a
legal services scheme is going to in fact weaken Indian organizations, we should be
tremendously concerned about that kind of threat .... In Canada we should try to
avoid the kind of political problems which have been encountered by the Reserve
based programs in the United States ....
My suggestion is basically a very simple one. We have at this point in
Canada Indian organizations on the Provincial and Territorial level as well as a
national organization which is essentially a federation of these organizations - The
National Indian Brotherhood. They really have emerged in the last three to five
years and they are still developing. They are becoming more representative and
sophisticated. They represent a level at which a legal services program could function and they represent a body which can give Indian direction and control to a
legal services program. By having it on the supra reserve level, I think you tend to
minimize some of the political confrontation problems which have occurred in the
United States. Consequently my suggestion (which is more fully set out in the paper
that I distributed earlier) is that if we are to resp6nd to the needs of Indian communities for legal services in this period, that it would be best to have salaried legal
services' lawyers who are responsible to the Boards of Directors of the Provincial
& Territorial Indian Organizations .... I think it is also good to have a research
back up center, and I would suggest that it should be responsible to the Board of
Directors of the National Indian Brotherhood.
I would also like to mention the problem with regard to the two other distinct native groups - the M6tis and the Eskimo. M6tis have traditionally been regarded as a matter of provincial and not federal responsibility. It's my opinion that
this is constitutionally incorrect based on the recognition of M6tis aboriginal rights
in the Manitoba Act, in the Dominion Lands Act, and in the treaty-making period.
To my knowledge this issue has never been tested in the courts. The M6tis communities are less organized. They do not have the reserve structure. They are, if anything, in worse condition economically and in terms of services than the Indian
communities. In many ways their need is probably greater, they have less in the way
of a structural vehicle to use for legal services programs. There is not at this time a
sufficient political liaison between M~tis and Indian organizations to feel confident
to try and service both groups together. Clearly too, the Eskimo needs will have to
be handled differently ....
Marx: Before we open up the floor to questions or statements, Mike Kantor
has a comment to make on the Sanders' statement.
Kantor: I think that you raised a very very important point that has been an
issue in the six year history of legal services in the United States, and that is the
question of political control - not only reservation tribal control or Tribal Council
control but also control on the state level as concerns on-going legal services
programs A la Mr. Reagan in California .... There are examples of not allowing
either state or city government to control legal services programs - of not allowing
people who owe their political lives to other constituencies to have control over
programs which serve poor people. I think this is a philosophy that runs through the
whole legal services program ....
Dan Bachelor: Mister Chairman, I was invited to this Conference for the
same reason that I was invited to the Congress of Corrections and Criminology, and
that is because I represent a minority of ten percent of the C-anadian population -
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those who have criminal records. I know something about what happens to a
person with a criminal record and how it affects him as far as the law is concerned.
When I got out of prison (I was only in on one offense) I applied for a job and was
told that it was against the law for me to work in that particular job because I had a
criminal record. I therefore had to settle for a job as a packer in a brassiere factory.
Later I decided that I would take another chance and that I would apply for ajob in
a collection agency. I was then told that in the Ontario Collection Agency Act, it
says that if you have a criminal record you cannot be licensed as a collector. I
fought that act and I proved that it was against the rights of a Canadian citizen to be
deprived of a livelihood. I won. The Act was changed, and I was the first exinmate to be licensed to work in a collection agency.
Then I worked as an investigator for Ontario Legal Aid, and it was at this
time that I took a keen interest in law. I then applied to attend law school. I was
then told that since I had a criminal record it would be impossible for me to attend
law school. When I asked the reason why such a rule was adopted, I was told that it
might encourage me to commit crimes and be qualified to commit crimes. That's
like telling a leper that he cannot help lepers because he is qualified.
Anyhow, I then decided that if I'm not going to be a lawyer, I'm going to be
a criminologist. Fortunately the University of Toronto has accepted my theories
that an ex-con could be a good criminologist and I am presently taking a course in
criminology at the University of Toronto ....
Robert Cooper: Steve, you mentioned in your article that the main role of a
lawyer for the poor is no longer that of a pleader, a litigator, a planner, but much
more of a social animator. Insofar as the needs for legal services are so great, why
are you asking a lawyer to fill that function? I understand that a lawyer should play
an important part in preventative law, informing and developing paraprofessionals, but I don't see his prime role as being a social animator. I would rather see
it as a partnership where I would use whatever qualifications and expertise I have
as a lawyer to handle the legal problems, some of the very difficult legal aspects,
and not become the social organizer. First of all, I don't see what a lawyer has that
enables him to become such a great group organizer. I think that there are other
professionals, or there are the people themselves who are better at that than myself.
Wexler: I don't mean to use the term social animator. As lawyers we have
made two mistakes.
One of the mistakes we have made is to (and I think this is a problem for all
professional people) become service oriented. It is not a mistake to be service
oriented but it's a mistake to misunderstand the services that you can provide, and I
think that that is what we have done - we have misunderstood the services that we
can provide. We have misunderstood that one of the most important services we
can provide is an educational service. That to be a professional is to be an
educator, or that it can at least involve that role. I take the position I do, not because
I think it says everything that has to be said but because I think no one ever says
that. No one ever said anything like that to me in law school, and no one very much
talks that way. There is a model of legal practice, a model of legal ethics, a model of
what the good lawyer is, and no one ever criticizes those models ....
Another mistake we make as lawyers is to think that there is something
special about the skill we learned and the skill we can employ. Insofar as it's special
and insofar as you and I can talk to each other only (andall of us know how often
that happens), I think we've missed the boat. The legal distinctions that only
lawyers can make are bullshit distinctions. They don't count for anything. You have
to be able to explain the distinctions to the person for whom it counts. I can give
you an example of what I mean.
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I teach legal institutions. This lady got on a bus and the bus driver drove
away and the lady fell off. She was an old lady so she had a free pass to get on the
bus. The issue was: was it a contract or a license? Well, I can't begin to explain that
to anyone but a lawyer and every lawyer understands why it counts. The lady didn't
understand it; the bus driver didn't understand it; nobody understands that issue.
Insofar that you're only able to plead what you know to a court, to that extent the
profession has become completely separated from the function it should serve. If it
has any function, it is to reconcile people, and to deal with the problems in society.
There are societies that don't have lawyers. Our society has lawyers and it seems to
me that that is a mark of how bad our legal system is.
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Bass: In dealing with some of the guidelines set out in the Taman Report
[The Legal Services Controversy: An Examination of the Evidence, 1971] concerning the criteria of adequate Legal Aid to the poor - let us not discuss the first
point which deals with subsidies because I think we are all in agreement that such a
program must be subsidized. What about accessibility, the second point that he
stressed, accessibility to the poor?
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Colas: . .. We will now be able to have some decentralization of legal aid
and we will publicize those offices, local offices which are situated near the Social
Welfare offices so that they will be able to respond at the local level to the demands
that are going to be presented by the people who cannot afford to go to the central
office of the Legal Aid Bureau ... We are now trying to answer what we believe is
a need in order to improve the quality of our services. We could not do it until now
[due to a lack of funding] although we thought about it a long time ago ....
I think it is important that people should have this accessibility in order that
they believe in the system, that they believe in the people with whom they are
dealing. That is the reason why we must have people who are socially informed,
people who have an understanding of those seeking legal aid and an understanding
of their problems. Legal aid cases are quite different from the private law practice
cases in that the former generally involve family problems. That is what we have
had for a long time, plus salary claims and tenant / landlord problems. I think that
seventy-five percent of our cases in Montreal revolve around family problems. We
have to deal with abandoned wives, children, Social Welfare Court problems, and
the like. Imagine the number of jurisdictions we have to cover in Montreal; it is
simply incredible. We have the Municipal Courts, we have the Welfare Courts, we
have the Court of Sessions of the Peace, we have the Provincial Court, we have the
Federal Courts, the Superior Court, as well as the Court of Appeal. On top of that,
the same families can be involved within five jurisdictions at the same time and our
poor lawyers have to run around within these five jurisdictions in order to deal with
one family's problems . . . . That is why our lawyers have to be versatile. They have
to be able to deal with these types of situations that are not created by lawyers, that
are not created by the law, but which are created by a bad distribution of the administration of justice, for which we are not resposible and for which we have asked
correction. I have said time and time again; justice doesn't vote and therefore
justice doesn't get what it should get as its fair share of the national income.
Bass: There is just one other question that I'd like to ask you concerning the
new Quebec Legal Aid Plan that has been proposed. I understand that it is not open
ended financially? In other words, there is a certain allocation of resources - financial resources. Should not the primary concern be that of the allocation of financial resources?
Colas: The Minister is a very good politician. I don't know who wrote his
speech . . . He did say a lot, and he didn't say a thing. Like all politicians do, it was
very nice. I was told that it was going to be a bomb ... I waited, and I waited, and I
waited. At the end of his speech, he said, "I'm going to present legislation. Oh, you
all will be happy, because 200 lawyers will be hired". Well I said, that's a good job
for lawyers. It's an employment office that you are going to establish, Mr. Minister,
rather than a legal aid system. But he said nothing about what it is going to be.
I may be very rude with the Minister of Justice but I have great respect for
him. I must say that as of now if you can find the things that he didn't say and what
he did say, you are good. I read the speech twice, and as yet I don't know what type
of scheme we are going to have. I can assure you that we have done a lot to force
him to be involved in it and we have asked him, time and again, for a universal
system of legal aid throughout the Province of Quebec, but as yet I don't know
when it will come ....
Bass: Pierre, I understand that you are a member of the same Committee as
Mr. Colas. Do you have any comments to make?
Meunier: J'ai plusieurs commentaires d faire. Tout d'abord monsieur Colas a
abord6 le problkme de 'accessibilit6 des services aux d6favoris6s. Je pense que
c'est lIAle problkme principal qui doit nous pr6occuper et, sans vouloir apporter de
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solutions globales, c'est en se demandant A quel genre de personnes allons-nous
rendre des services, si ces personnes-bI r6agissent de la m~me facon, si leurs probl&mes sont les m~mes que ceux des clients ordinaires des avocats dans les 6tudes
16gales actuellement existantes, qu'on peut essayer d'entrevoir une 6bauche de syst~me qui serait mieux adapt6 aux besoins des d~favoris6s pour lesquels l'Assistance
judiciaire ou les Cliniques 16gales doivent itre 6tablies.
On a dit au cours de cette conf6rence que les pauvres ne r6agissaient pas de
la mme facon que les citoyens de la classe moyenne, qu'ils avaient des problmes
diff6rents, qu'ils avaient peur de la loi souvent, qu'ils 6taient passifs face d leurs
probl~mes, qu'ils avaient de la difficult6 Aidentifier les problkmes 16gaux auxquels
ils pouvaient faire face. Donc I'accessibilit6 pour ces personnes A qui I'assistance
judiciaire s'adresse doit 6tre plus qu'un vain mot, doit 8tre plus, Amon sens, qu'une
offre de services 16gaux tels qu'on les a connus A date. Et c'est dans cet esprit
qu'une clinique 16gale a 6t6 ouverte I'an pass6 A Pointe Saint-Charles et que d'autres cliniques 16gales ont vu le jour A Montr6al, une dans le district Saint-Louis, une
autre ACentre Sud et 6ventuellement une autre sur la rive sud; et le but de ces cliniques 16gales est d'essayer d'amener la justice en milieu d6favoris6. Je pense qu'on
doit prendre en consid6ration, comme monsieur Colas l'a dit, que la majorit6
d'entre nous, 6tudiants en droit et avocats, sommes issus de la classe moyenne et
comme tels ne pouvons nous substituer aux pauvres ou aux r6actions intimes que
les pauvres peuvent avoir, mais nous pouvons tout de mme faire un effort, aller A
I'int6rieur de la communaut6, se rendre accessibles si possible A la communaut6.
Apr~s toutes les 6tudes qu'on a entendues et qu'on a lues sur le sujet, il est
connu que les pauvres ont peur de se rendre dans des bureaux soit de la rue SaintJacques A Montr6al ou de Wall Street A New York ou d'une rue comparable A Bay
Street AToronto. I! est connu que chez les pauvres, d'apr~s certaines 6tudes qui ont
6 faites aux Etats-Unis, 40% des gens se seraient rendus plus souvent chez I'avocat si les services 16gaux avaient 6t6 Aleur disposition dans un rayon d'un mille ou
dans un rayon de deux milles de leur habitation. Donc il faut se rendre sur les lieux,
rendre la justice accessible au sein m~me des communaut6s d6favoris6es et 6tre A
l'6coute des besoins des pauvres parce que les besoins, comme monsieur Colas I'a
dit, ne sont pas n6cessairement les memes.
On a parl6 de probl6mes matrimoniaux, mais il y a aussi les problkmes de
bien-8tre. II y a aussi les probI~mes d'habitation, des problkmes de sant6, des problames de confrontation avec les R6gies gouvernementales ou avec des services
municipaux. Etje pense que c'est en 6tant au sein de la communaut6, en obtenant
une certaine reconnaissance comme 6tant des avocats qui s'int6ressent, qui connaissent les problkmes, qui connaissent 'environnement dans lesquels les justiciaires des d6favoris6s 6voluent, qu'on peut &re davantage Al'6coute et qu'on peut
rendre des services beaucoup plus pros de ceux pour lesquels on destine ces
services-IA.
Et ca m'am6ne A parler d'un sujet qui a W Ala mode dans plusieurs des ateliers, le sujet de la participation des citoyens d6favoris6s A la gouverne et Al'administration des cliniques 16gales. Je pense que c'est IAun problkme fondamental. Je
ne voudrais pas ce soir dire quel est le degr6 de participation, A un membre pr~s,
qu'il doit y avoir sur chaque communaut6. Les probl6mes des communaut6s d6favoris~es, cela a 6t6 soulign6, varient d'une region AI'autre, etje pense que la participation des membres de la communaut6 est essentielle de facon A orienter les
personnes-ressources, les techniciens que sont les avocats, pour rendre un service
ad6quat A ]a communaut6. I1 est certain que malgr6 toute ]a bonne volont6 des
avocats pratiquants dans les 6tudes 6tablies, dans le milieu des affaires, ceux-ci provenant d'un milieu diff6rent, n'ayant pas une connaissance r6elle de l'environnement des d6favoris6s, sinon une connaissance touristique AI'occasion, il est certain
que ces gens malgr6 toute leur bonne volont6 ne sont pas en mesure de rendre des
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services imm6diats et des services ad6quats auxquels les d6favoris6s sont en droit
de s'attendre.
Bass: Darlene, are you in agreement With Pierre's remarks? I know that
there is this horrible economic stratification in Canada. I loathe to categorize
you as middle-class. I think you'd take that as an affront. But do you think that
there is an insurmountable psychological barrier that the so-called experts in this
field possess so that they can not really get to the kernel of it and understand the
problems of the poor, and deal with the problems of the poor effectively?
Germscheid: I don't know if I can answer that question right now, because
my mind is full of other things. First of all, for a panel that wasn't going to make
speeches beforehand, we are doing very well.
This concern over citizen participation that your're talking about: I think
that one of the things that has happened at this Conference that has upset me tremendously is this big hassle about how many poor people are here. I was under the
impression that the poor people were here as resource people. How many of us do
you need to tellyou what injustice is? As lawyers, this is supposed to be your field, and
I don't think you have to be poor, to answer this specific question, to know an injustice when you see one. The laws are unjust. Everybody has been saying this over
and over again sine I got here. So what do you want from us? How many of us do
you need? We don't need 25,000 people. This leads to another point. Those of us
that are here as resource people are beginning to wonder just what we're supposed
to be doing here in the first place. We are here as resource people. We sit on a
panel. Very few questions have been directed to us. I still don't know what
resources you wanted from me. If you want my opinion of the debate that is going
on here, I have read Larry Taman's study, and I agree with it. He said it. What
more can I say? You can all read it ....
Bass: But do you come down wholeheartedly in favour of his recommendation?
Germscheid: I would like to add something else to what I just said. If we are
going to talk about what kind of a system there is going to be to help poor people,
the question then leads into what is going to alleviate poverty. If we didn't have
povertyj we wouldn't have poor people and we wouldn't have to have a specific law
for poor people or a way of dealing with law for poor people. That is a matter for
the people who are here. If you are committed to alleviating poverty, then find
ways to do it. As much as I like Larry's idea of the neighbourhood located office, if
the people involved in it don't really want to alleviate poverty, then it's not going to
do any good either. It's a matter of your own personal committment as a person.
Never mind being lawyers, be people.
Bass: I would like to ask you for your views on community participation. I
know that I might be accused of the grossest perfidy, but I think a lot of it is window
dressing. I wonder if it's just a sop that we are throwing out to the community participant. What do you think?
Germscheid: If this Conference is under discussion, I agree. There has been
no participation at this Conference, if you want to talk about the community as you
are identifying it, which is always that of poor people. When it comes down to a
formula for community participation, I'm not an expert. This is something everybody else has got to work at too. Maybe you need forty percent of the people on
boards, maybe, you need ten, maybe another percentage, I don't know.
Bass: I know from my own personal experience of legal aid in Manitoba when it was in the formative stages - that the lay members just didn't have that
much to contribute.
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Germscheid: It depends on what you are asking them to contribute.
Bass: Well, to lay down guidelines, the actual format of the legal aid
program.
Germscheid: Community participation is supposed to be a method of involving the people who are being affected by decisions into the decision making
process. Now you don't take truck drivers and involve them in decisions regarding
how to hand out welfare and you don't take welfare recipients and involve them in
decisions regarding driving regulations. You have to have an optimum point, and I
don't know what it is.
Bass: So you view it primarily as an education ... as an educational process,
and that the participants in such a scheme should be educated. Very little attention
has been given to the great unwashed middle class. Tom, do you have any comments to make? I mean, where does the middle class man fit into legal aid? I'm
talking about the $8,000-a-year man, the $10,000-a-year man, even the $12,000-ayear man, who very often is financially hard-pressed when he has to retain the services of a lawyer.
Callon: When you refer to the great unwashed middle class person I suppose
we can talk about the washed ones too. I think the Ontario plan, as we know it,
takes all of these things into account. Perhaps in some areas it is still in the development stage, but when you look at the eligibility provisions of the Ontario plan, it
doesn't make any difference whether a person is making $4,000, $8,000 or $9,000. If
someone does not have the means to pay for the legal services that he needs, then
he is financially eligible, and he is entitled to get legal aid under the Ontario plan.
I have not had the advantage of attending any other portion of this Conference. I am in a bit of a dilemma as to how you define the poor. It seems to me that
the Ontario plan deals with nothing but the poor. I think that there are many classes
of poor. I think there is the poor and the very poor. Larry was talking about the
matter of demand. Some of the real problems of this whole area are really the practical problems. I think that is really what I'm coming to. Larry was talking about
marketing services, and I quite agree that that is what we are doing. One of the real
problems that we had in Ontario was to know what the demand was. As the statistics unfold, the extent of the demand is rather surprising ....

The latest figures that

we have indicate that one out of every thirty persons in Ontario in 1971 received
legal aid in some form or another.
At this conference we are talking about the poor and about doing something
for the poor. I would think that under our plan we have gone a long way in providing at least a platform or a base from which to provide legal aid for all those that
need it. There is another aspect to it. When you have a volume of 200,000 people in
one year seeking legal aid across a province the size of Ontario, then of course, you
need lawyers. I think one of the things that we as professional people should be interested in, is the extent to which the profession generally participates. I was interested to find out today that seventy-two percent of the practising Bar in Ontario
participated in the Legal Aid plan in 1971.
Perhaps I have wandered a little bit from your question but I must say that I
am slightly confused in my own mind. When you're talking about giving legal services to the poor, are you talking about these 200,000 people in Ontario that we are
presently serving? Are there another 200,000 that we are not serving? I really don't
know. It seems to me that in order to provide the very poor and the not so very
poor with the legal service to which they are entitled you certainly need a very
complex administrative set-up. I think that basically the Ontario plan provides
it ....
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Bass: Larry, I noticed that you were chafing at the bit.
Taman: I'd just like to say a couple of things. The first thing is that I think
nobody seriously believes that either the lawyers or the law is the fundamental determining value in determining the allocation of resources in society. It is probably
more a symptom and a mechanism than it is, in fact, the determining value itself.
The second thing that follows from that is that lawyers by themselves, that is, me
qua lawyer rather than me qua citizen, are not likely to have an enormous impact on
fundamental problems of the distribution of resources that Darlene referred to.
But, if we want to look at what lawyers can do, accepting the proposition that a
central metaphor of poverty is powerlessness, if we want to look at what lawyers
can do to initiate and to consolidate and to maintain power, that is not a hard question. We have an example sitting right in front of us.
We have to look at what it is that lawyers have done and do for the middle
class and commercial clients that they represent. That is the example. I suggest that
if we look at what lawyers do for those people, we'll find that they have not been
very successful in replicating for the poor the full range of functions that lawyers
perform for the middle-class and their commercial clients .... A key statistic is
that approximately ninety percent of the matters that are dealt with by certificate,
are litigation matters. Even if all of the 33,000 cases that are put into the category of
advice are included ... we still have a forty-five percent figure of litigation. That
figure is four-and-a-half times as large as it is in the profession as a whole. Why is
that? What are the other things that the lawyers in the profession as a whole are
doing that are not being done in the field of poverty law?
Well, I think that lawyers are anticipating problems so that they don't have
to end up in court. They are providing preventive rather than purely remedial
advice. They are planning on behalf of their clients so that their clients don't get
into the kind of trouble that can only be settled by harrowing court procedures.
They are organizing on behalf of their clients. They are representing their clients in
all sorts of non-judicial forms. I ask you, why is it that within forty-eight hours of
the White Paper on Taxation the Canadian Tax Foundatin had a document on the
street? Where was the comparable document on the Juvenile Offender's Act?
Where was the comparable document after the Man in the House rule was upheld
in the Oihtario Court of Appeal? Where are the manuals on poverty law that exist in
other areas - in tax, in oil depletion allowances, in patents, and in tariff boards.
Can't they be produced in the field of poverty law? Is there no need for them? We
can go a long way in finding out what we can do as individuals, if we get over the
mythology that all that lawyers do is litigate, and if we realize that the Private Bar
as it practises on behalf of the clients that it has now is much more directed toward
planning, toward organizing and toward preventing problems before they even
arise. ....
Bass: At this point we will receive questions and comments from the floor.
Floor: I'd like to begin by asking that we consider the student caucus resolution. I don't like to be rude and go against the Chairman's wishes but the student
caucus did agree that we should present our statement directly after the panel tonight and although the Chairman has asked that the discussion be postponed, we
are suggesting that the discussion of the issue on this panel be postponed until a
Conference statement has been agreed upon. We feel that political issues have received very short shift at this Conference. They need to be discussed and brought
out into the open. Now is the time to do it while eveyone is still here and awake. I
suggest that if we wait until later, it will be one of those after midnight debates that
really gets nowhere and our issue deserves prime time.
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Bass: Would it be possible to restrict questions from the floor dealing with
the issues discussed by the panel for half an hour, and then get on to ...
Floor: No, noooooooooooo ...
Bass: All right. Is the general concensus that we deal with this resolution
now?
(Applause, Applause)
Floor: The statement that we are asking the Conference to adopt as an official statement of the Conference is as follows:
"We are engaged in another ritual analysis of poverty. As lawyers and law
students, we bring a particular perspective to this issue. We see that in Canada
twenty percent of the people at the top control forty percent of the wealth. The
bottom twenty percent control less than ten percent of that wealth. There is no
indication that this gap is narrowing. The law not only seems impotent to change
this situation but rather seems to serve as a tool of existing economic interests. As
students we are exposed to a mystification of law. Theories and pedantic distinctions are raised to the level of universal truths. As professors, we tinker with laws
and propose theories that do little to change reality.
"In the face of this situation, we would propose the following: I. An extensive reform of legal education, involving widespread work by lawyers and
students in the community and an analysis at the law school of how existing law
serves property interests. 2. An expansion of the community clinic with emphasis
on citizen control on all fronts and the formation of "avocats populaires". 3. The
establishment of a Canada-Qu6bec radical lawyer's guild to maintain contact with
progressive lawyers and act as a center of research. 4. A committment to radical
social change - changing the control by the few to the control by the many and an
end to discrimination towards women, the poor and other victims of our society. 5.
The radical change of our profession, involving the disappearance of the existing
Bar Association and the socialization of the profession."
Floor: Until now we have not come close to these issues at this Conference.
They have been glossed over and not been dealt with. I hope that people will face
their responsibility and that we will deal with the issues raised in this statement.
Floor: I am afraid that the students from the University of Alberta find
themselves in disagreement with the view expressed by the majority of the law
students. We agree that this Conference is merely an exercise in polemics, and we
accept our own complicity in this by our presence here to-night. We agree with the
analysis which has been advanced, but we cannot agree that what this Conference
or the poor need is a political analysis put forward by the students. By so doing, we
are being as 61itist as the Conference and the society we condemn. We repeat that
we largely concur in the analysis made of the causes of poverty or working class oppression. But it is an imposition to attempt to give our solution to the poor. If we
are to assist the powerless, we must give them power, and not lay our power trip on
them. We must be the water carriers of the revolution and not the foremen.
However, we do not suggest that the Conference must now indulge in a
white liberal orgy of guilt and self-flaggelation. What we do have to talk about is
how, in practical terms, we can assist people to take control of their own lives. To
merely come up with a political statement is a cop-out. It's not a liberal cop-out but
it is a cop-out nonetheless. We would have liked to hear the experiences of other
groups who are working in the community. We seek to learn what role we can play
in assisting the people and in bettering our techniques for fulfilling that role.
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Perhaps some of the ideas advanced in the majority statement are valid assistance
techniques rather than a revolutionay plan, but they must be discussed as such.
Robert Cooper: Just a brief comment because I haven't really had a chance
to sort out all my thoughts on this issue. I sense from this document an attempt to
polarize views and a total negation of the United States experience of the need for a
coalition. The biggest sign of this is paragraph five concerning the disapperance of
the Bar Association. The American experience has shown that without the Bar, the
legal services program would have totally died. The Congress on numerous occasions attempted to literally knock out all legal clinics. Reagan attempted to do it.
A number of other people attempted to do it. The only way that it was stopped was
with the support of the Bar. I'm not saying this as a great Bar lover. I've had many
personal problems with the Bar and the Bar has had many problems with me. But I
still think that they play a critical role and if we don't have them with us, we're
through.
Floor: Just a point of information, Mr. Chairman. I'm not going to get involved between both student groups, but paragraph three concerns the establishment
of a Canada-Qu6bec radical lawyer's guild. The last time I took a reading, Quebec
was still in Canada. Could you enlighten me on this, please?
Bass: I'm afraid that I can't enlighten you at all. I don't even know who the
mysterious and elusive "we" are. I really don't know who is the author of this particular statement.
Floor: The majority of the students.
Bass: The students?
Floor: Yes.
Bass: All the student representatives at this particular Conference?
Floor: It was adopted by a majority of them. A clear majority.
Bass: I take it, just from what I've heard tonight, that there has not been an
overwhelming concenus. You say that this is the statement of the student representatives at this particular Conference. Now how do you wish me to approach this? Is
this to be a resolution adopted by the plenary body here?
Floor: Yes. That is what we had in mind.
Floor: I would like to put forth something related to what the last gentleman
just said with regard to paragraph five. So far this evening we have had two plans
put forward - what has been called the judicare plan and the plan for neighbourhood assistance. I agree that neighbourhood assistance, no matter what
changes occur in the profession, will have to take place. I also agree that what the
Cahns told us this morning will have to take place - that is, that the poor people
will have to have advocates, especially designed for them, to take their problems to
the highest courts. However, I think very little thought has gone into a socialization
of the entire profession throughout the Dominion. This scheme does not have to be
exactly the same as a scheme such as Medicare. However, as we were told at the
beginning of the Conference, a person can be rushed into a hospital and receive his
care immediately. This has also to take place in the legal profession.
I also regard it as one of the grossest obscenities that the lawyers in this
country receive the second highest pay of anybody. I think that the Conference
should address itself to the question of whether or not we should socialize the pro-
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fession so that any person can go to any lawyer and receive assistance without
having to worry about money.
Bass: In fact, I know that in the Province of Manitoba the income of the
average medical practitioner has gone up twenty percent since the introduction of
Medicare.
We should put this question to a vote to see whether or not we should
discuss this particular resolution to-night. Those who are in favour of a discussion
of this particular resolution, please raise their hands. I'm trying to abide by the democratic process.
Floor: What your are going to try to do is put if off to tomorrow afternoon,
to when everyone has gone home.
Bass: No, no. I am not trying to do any such thing. I am merely tring to see
what is the general wish of the people assembled here to-night - whether they wish
to engage in such a dialogue or not. I am perfectly willing to do this, and I think that
the members of the panel are also so willing. We have a motion on the floor that
this particular resolution should be discussed to-night. Is there any discussion concerning the format of the proposal?
Colas: I would like to raise a point, Mr. Chairman. I don't mind that
students speak for themselves. But when it comes to speaking for the lawyers that
are present here, and the professors present, I think that it is the responsibility of
those who are lawyers and those who are professors to actually express their own
views on this point. I think that if the students want to make a statement, they
should make it and be responsible alone for their statement. If this Conference gets
involved in this type of discussion, those sincere citizens who came here to get the
proper information in order to be able to best serve the interests of the poor of
Canada (and not get involved in ideological discussions which are good for an intelligentsia that is peculiar to a certain middle class group) will of course not attain
their objective. It will defeat the purpose for which we are here, and we will have
robbed the money that was given for the holding of this Conference.
Floor: At least do not let this man babble on with regard to the resolution...
Bass: We are trying to engage in a meaningful discussion. I am afraid that a
harangue such as this is not going to help us at all. Does anybody want to speak to
this particular motion - as to whether or not we are to put it to the floor?
Floor: I would like to offer reasons for discussing that motion, and the
reasons I offer might take just a bit of time to lead into. I haven't learned anything
at this conference at all. Absolutely nothing. Zip.. . . Nobody has discussed specific
concrete tactics. Nobody has talked about organizing . . . All we have heard is a lot
of vague crap - and that's the truth. Consequently, I would submit that since we
haven't talked about anything concrete anyway, we may as well discuss the points
of the proposal. We might yet get something out of this Conference.
Bobbi Spark: I was a delegate at the Poor Peoples' Conference in Toronto
earlier this year. It was criticized for all kinds of reasons, but I've never seen a
bigger fuck-up than this in my life. I've never seen one that equals this. You have
lawyers going on with their little ego tripping rhetoric on one side and you have the
hired front men for the Government on the other side, babbling on and interrupting
other people - taking control of a meeting that is supposed to be talking about
communities and peoples' participation in them. We also have students who are so
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concerned about us - the poor consulting us. That's their answer.

going off and making a resolution without

I'm sick and tired of the whole lot of it. The only thing of value that I've
come accross today or yesterday, and I anticipate tomorrow as well, happened just
by sheer coincidence in a workshop that I was at to-day where we finally got down
to some of the nitty gritty. This has just been a pile of horse manure. I think it's time
to call a halt to it. We may as well all go out and get drunk, because you get a
helluva lot more out of it than you get out of this.
John Ayotte: We have heard at both plenaries that there are token poor at
this Conference. . . . So far you haven't been doing anything. ....
It has already been mentioned twice - where are the poor that you are
talking about? In the workshop that Bobbi mentioned, one fellow sitting across
from me asked me: "Where are the poor. I want to talk to the poor people". My
answer was: "What do you want me to do - dress in my rags. Do I have to wear my
poverty clothes? Do I have to be typical?"...
Apparently you do have some poor people here. We may not be what you
consider typical poor people - perhaps because of our dress, our talk or our language. One of the things that we are prepared to do, is to form a panel. Not a panel
from which to make speeches to you. What you can get out of this Conference is
the answers to certain questions. Ask us what you can do.
We know what we want from you. We are not so stupid as not to want to
participate with you and you with us. We think that we can give you some good
answers. You don't have to do what we tell you, but you can take it as food for
thought when you get out of this Conference. ...
There is already a motion on the floor so that I can't make another motion.
Perhaps someone else will make this motion later, to the effect that: The representatives of the poor peoples' organizations have the right to form a panel - a panel
that can be substituted for a panel already planned for to-morrow. We are willing to
go up front.
Bass: I shall speak to the powers that be. That is all I can do.
Dan Bachelor: I was under the impression that the Conference was trying to
work out a way in which the legal system could help the poor. I attended a
workshop where lawyers and students discussed how to protect themselves from
law suits by the poor. I find that ironic.
Floor: I am the student from the University of Alberta who gave an opposing
view on the resolution. When I first looked at the itinerary, my first re-action was
that an audience was being imported at great expense. It seems to me that fear has
been well justified.

I sat through a supposed workshop to-day on the abuses of the criminial law
process. I was well aware of the abuses after having sat in a docket court. I don't
care what expert it came from - I didn't really need it. The University of Alberta
position is that the poor don't need a lecture from us - not from the students. They
do not need us to impose our views of society on them, no matter how justified they
may be. I don't care if there are five poor people or ten poor people here. The idea
is that the poor and the people in the legal profession should work out how the poor
people can take control of their own lives. The poor people are trying to do just
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that in Edmonton - if I go back to them and say that I was at a Poverty Law Conference and if in answer to their question - "What did you get out of it?", I reply
that we agreed as is stated in paragraph 2 of the student Resolution that we favour:
"An expansion of the community clinic with emphasis on citizen control on all
fronts" - They will answer: "fantastic". So what? We decided that six months ago
in Edmonton. Is that the best that we can do?
For a sociological discussion, I could have remained in Edmonton and discussed the capitalist system over a bottle of beer. I didn't have to come three thousand miles for that. The only thing that I now hope to salvage from this Conference
is to draw from the experience of those who are working in the low income area. I
think that students have a lot to contribute to that discussion - they are working in
this area - they are the people who are hopefully working on means by which the
citizens can create their own social development. However, this does not mean that
we should impose our views on them. I really don't need a political discussion.
Doug Sanders: I think that there is a strange kind of symbolism which is going on here. I believe, that in fact our areas of agreement are far more substantial
than our areas of disagreement. I am not a student. I am a member of two Bars and
a professor. I am not a poor person. I think there has been (and I certainly have
felt) a feeling of frustration at this Conference common to probably the majority of
the people here. I am not saying this in criticism of the people who organized the
Conference. We are indeed establishing new ground simply in getting together the
disparate people in this country who are involved in what can roughly be called
poverty law. However, the Conference was clearly organized by a nonrepresentative minority. There was some question whether a representative majority could have organized anything. But we are here and maybe we can relate to
each other as people, acknowledging that we have a fairly substantial sense of
frustration often in terms of what we ourselves are doing, and in terms of our
relationships with other people who we still appreciate are doing things that we respond to and that are meaningful.
It seems to me that most people have not seriously considered the proposal
that has been put forward by the students. I ask you to look at it for a moment
because the proposal is before this assembly ....
The first of the five statements refers to an extensive reform of legal education. The Cahns suggested that the only people who were satisfied with legal education as it is to-day are the law professors. As a law professor it is not my experience
that law professors are satisfied with legal education as it stands to-day. I certainly
am not. This is a legitimate kind of statement to make. This is a legitimate statement for us to consider at this Conference.
Secondly, the proposal deals with the question of the expansion of community clinics with emphasis on citizens' control on all fronts and the formation of
avocats populaires. Obviously this concerns matters that this Conference has until
now regarded as extremely legitimate, as we have spent a lot of time discussing
these issues.
Thirdly, the proposal suggests the establishment of a radical Canada/
Qu6bec lawyer's guild to maintain contact with progressive lawyers and act as a
center of research. We have been concerned with the question of a clearing house
for a fair while now, so that we can have communication between people in various
parts of the country who are concerned with the kinds of issues that keep coming
up at this Conference. We are concerned with the question as to whether there is to
be any kind of continuation of this body as a continuing organization so that there
can be a forum in which we can meet each other as the traditional lawyers have
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always met each other at traditional kinds of legal gatherings. I suggest that this is
not a proposal that is out of line with questions that have been discussed here.
Fourth, there is the statement dealing with a commitment to radical social
change - giving the control exercised by the few to the many - and an end to discrimination against women, the poor and other victims of our society. I am sure
that this is not perceived by this group as something that is not legitimate for us to
discuss.
Fifth is the statement concerning the radical change of our profession involving the disappearance of the existing Bar Associations and the socialization of
the profession. This is not the first time during this Conference that the question of
the socialization of the profession has been put forward. It was put forward, I think,
first by a law professor and second by the students. I suggest that this is not a subject which we bar from discussion or consideration.
I would therefore suggest that the core of the proposal that has been put
before the Conference by the students contains in its entirety matters which are
legitimate for the consideration of this Conference and I would think that a refusal
to discuss it at this point would probably be perceived correctly or incorrectly as a
retreat from issues that we should be facing. I therefore suggest that the motion
before the Conference be adopted and that the proposal which has been put
forward be discussed.
Georges Marceau [Etudiant A l'Universit6 de Montr~alJ: I1est bien certain
que monsieur Colas ou d'autres brillantsjuristes ici pourraient argumenter longuement sur les mots et sur les virgules qui sont IA-dedans. Le texte a 6t6 pr6pare par
une quarantaine d'6tudiants, et on pourrait m~me argumenter qu'on n'est pas
repr~sentatifs des 6tudiants universitaires A travers le Canada, A ce moment-A les
autres juristes ici ne sont pas plus repr6sentatifs de la profession A travers le
Canada.
Mais je pense qu'on itait suffisamment majoritaires au niveau de la
representation ici, et l'id6e IA-dedans c'est qu'il ne faut pas paniquer, il ne faut pas
s'6nerver comme disait I'autre, on veut discuter, il y a simplement un malaise. Les
6tudiants qui sont r~unis trouvent qu'il y a des r~formes plus globales A envisager
que parler de techniques de r6forme des lois et poser des questions dans les airs. Et
c'est dans ce sens-lA que le texte a 6t r6dig6 rapidement, et je pense qu'il serait
futile de discuter les mots du texte, mais ce qu'on veut discuter ce soir, c'est l'id6e
qui a 6 soumise par les 6tudiants.

Stephen Wexler: I think that the students have expressed a very important
concern, and that is, that there are political issues that underpin the questions of
poverty law and practicing law for poor people. These issues have largely not been
addressed to here. What the students are saying is that those political issues should
be discussed. I agree with that and I also agree with the claim that no technical
work has come out of the Conference. I would like to propose two things.
Firstly, I have a text - about which I have talked to some students as well as
to other people - that does not do what I think was objectionable about the student proposal, namely, making pronouncements about society. I think that it is our
responsibility to make some statements about our profession - the profession that
some of us teach for and the profession that some of us are students for. Secondly, I
would like to make a proposal as to what we can do to-morrow to try and salvage
some of the technical things that some of us would like to get out of this
Conference.
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My text is as follows: "We recognize that poverty and the problems of poor
people are products of the structure of society. The law and lawyers have done very
little to remedy these problems or to change the structure of our society. In fact
both the law and the profession have supported the social structure which makes
people poor".
"We condemn the Bar for its past inaction and we call for steps which allow
us as lawyers, teachers and students to attack those institutions and structures in
our society which make people poor: namely, points one, two, three and four of the
Student's Proposal and point five re-worded as follows (to take into account what I
think was a very sensible objection by Mr. Cooper): Radical changes in our profession which will make it responsive to the people whom it should serve and has not
served."
This text is designed to make a statement by lawyers, law students and people involved with the profession, about the profession's responsibilities and about
ways of remedying the attitudes and practices of the profession where it has been
unresponsive and irresponsible.
What I would like to suggest further is that we devote to-morrow to the following sort of activity: that those people who have been involved in clinical work or
with poor people prepare short five minute pieces outlining what kinds of things
they have done. They should explain a particular tactic or a particular thing that
they have tried. Then others would be free to ask questions or make comments on
the issues and problems that are raised. We should try to deal with as many ways as
possible of using the law in favour of poor people.
Student [University of Alberta]: I did not intend to say and we are certainly
not saying that we do not want to discuss points one to five of the proposal. What
we are saying is that we do not want this Conference to make a political statement
about the political system which we, in our benevolence, then impose on the poor
people.
Floor: I can't help but feel that we are acting very much like lawyers because
we have turned this Conference into an adversary proceeding. We have one group
of professionals arguing with another group of professionals and the poor client is
sitting there trying to figure out what's going on and wondering what's happened to
him in the process.
I don't know very much about poverty law and that is one of the reasons why
I came to this Conference. I think that one of the brightest suggestions that I have
heard all day was the one made by John Ayotte. It doesn't mean that the people
who are presently on the pannel up front do not have a role to play. It has been very
frustrating for me (someone who doesn't have to rely on your services), and I can't
help thinking that it must be monumentally frustrating for those who rely on your
services.
For starters, we all presume that legal services necessarily mean that
someone in need can have access to a lawyer to fight his or her case. Perhaps of
more importance - at least of long term importance - is whether or not the
lawyers in conjunction with the poor people can set about to change certain laws
and certain characteristics that exist within our legal system. It takes longer, of
course, to see results from this type of work.
I don't understand some of the problems of poverty but I don't think that we
are responding to this concern when we get into a debate whether the cost per case
in the United States was $53.93 or $51.00. [The question of costs discussed by Mr.
Callon is not reproduced above.] Perhaps we can have some people up front who
are living in a poverty situation and not those who are working there as people with
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a nice social conscience - people who are also no doubt sincere. If the poor people can define for us the kinds of problems that they encounter all the time, perhaps
Mr. Callon who has had some responsibility for the development of the Ontario
Legal Aid Plan and Mr. Colas of Quebec ... will be able to give some advice as to
how to respond to those problems ....
In conclusion, I would suggest that we give the poor people a chance to act
as resource people. Maybe then we will leave the Conference with a better understanding of the problem.
Wexler: I would like to suggest that the following procedure be followed.
We take a vote now on the question as to whether the Conference will or will not issue some sort of political statement, and worry about the text of it later ....
As well, I would like to suggest that we take a half hour in order to continue
the discussion on legal services which it seems to me was going in a very interesting
direction. Robert Cooper has agreed to do what I asked the poor people to do for
us to-morrow. He has agreed to talk about the problems that he has faced with
regard to community participation and the running of his project - the Point
Saint Charles Project. It is a formidable project - a project that has gained a great
deal of experience and from which - after talking to Bob Cooper - I learned a
lot. He will explain the problems that he encountered and then people can address
questions to him about his experiences. In a sense we can set the tone for tomorrow when we begin talking some substance ....
Ayotte: Having Bob Cooper talk about his experiences at the Point Saint
Charles Clinic more or less fits in with what I have proposed. Bob would be back
here and he would know the kinds of questions to put to the people on the panel.
And, he could also give his own views ....
This is how the information can be shared. But at least the rest of you here
would not just be hearing from another one of your own as you have been doing.
What has been happening throughout this Conference is that you have been asking
yourselves questions. And that's a fact.
Darlene! She was up front before. Now she has left. I don't blame her. Even
as concerns myself - and a few of us were up there - when questions were asked,
no one directed questions to us. You don't want to get into the gut issues - you
want to talk around them - do you really want to look at them and get into them?
We are putting a dare to you right now. We are saying that we are prepared
to answer any questions that you want to put forward. We may not answer them
favourably, but we will try to answer.
Someone: He's a manipulator.
Bachelor: I would like to comment further on what was just said. I had been
under the impression that I was not invited as an expert of the law because I'm not
a lawyer, and that I was not invited to tell students what their problems are because
I am not a law student. But I was advised that I would be invited along with other
poor people to give you what information I have regarding poor peoples' problems.
I can't tell you how to be lawyers but I can tell you what it's like to be a poor
person. I'm sure that not one of you knows what it's like to be an inmate, and I'm
certain a lot of you don't know what it's like to be a welfare recipient or an unwed
mother.
I am willing to go along with some of the other poor people and submit
myself to your questioning ... so that you have a better understanding of our
problems.
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Bass: Larry Taman wants to make a statement.
Taman: I don't want to do anything as elaborate as make a statement. It
seems to me that there are two separate things that we have to deal with and
although we have talked about them, perhaps they have not been separated as they
should be.
Firstly, let us assume that we are willing to do whatever it is that has to be
done. In that case, the information required can only be obtained from the people
that know what has to be done, and that is not us.
A second question then arises and that is: What do we think of ourselves?
What are we doing? Why are we lawyers? What other roles do we have? It seems to
me that this is a perfectly legitimate topic of conversation. I have not had as long or
as intense an experience as some of the people in this room, but after the experience that I have had, I have a lot of really grave conflicts in my own mind .... I
just really don't know what I'm doing. I'm certainly not sure what I'm doing here,
Everyone has read Stephen Wexand I think that a lot of people feel that way ....
ler's article on "Practicing Law for Poor People". I am not sure that Stephen would
re-write that article in the same way now. I think that that is a legitimate question
for us to talk about.
I for one am not embarrassed to talk about those questions because they are
central to my life. The people who are trying to coerce me into being embarrassed
about that are neither doing me nor the poor people a favour.
Cornish: Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak very strongly against item
number 5.
Bass: We are not discussing the substantive content of this particular
proposal as yet.
Cornish: You mean there is no more discussion of what has been discussed
before.
Bass: We are merely discussing whether this type of proposal should be put
before the floor. We will discuss content later.
Cornish: I thought that various people had discussed the content.
Bass: Well I ...
Floor: I agree with what you say Larry... What we are trying to do - or at
least what I am trying to do - is to express some sort of commitment so that when
the poor people express their needs, we will try to answer them and to fulfill them. I
do not see that happening unless we make that kind of commitment.
Bass: Professor Cotler, do you want to say something?
Cotler: I have the impression that there is a strange kind of radical chic
rhetoric that we are indulging in at this Conference. We all say that we should have
poor people here and that we want to hear what they have to say. John Ayotte then
makes a suggestion that the poor people go up and take over the panel and that we
put questions to them. Bobbi Spark makes the same suggestion. Both suggestions
are ignored. As well, each suggestion is countered by something entirely different.
John Ayotte made a very telling point when he remarked that even when poor people were sitting on the panel no questions were addressed to them.
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I am wondering, then, whether there has been a kind of ego ejaculation here about
how we are really concerned about the poor. I say this because; when the poor are
on a panel, questions are not directed to them; and, when they offer to form a panel
of poor people in order to answer questions, they are ignored.
There are two proposals on the floor. First, that the poor people form a panel and that we address questions to them. The second by Steve Wexler is that those
working in legal clinics talk about the kind of strategies that we might develop. I
would suggest that both proposals have merit and that they can be combined.
Let us have the poor people go up and form a panel. Let us address questions to them ....
It seems to me that if we want to hear from the community directors, which is important, it will be far more important to hear from them after we
have heard from the poor people themselves. How have the poor people responded
to these services? Do they feel that they have been victimized? What do we really
know about how poor people feel, not only about law and lawyers, but about
neighbourhood lawyers and poverty law? What do they think about what we have
been trying to do? about this whole exercise?
Then, to-morrow - and it is on the agenda anyhow - the community legal
services directors can discuss the kinds of tactical approaches that can be
elaborated in terms of developing strategies for the poor. But, let us hear first from
the poor people in terms of their suggestion. ...
Bass: If we are going to deal with the main motion that is on the floor, which
is whether or not to throw the Conference wide open and politicize it, then I would
follow up on what Professor Cotler said about ego ejaculation, in that I am very
eager to reach a climax. I would suggest that we vote on the main motion ...
Auditoire: Je trouve qu'on est fatigue, qu'on a pass6 une journ~e 6puisante A
discuter bien des choses, que ca aboutit finalement A quelque chose. On peut
parler, on peut se comprendre parce que tout le monde sent ces probl&mes-A, bien
d'accord. Je trouve par exemple qu'un panel comme John a propos6 tout APheure
est tr~s important. Je suis d'accord qu'il n'ait pas lieu ce soir parce que c'est trop
important; qu'on le fasse quand on se sent comme maintenant, que ca se fasse
demain matin. Je trouve aussi que les questions politiques devraient 6tre port6es A
I'attention de tout le monde et qu'on devrait en discuter. Ce que je propose aussi
c'est qu'on aille prendre une bire tout de suite, qu'on y pense et que demain matin
on rentre et qu'on en discute.
Bass: We are going to have a ten minute adjournment.
I

Floor: No. Noooooo ...
Colas: No. Let us adjourn until to-morrow.
Bass: Let us put this to a vote. Who is in favour of putting this proposal on
the agenda and discussing it to-night. ... Can we have a vote. . ..
Sanders: We have already departed from regular procedural rules and I do
not think that it is legitimate to attempt to return to legitimate procedural rules. I
think that the question has to be, what in fact ...
Bass: Let us put the main proposal to a vote ... the main proposal put
forward by the student participants at the Conference ...
Floor: Could I, could I without going on and on about ...
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Bass: In other words, are we going to engage in this type of dialogue tonight. Apparently, it is going to be done to-morrow...
Floor: Question ...
Bass: Those in favour...
Colas: Of what?
(Laughter)
Colas: I am in favour, but I do not know of what. I think, Mr. Chairman, that
there is a motion on the floor to the effect thay many people are exhausted and that
they want to sleep on this problem ...
Bass: I think that we can dovetail all of these issues ... within the particular
proposal submitted by the students ....
I wish to deal with that. Who is in favour
of...
Colas: Of what?
Bass: Of discussing this particular statement by the students to-night. Those
in favour say "aye".
[A vote was not taken. Professor Cotler was then invited by Professor Bass
to take over the chairmanship of the meeting. He outlined the three proposals on
the floor: the proposal by John Ayotte for a poor peoples' panel; the Wexler
proposal to hear from those involved in legal services; and, the five point political
statement proposed by a number of students. The students accepted the Wexler
amendment to point number five of their resolution. Georges Marceau subsequently
presented a student modification of point number three of their resolution to the
effect that the word "Qu6bec" be deleted insofar as in his words: "c'est une question d'ordre politique qui ne nous regarde pas pr6sentement."
It was finally decided to give effect to all three proposals. On the following
day Professor Cotler chaired a meeting to determine by vote the sequence in which
these proposals would come before the Conference. In the result the panel on "The
Courts and the Poor" was held the following morning and it was followed by a poor
peoples' panel. The final panel on the agenda - "The Future of Legal Services" was not held. This panel was to have been chaired by Mike Harcourt, Former Director of the British Columbia Community Legal Services, with the following
persons as panelists: Robert Cooper, Adviser, Quebec Minister of Justice: Frank
Maczko, Director, British Columbia Legal Aid Society; Professor David Lowry,
Dalhousie Law School; Professor Ken Norman, University of Saskatchewan Law
School; and, Professor Fred Zemans, Director, Parkdale Community Clinic,
Osgoode Hall Law School. Professor Cotler invited the participants to discuss the
political statement originally proposed by students. Only a minority remained for
this discussion.]

The Courts and

Les tribunaux

the Poor

et les pauvres

Moderator / animateur:
Professor Innis Christie,
Faculty of Law, Dalhousie
University
Panelists / pan6listes:
Mr. Justice Emmett Hall,
Supreme Court of Canada

M. le juge Antonio Lamer,
Vice-pr6sident, Commission
de r6forme du droit du Canada

Norm Larsen, Lawyer,
Winnipeg.

Christie: We shall start with a brief statement from each of the panelists with
regard to a significant issue concerning the courts and the poor. This will be followed by questions from the floor. We shall start with Mr. Larsen.
Larsen: I have heard all kinds of talk here for the last day-and-a-half about
neighbourhood law offices and judicare and comparing them and what not, and I
have come to the conclusion that I am the only person in this whole Conference
who has never been inside a neighbourhood law office. My knowledge of the field
is almost entirely theoretical from reading the poverty law reports, Mr. Taman's article and various other articles, but at the same time, we are on the verge in
Manitoba of entering into this field. We have a law which the Legislature has passed and that law says that we do have judicare and it says that we do have
neighbourhood law offices. The law will be proclaimed shortly...
I came here for the purpose of learning what was happening in the field, and
for myself and I think probably for all the Manitobans, this Conference has been of
considerable use. I can understand the frustration of many of you, perhaps most of
you who are in the field. But from our point of view, we're not in the field, we are
still at the starting gate and many of you are at various points along the road. You
are discussing problems in many of the sessions that I have never even heard about
before, such as Mr. Cooper's problems with his citizen board. We do not have a
citizen board in Manitoba. We don't have a neighbourhood law office. We have
virtually no contact with the poor. When I say "we", I mean, lawyers as a group, as
an organized group. In Manitoba, things are rather disorganized. This is best exemplified I think by the following story. I read in the paper that there was a
mysterious lawyer who was giving advice to a group of people, and that he was advising them on getting their own divorces. Apparently he had helped them draw up
a constitution for their self-help group. I called up one of the ladies and I asked:
"Who is the lawyer that is helping you?" It was my partner in the next office, Mr.
Zuchin. At the same time Mr. Zuchin isn't sure at all what I'm doing. Even if we are
in the same office, we don't know what's going on ... Some poverty stricken
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clients have been referred to me by people in key positions. I have learned certain
things from these cases. From a vagrancy case that Mr. Penner and I took to the
Court of Appeal, I learned that a test case can be an extremely useful thing and
have terrific practical results. That case went to the Court of Appeal in 1969. The
five-year average for vagrancy conviction in the city of Winnipeg alone, from 1964
to 1969, was 435 convictions per year. Since that test case the average has dropped
to a little over 100 per year. There is also a second lesson in that case. That is that
you are not necessarily going to wipe out the entire problem by one case...
It seems that at this Conference a myth is circulating that the total answer is
in citizen boards. Give the power to the people now. I do not agree that this is the
panacea ....
I would like to hear from people from neighbourhood law offices as to how
they see the role of the test case. Where do you find your client? Where do you find
your issue? Is this one of the major uses of citizen groups, or self-help groups, to
help you identify the issues, and to find you a client that will stick with you until the
end?
Last Tuesday I was thrown out of the Court of Appeal. I appeared on behalf
of the Welfare Advisory Committee on a case involving a young man who asked for
welfare. He had been refused. The Appeal Board granted him welfare. The Municipality appealed. The young man said: "I don't want this case to go ahead. I'm
afraid of the publicity". And I wined him and I dined him, verbally at least, and said
that this case was of tremendous significance. I told him that it was important in the
field of poverty law, that it would have results far beyond this one case, and that
many people would benefit from it. "I don't want it to go to appeal", he answered.
"If my name goes in the paper, I may lose my job. I'm embarrassed. My neighbours
will find out that I applied for welfare". I felt conscious bound to tell this to the
Court of Appeal. I promised him I would. I told the Court of Appeal that the man
doesn't want the appeal to go ahead. The reply was: "Mr. Larsen, we are not going
to give you free legal advice". And that was the end of the case.
How do you get a client to stick with you to the end? That's one of the
problems. In the vagrancy case, one of the toughest things was to keep track of the
vagrant who was drifting across Canada. I couldn't find him half the time and I was
fearful that he would not be around when we got to court. I was afraid that there
would not be a decision.
Lamer: Eh bien, voild, j'ai une approche un peu diff~rente. lvidemment, je
pourrais parler de plusieurs aspects du problkme pour avoir &6 avocat tr~s r~cemment, mais je pense que j'aimerais mieux me limiter, compte-tenu des facteurs
chronologiques. Je pr~f~rerais me limiter A regarder la question d'un certain point
de vue, celui du problkme du juge qui desire vraiment envisager le pouvoir
judiciaire en fonction du ph~nom~ne de la pauvret& Je pense qu'il faut se
demander si le juge peut, si le pouvoirjudiciaire peut, tout en appliquant la loi, contribuer Ala r~forme sociale. Je pense que la majorit6 des juges sont conscients de ce
devoir qu'ils ont de contribuer A la r~forme sociale, ou du moins devraient l'&re.
Cependant, nous avons un problkme terrible, c'est que nous ne pouvons contribuer
d la r~forme sociale que dans la mesure oii ia loi nous accorde un pouvoir discr&
tionnaire, et nos outils de travail sont dans les cadres du pouvoir discr~tionnaire. LA
off le lgislateur ne nous a pas fourni le pouvoir discr~tionnaire, nous sommes
quand m~me limit~s AI'application de la loi, compte-tenu 6videmment de certaines
variantes. Donc je pense qu'une bonne partie du problkme se r~gle non pas au
niveau judiciaire mais se r~gle au niveau 16gislatif. Dire que le pouvoir judiciaire
devrait contribuer davantage A la r~forme sociale, c'est A toute fin pratique dire
qu'il faudrait 6lar~ir le pouvoir discr~tionnaire, et cela est encore le problkme
du I6gislateur. Maintenant, est-ce qu'il serait opportun d'6largir le pouvoir discr&
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tionnaire? Moi personnellement, je le veux bien. Mais je pense qu'il faut faire des
distinctions. Nous avons vu que l.o6i le juge a un pouvoir discr~tionnaire, ila plus
souvent qu'autrement exerc6 ce pouvoir discretionnaire compte-tenu de son
background, compte-tenu de sa provenance. Et le juge aujourd'hui, dans les cadres
du petit pouvoir discr~tionnaire qu'il a, est dejA soupconn6 de favoriser peut-8tre le
riche contre le pauvre. Alors, premiere question: est-il opportun, compte-tenu du
r~sultat obtenu Adate par les pouvoirs discr6tionnaires d'un juge, est-il opportun de
l'6largir? Deuxi~mement: est-ce qu'on va 6largir le pouvoir discr~tionnaire A tous
les niveaux du juridictionnel? Est-ce qu'on va elargir le pouvoir discretionnaire au
niveau de la Cour supreme, au niveau des cours d'appels, au niveau des cours
sup~rieures ou m~me des tribunaux les plus inf~rieurs. A ce moment-A, et c'est
reposer ]a question en ayant peut-&re fait un pas de plus, 6tes-vous pr&ts A accepter
que le juge ait plus de pouvoirs discr~tionnaires? II me semble que 1A est toute la
question. Et moi aussi, je serais int~ress6 A savoir si vous 6tes pr~ts A voir le magisttrat un tel, dans un comt6 quelconque, avoir un grand pouvoir discr~tionnaire et
pouvoir appliquer la loi compte-tenu de la situation 6conomique des individus qui
sont devant lui. Moi, j'aurais crainte de donner A tous les magistrats et A tous les
juges u n pouvoir discr6tionnaire qui leur permettrait de lgif~rer h toutes fins pratiques. Je pourrais donner des exemples pratiques, mais je pense que les facteurs
chronologiques m'invitent A me limiter, A simplement terminer et inviter le juge
Hall Apoursuivre parce quej'ai bien hdte d'entendre ce qu'il a h dire. Mais je pense
que si vous voulez que le pouvoir judiciaire vous aide, ceux d'entre vous qui
repr~sentez les pauvres, il faut A ce moment-lAt convaincre le lgislateur.
C'est peut-6tre une maxime qui est d~pass~e en 1971. Peut-Etre faudrait-il
proc~der A une certaine distinction et n'accorder ce pouvoir discr6tionnaire qu'aux
juridictions sup~rieurs, A moins que vous ne soyez satisfaits de I'exp~rience Adate
devant les cours lorsque vous avez constat6 'exercice d'un pouvoir discr~tionnaire.
Ce que j'ai pu lire sur le sujet, c'est que la majorit6 des pauvres ont l'impression que
quand le juge a un pouvoir discr~tionnaire, il'exerce A leur d6triment. Peut-8tre
que la solution, c'est d'enlever tout pouvoir discr~tionnaire et se retrancher derriere la maxime "dure lex sed lex" quitte A r6gler le problkme au niveau lgislatif.
Je vous pose ia question.
Hall: Mr. Justice Lamer has raised a most relevant question. To accept the
proposition that a judge should have very wide latitude in all respects (he has a
great deal of latitude now) must mean that evey case gets to be decided as a subjective one in relation to the individual. Therefore, later we'll have different standards
for different people and different cases. However, I am the last one who would say
that the courts ought not have the power to change the law. Although I think
that today ... the major part of law reform is going to fall upon the Legislature
acting pursuant to recommendations of various Law Reform Commissions. But
that doesn't mean that the courts are going to be either divested of the power that
they have now or that they should not exercise it.
One must remember that the common law and much of the law particularly
in the field of personal liberty, was made by judges in times gone by. As well the
development of a great part of the law are statements of principle by judges in
various cases. Through the operation of stare decisis the courts sort of bind
themselves to accept these previous decisions and say, well, we'll leave it to the
Legislature, to Parliament to change the law if they don't like what the judges said
it was ....
In relation to poverty, I think it is obvious that the Supreme Court of
Canada hasn't got very many cases of this nature that reach the Court ...I think
that I can relate my experience with poverty to the time when I was Chairman of
the Saskatchewan Royal Commission on Health Services. That brought me directly
into contact with the average person and the poor person. Now in health services
the solution was simple in one sense, because it was something you were able to ap-
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ply to the whole community. Medical service operates on the 24-hour proposition.
Maybe it would be hard to get a doctor in the middle of the night but basically the
service operates on a 24-hour situation - emergency wards in hospitals, the daily
clinic, that kind of thing. No matter how you may want to structure legal procedures, you are going to find it rather difficult, I would think, to get anything that
would provide you with twenty-four hour service. But that is generally what the
average man and the poor need. The law, as far as the average man on the street
and particularly the poor are concerned, is what the police force does, it is what the
policeman does on the beat. This is what affects the average person, and not necessarily what happens in the sensational murder trial or anything of that kind. To
the extent then that those proceedings can be made to operate fairly, quickly, and
without undue hardship, either in a personal way or cost wise, we are helping these
people. Cost is not only what a person may have to pay a lawyer, but cost is the loss
occurred by waiting, to have to sit around court all day and lose far more time than
is ordinarily missed. I think these are the kinds of things that have a social implication that are important - more so often than the actual workings of the courts.
In Saskatchewan we had night courts so that a person charged with a minor
offense, such as a traffic violation, could appear in court without losing a day's pay.
Thousands will plead guilty rather than fight it out, because it costs more to fight
than to pay. They feel that they are being unjustly dealt with. Night courts help
solve part of this problem.
In the senior court we have what was known as the informapauperisprocedure. The very name is offensive, but we carried it on and perhaps one of these
days we will be able get rid of it. It is only helpful to a degree and it is so principally
to the extent that the lawyer who takes the case doesn't get a comfortable fee for
the argument.
Christie: The floor is now open to questions.
Floor: I'd like to start by saying that it would seem a national shame that the
Supreme Court would have little or nothing to say on the question of poverty. It
would seem a shame that the Supreme Court would have little to do with poverty
because of the restrictive nature of the cases that are heard before the courts.
Secondly, as to the questions of judicial discretion: Mr. Justice Lamer said that the
social reforming view of judges must be limited to what is set out in the law as to
their po~vers, and that the use of their discretion may aid in their social reforming
zeal.
Judicial discretion has not been used for the aid of poor people for example,
in the question of awards and costs. I think it is rare that costs are awarded to the
poor client when he does lose the case, even if he can't afford to pay the judicial
costs of the case. Certainly judicial discretion can be exercised in his favour in that
circumstance.
I would also like to contest the notion that the judiciary is limited to its
strictly legal functions. The judiciary has not acted as a lobby in reforming laws
which affect the judiciary. There is no reason why judges have not alleviated tariffs
and costs which prohibit many persons from getting a case into court. There is no
reason why judges should not have asked that local family law courts be set up in
communities to supplement the efforts of legal clinics in those communities.
Lamer: I have been involved in I don't know how many reports to the Attorneys General or to the Minister of Justice suggesting the restructuring of the
courts. We have been involved in this in Quebec where we have a Small Claims
Court; where you don't need a lawyer and where costs are limited to $10 whatever
happens, and where everything is dealt with summarily. We have been involved in
suggesting to the Attorney General that the courts be restructured. But as public
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servants we are bound by what Parliament decided and the best we can do is ask
the Attorney General why he is not moving on this or that issue. We are not going
to call a press conference to state that the Attorney General doesn't want to do
such and such. Because then we would be getting into the troubled waters of
political controversy ....
However, we are involved, and we are suggesting changes but you have to
realize that it is Parliament that is going to decide what changes to make. And who
are we to contest such decisions?
We have been asking for a "conseil sup6rieur de la magistrature," a superior
council of magistrates. Will this body be able to discipline judges who are not doing
what they should be doing? I am not talking necessarily about their judgements. I'm
talking about their conduct .... We have been suggesting changes. We have not
been getting results and I don't want to pass the buck, but you're going to have to
talk to the people who make the laws.
As to awarding costs, we do have a discretionary power .... But what about
the case where the plaintiff doesn't have a leg to stand on? Why should the other
guy have to assume the costs of some cook, because you know you can be a nut
whether you're rich or you're poor. If some nut comes up and he is constantly taking useless actions, there is a time when you have to put a stop to it. Under what
system of justice can the judge say: since you are passing before the court, I'm going to allow you costs. As well, we don't have all that much latitude as to costs ....
Hall: The comment arising out of what I said about the court not having
anything too immediate to do with poverty, of course, stands. It's from the nature
of things. It is not to say that the court is not concerned about poverty, but because
of the nature of the appeals that come to it (unless it's by way of a reference or in
some way directed at a particular question) the question of poverty as such, as a
aecisive lactor, in the issue before the court does not arise.
Floor: I would like to address my remarks to Mr. Justice Hall. There are two
things I learned from your talk. One is that people like myself, by the criteria of not
having enough money, do not participate fully in the court structures of Canada.
Two, you do indeed, sir, deal daily with poverty law, whether you like to admit it or
not, because you make decisions about wealth that affect poverty. You make decisions involving corporate structures. You make decisions in all sorts of cases involving foreign investment, involving vested interests, involving keeping the status
quo, keeping the balance of things the way they are, and in point of fact, sir, you are
one of my oppressors.
Hall: Well, you are quite a delightful person to oppress. All of what you have
said has its implications of elements of reality. But, merely by way of generality, I
think we would not readily accept that we were necessarily oppressors. I think that
if you took the personnel of the judiciary across Canada, there are very many of us
who were born without silver spoons in our mouths. I think we are, by and large,
fairly representative of the average Canadian, insofar as sympathy towards the well
being of everybody is concerned. But the fact is that we do sit in seats of power, and
because of that, we are necessarily subject to certain criticisms. And criticisms of
the court are not unwelcome. And they shouldn't be unwelcome. What can be
done about it? I don't know how this thing could be changed structurally. You
either have a system or not ....
John Ayotte [Greater Montreal Anti-Poverty Co-ordinating Committee]:
My only regret is that we do not have enough judges here. What I have to say right
now . . . you were talking of discretionary powers a little while ago ...
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Hall: I'm not here representing the judiciary.
Floor: No, I doubt it.
John Ayotte: You mentioned something about changing the laws. Maybe if
we take a good look at them, we'll find out that all the laws that are set up are there
to punish. There is nothing in there to reward people. There is no law set up saying
that if a person does a good deed, he will be rewarded for it. But you say that the
laws are made for the protection of everyone, or that's the way the myth goes. But
isn't it a fact that the law protects the Rockefellers, big business, private property,
etc. etc.? But it does not protect the individual against the Rockefellers and so
forth. Let me give you some very simple examples. There are by-laws that say; "No
Dogs Allowed"; "No Ball Playing"; "No Loitering"; "No Peddlars"; "No
Soliciting"; "Notice: This is Public Property."
As far as I am concerned, the judicial system is a protection racket for the
lawyers. An individual cannot go to court without a lawyer if he wants to really win
his case, unless it's something too minimal to even mention. I've seen myself, I've
seen others appear before judges without lawyers and get sentenced. If someone
goes with a lawyer, he gets off with a very light fine, or he gets off completely. The
only reason there is a conviction in a case where there is no lawyer, is simply
because there was not a lawyer to defend that person, not because a lawyer could
have done a better job of defending but because there just wasn't a rip-off.
Hall: That is a very, shall we say, complete indictment, and in some respects
maybe with a mesure of justification. Of course, it is not correct that the courts are
not available to anyone without a lawyer. Within the last two or three years, there
have been cases in the Supreme Court of Canada in which cases the parties
themselves successfully overturned judgements of the Court of Appeal. One came
from Saskatchewan and the other from Manitoba. That does not happen too often,
but it is the exception that does perhaps prove that the courts are open.
The notion that because a lawyer is not present inhibits proper judgement is
one that is pretty hard to accept, but merely by saying that it is not so doesn't necessarily convince anybody that it is not so. I think that those who have this view
should sit in court sometimes and really watch the procedure. They will find the
judge leaning backwards far more often than the other way, where one party is unrepresented by a lawyer. And that is one of the most difficult things that a trial
judge has to deal with when one side is properly represented and the other is not.
He must to a degree, assume the function of representing the party who is without a
lawyer. And that is what happens ....
By and large people who are appointed and who function, do make an
honest attempt to administer the law. While there are miscarriages of justice and
injustices do occur from time to time, by and large the structure which we have
had, has served us reasonably well, and it is being improved from time to time as
Mr. Jutice Lamer pointed out with regard to Small Claims Court ....
Ayotte: I dont' believe that discretionary power should exist in the hands of
only one person or even just an elite few. I believe this for the simple reason that
when a judge can turn around (I won't mention his name, he's dead now, it happened eleven years ago) and say that "upon the evidence that I've heard before me,
I would have to find you not guilty but because I do not believe what you have said,
I now find you guilty of such and such. The sentence is a fine "or" . . ." and as it so
happens I didn't have the money so I had to take the "or".
This is where discretionary power comes in. It's a bloody protection racket
that they have going for themselves, and if I had had a lawyer in there that dav
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defending me, I could have gone to Appeal ....

We need some of these storefront

lawyers, somebody who is going to get right down at the base and start defending
the rights of Joe Citizen and forget the Rockefellers and the corporations. If you
are interested in corporate law, that's all very fine and necessary. But there is
something else. There are human values, and it's much much more important than
the dollar sign that's in there behind it all the time. This is what I'm trying to tell
you, and yet you try to believe that you are sitting there and being honest to the
people. You really believe that you are good ....
Floor: Mr. Chairman, I feel like the second act after a strip-show. I was going to talk about a much more minor item which I think sort of symbolizes the
problem of the low income citizen in the courts. Mr. Justice Lamer mentioned the
establishment of a Small Claims Court in Quebec, which I think is a good step, but
what I am going to say symbolizes the problem of low income people and the
average citizen and the need for community lawyers or lawyers who relate in an expert way to the problems of low income people.
We had a study this summer of the 10,000 cases that went before the Small
Claims Court in Vancouver. And although lawyers' fees cannot be collected in
terms of costs, and although it cost only $10 to initiate an action, we discovered that
eighty-five percent of those cases were brought by corporations - such as finance
companies, department stores, and insurance companies. That is, only fifteen percent of the actions were brought by real live human being citizens. Now the
problem goes even deeper than this.

Most people when they receive a writ of summons, think that it's the end of
the world. They get ready for jail, the guillotine, the garret or whatever. They don't
realize (and this is the educational function that the legal profession now faces) that
they can contest that matter. We found that most of the actions were won by
default judgement.
Another problem is that low income people, and most citizens generally
have a lot of trouble presenting their cases, particularly their evidence, in motor
vehicle claims or in proving a debt. And, their case is crossed out because they
don't have that knowledge.
We have to make that knowledge a living reality and I think of that as being
a job of law students and of community lawyers. I point this out, to say that even if
you do establish these remedies for the average citizen, you have to go much
deeper and make them a living working reality.
Hall: I think that the observations that we have just heard are the kinds of
things that we should really be talking about here this morning, and not just getting
into this type of general discussion. Because that is obviously the situation. It is in
these lower courts than ninety-eight out of a hundred Canadians are primarily interested. It is there where justice by and large is either done or denied. Whatever
considerations, whatever views that you can bring forward to the legislatures for
improvement, will I think be a very worthwhile effort. But I don't know that you'll
get very far by merely repeating things that have been said and that are part and
parcel of a certain vocabulary ....

Floor: Mr. Chairman, I have spent a great many years as a prosecutor. I have
seen hundreds and hundreds of cases in court, and of course my job is to prosecute
mostly the very poor person. In Saskatchewan where I come from, poor people appeal to the Court of Appeal at the rate of about 900 appeals a year. I would say that
ninety-five percent of those people are not represented in the Court of Appeal by
counsel and this make my job extra tough because for the sake of winning in an
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adversary system which is not my objective, but if it was, I would want a lawyer
representing each and every one of those cases. If there isn't a lawyer there, what
happens is that the five judges on the Bench look after his interests. Now they are
about the five best lawyers in the province and besides they have a certain advantage being up on that Bench which a lawyer doesn't have when he is on the floor
beside me. And I would say that although we need legal help, legal advice to people
in criminal and civil trouble, and they need a great deal of this advice, we have the
idea that if we provide someone with a lawyer we have done our bit; he's looked
after, and we are great guys for having provided the lawyer.
In my experience, the most over-rated person in court is the lawyer. Now I
am a lawyer and I was once as poor as any man here. I'm not quite that poor
because of being a lawyer but I still say that a lawyer is a very over-rated person. I
would suggest that the courts have in my experience been the greatest champion of
the poor person and have looked after him better than legal care can. For example,
if I with the money of the Crown come in a week late with an application for leave
to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, Mr. Justice Hall says "out", you're out
of time. If a poor unrepresented accused writes in from jail on a piece of scrap
paper six months too late, and says that he has a good case and that he wants to appeal, I would get a quick note telling me to appear in Court because that application for leave will be heard. Usually, the fellow without a lawyer is given a major
break by the courts ....
Floor: My comments are addressed to His Lordship, Justice Hall. Recently
there has been a law that has been adopted in some provinces that will give some
form of compensation to innocent victims of crime. In other words, if we go down
the street and someone attacks us, and we are in the hospital for six months, we will
be compensated because society owes the victim some form of compensation
because it has not fulfilled its duty to protect him. You mentioned earlier that there
are injustices that carry on. I think we are all aware that there are some, even if
they are few.
Innocent people who do go to prison are simply released when they are
found to be innocent. At the present time there is no form of compensation that is
given to these people. In other words, any one of us can walk down the street and
somebody could point at us and say: "That's the man, that's the one I saw rob the
store". And we may not have any defense because we can't account for where we
have been. We could spend twenty years in prison and then when the real person
admits to the crime, we are released, and then what happens. They say, "well we
are very sorry about this," and that's the end of it. I feel that society equally has a
responsibility to protect the innocent victims of the law, the innocent victims of the
mistakes that are made by the law, and I am interested to know what your views are
on this point.
Hall: That, of course, is a question that must necessarily be decided by
Parliament and the Legislatures. The courts have no power to award compensation . . . the courts have no budgets from which to make such awards, but the
question of compensating those who have been innocently imprisoned is getting a
f reat deal of consideration. I don't know if there is any actual legislation before the
egislatures at the moment. We have only recently made the move towards compensating the innocent victims of crime. I would think that the next step will be the
one that you suggest. It is not without precedent.
There is the very famous Scottish case, where a chap was charged and found
guilty of murder. Sentenced to be hanged, his sentence was fortunately commuted.
Some twelve years later it was positively established that he was innocent. Parliament voted that man a substantial compensation fee. It has been done in a number
of individual cases. There is as yet no general law to this effect, but seeing the
progress that we have made towards compensating the innocent victim of the
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crime, we may not be too far away from the next step which is the one you suggest
and which appears to have complete validity.
Herbert Marx [Professor, Universit& de Montr6all: First of all, I think there
is a lot of "passing the buck" between the judges and the legislature. For example
the Federal Parliament gave the judges something to work with. They gave them
the Canadian Bill of Rights, and the judges didn't do very much with it, even
though they got very clear directives from Parliament and even though the Minister
of Justice, now the Prime Minister, said that the courts are not really doing their
duty because they are not really applying this Bill. Very often, and especially in civil
law, a judge will say that he cannot do anything because the legislators have said
such and such. In another case he does not refer to what the legislators have said.
He does something else. I think that the reference to what the legislature has said is
often no more than a judicial excuse.
I would like to make a comment on the question of discretion. I know that
lawyers and judges do not like to talk in generalities so I shall take a specific example from a case recently decided by the Supreme Court. Of course, I would not expect you to comment directly on what your fellow justices have decided.
In the Smythe case, the Court had an opportunity to really do something to really change the law. It was argued that the Attorney General had discretion to
decide whether to charge a person by way of indictment or by way of summary conviction. The Court held that this type of discretion is part of the British system of
justice, that this type of discretion was traditionally part of that system, and that
Parliament had not intended to change the law.
What the Court failed to say is that this discretion is more often that of the
policeman than of the Attorney General. For example, if I hit a policeman, there is
a good chance that I would be charged by way of indictment, whereas if I hit my
friend the charge would be most probably by way of summary conviction. The way
one is charged, of course, has important implications. The maximum sentence is
greater for an indictable offense. As well, under the Criminal Records Act, it takes
five years to get a pardon for an indictable offence and only three years to get such
a pardon for a summary conviction offence.
The law as decided in the Smythe case is judge-made law. It is bad judgemade law. The Courts have a great deal of discretion but I believe that this discretion is often not used to the best social advantage.
Hall: There is a great deal of justification in what you just said with respect
to the Bill of Rights. But, you have to remember that the Bill of Rights applies only
to Federal Legislation. Therefore, it can never be invoked, and was never intended
to be applied to the whole mass of provincial legislation. It applies, of course, to the
Criminal Code and that is where it preferably belongs. The comments which you
made have percolated from time to time. On the other hand, I thought the court
came in for quite a lot of commendation following the Drybones case and that the
author of the Bill, Mr. Diefenbaker, was able to proclaim in the House that the
court had finally accepted the principle and that it would be appealed to, from time
to time ....
Larsen: The suggestion made before that poor people are at a positive advantage when they go into a criminal court is correct to some degree. I think it is
true in the Court of Appeal depending on who's sitting. But in the Magistrates'
Courts, I think there is virtually no case, or very, very few cases, in which it is an advantage to appear without a lawyer. A lawyer regularizes the proceedings. If he is a
good lawyer, he will explain to his client what has happened to him. We speak this
legal jargon to each other. At this conference we have used certain terms. Have
you caught the legal terms that have been passed around? I've heard mea culpa, pro
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bona, mutatis mutandis, and etc. I know what it means and the lawyers know what it
means but all the lawyers here know there are people here who are not lawyers and
yet even at a poverty conference we are using language that I am sure they do not
understand. This happens in court as well. You need somebody there to interpret
for the poor.
In Manitoba (I'm speaking of my knowledge of the situation there only) at
the Magistrate's level, what is of great concern to most, if not all defense lawyers, is
the almost total lack of understanding or sympathy for the poor people, among the
Magistrates. There are one or two or three refreshing exceptions. You don't really
mind a judge having discretion if you know he is going to use his head when he is
exercising it, and there is always going to be a discretion there somewhere. We
have a couple of Magistrates to whom I would gladly send any of my clients, and I
would be assured in my own mind that with or without me they are going to get a
fair hearing. But that is, as I say, the exception.
I can think of three Magistrates in particular, who just go wild when a
person stands in front of them with their hands in their pockets. This is a minor
thing. Yet these Magistrates are very much upset by this. Now what does it matter if
they have their hands in their pockets? They are in strange, foreign territory. I have
never seen a Magistrate criticize a man for having his hands in his pockets when
there has been a lawyer with him ....
Another thing bothers me. We have a Manitoba Criminology Association
One judge shows up for their meetings - perhaps because he's the one who
organized the Criminology Association. Where are all the other judges? There is
very little appreciation of the social sciences. This shows, for example, when you
are speaking to sentence before a Magistrate. One defense lawyer said to me that
there was a time when a man might be sentenced to five years for robbery, but that
changed as the social sciences have come into the courts. Now what happens is that
the chap comes in, he pleads guilty and he is put over one week for a presentence
report. Then he is given five years for robbery ....
I had a client last week whom I pleaded guilty to a charge of breaking and
entering, and theft. He was a most unfortunate young man, eighteen years of age.
He has spent half his life in hospitals. He was crippled when he was one year of age.
He had no previous conviction. But it was just a dreadful background. So I found
myself emotionally involved (one of the mistakes I commonly make in criminal
matters) and I told the judge that I wanted to offer my own personal comment
about this boy. I explained that I thought he was basically a very nice fellow; that I
enjoyed talking to him; that I enjoyed working with him and that I felt that he had a
great future and so on, I told the judge, that the young man could come to me for
advice anytime; and that I was getting him on welfare. I concluded by saying that
he was a nice fellow, or something like that. And the judge replied: "Yes, Mr.
Larsen, he is a nice fellow. He steals money from his friend." The presentence
report was there but the judge just zeroed in on the offence itself.
As long as you have judges who do not have an appreciation of the social
sciences, judges who really have no sympathy for the people before them, most of
whom are poor, I think that we must have lawyers in those lower courts.
Mr. Justice Hall has indicated, and I think it is probably true that a number
of us, lawyers and judges, weren't born with silver spoons in our mouths but the fact
is that most of us can afford silver spoons now. When you get to that stage, your attitudes change and unfortunately most of us forget perhaps those instincts that we
once knew and that are required in the courts. There is a lot more that I could say,
but I'll leave it at that.
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Bachelor: After we saw what chairmen have to go through, none of us want
We decided that we would not give long winded speeches. We
to be chairman ....
want to answer as many questions as possible. Consequently, we ask in return that
you not make long winded speeches, but ask a question and we'll be brief in our
answers....
Auditoire: J'aimerais demander pourquoi, ou les pourquoi de la ncessit6 de
la participation des citoyens aux cliniques 16gales, c'6tait le gros point et je voudrais
qu'on s'intgresse avec vous autres sur le pourquoi on a besoin que les citoyens participent, parce qu'il me semble que ce n'est pas clair.
Bachelor: That can be answered by the question: Why do blind people work
in the field of helping the blind? The same is true as regards lame people and deaf
people. We ourselves who have gone through the particular problems in question
are looking at it from our point of view, and we do know that having seen it from
our point of view that we can offer help. I know that I couldn't tell a blind man
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what his problems are, but a blind man could tell me. He would be the best
authority in the world on blindness. I feel, and I think I'm speaking for the others
too, that we ourselves can't tell you anything about law but we can tell you what
law is doing to poor people ... Then we can look to you for advice.
Hartling: In British Columbia we have had the opportunity of working with a
community lawyer program. Perhaps I can describe to you what such a program
means to us.
First of all, a lawyer can offer poor people a feeling of security. They are not
used to having a lawyer on their side, although they are used to seeing a lawyer on
the other side of the case. I think that perhaps one of the best ways of describing a
feeling of securitv is something that one of you said to me. I was discussing a
problem of debt and he said: "O.K. take a load off your back. If any of those guys
gives you a hassle, refer them to your solicitor." Well, just that feeling that I've got
a solicitor makes me feel like a human being.
One of the other problems that comes up concerns the lawyer that decides to
take you up on a court case or on a welfare rights case and does not prepare you
fully, and you are kind of thrown to the wolves. When it goes wrong, it is not he
who suffers. It's the people - such as those in the welfare rights cases in Vancouver. We are criticized from all angles. The people themselves are criticized, not
the lawyer who has taken the case or the student or anyone else. It's the people who
get all this comeback from the newspapers and from T.V. and from other people,
because it was not put across in the right way so that they can understand what you
are doing.
We have a suggestion of where a community lawyer can start, and how he
can reach the people. Perhaps it can be answered partially in suggesting that you
reach out to already organized groups, because of the fact that they are organized,
and they have defined issues and needs. By getting involved at a level where they
can understand you, perhaps on a simple thing like a constitution, it shows different
ways in which a lawyer can help and organize with the people. Amongst the poor
word is spread more by word-of-mouth than anything else. We are suggesting that if
you do use organized groups, then you can find out what the needs are, both the
personal needs and the group needs. We could give you some examples of some of
those personal needs. Jean will give you one.
Amos: Take buying a car and then finding out that the car is not sold to you
by the company. You owe the money to a finance company. If the car suddenly
falls apart, you end up owing a finance company money for something that is no
longer of any use to you.
Hartling: Bankruptcy. I can't afford to go bankrupt, but boy, have I been
bankrupt.
Amos: Public utilities, hydro bills. Your husband leaves you. He leaves you
bills. Who's responsible for them? I am. Two years later I fought against paying
them. My bills are all stamped paid. Pay, pay, pay each month. What they then say
is that all the money I paid was to say his account, and now I don't owe his account,
I owe my own account.
Hartling: Summonses. Who knows what the piece of blue paper the guy
hands you at the door, means. We don't have an understanding of the word, and a
lawyer is not there to hold your hand when you receive it.
Amos: Interest rates. How does a rich person get a bank loan at six percent?
I have to pay eighteen percent to get a loan, if I need it, and I usually need it.
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Hartling: Education. If the legal profession would push courses on practical
law in the schools we could get to understand and know what a summons is. You
just don't get it in grades one to ten. And that's about as far as we go.
Amos: Welfare rights. What are the legal steps? What are your rights in the
Welfare Department? What are the Canada Assistance Plan, and the Provincial
Welfare Acts? How do they work and what are the peoples' rights?
Hartling: What do the new income tax changes mean to me personally? Our
group needs can be described perhaps by some very, again brief, over all topics.
Amos: Food. Why can't our co-ops buy from wholesalers? To a small group,
a wholesaler says: "We can't sell to you. You had better buy from a distributor."
The wholesaler only sells in big, big bulk and the small groups can't buy so you have
to go and buy at more expensive places and pick it up and bring it home. When you
don't have a car, this is difficult. Why can't we buy from the large wholesalers?
Hartling: You could also help us with lobbying. You could teach us how to
lobby and you could do a little of it yourself.
Someone: We have a large number of panelists, and not just a two woman
panel.
Hartling: We have four more points and I'm sorry ...

just let us finish and

we'll shut up for the rest of the time.
Someone: That wasn't a request. It's just like I'm listening to Homer and
Jethro.
Hartling: O.K. Jethro.
I think that the next point on federal funding is very important. In Raymer
this summer we had all kinds of student groups, all with money, all coming in and
working with the people of Raymer. The seven or eight groups were there for three
months and then they disappeared. They left the people there to pick up the pieces.
Why don't we know how to get federal funding so that we can do it from the inside
and continue to get federal support to work with the people there. Why have outsiders coming in and doing it for you.
Amos: We can't run in elections, therefore we can't help even make the laws
that govern our country. The politicians are mainly from middle and upper class
society and they can't really comprehend what our problems are. We don't have a
voice in government. Finally, we really want the support of the Law Society as a
Society, as a group of credible people. You can really help us.
Panelist: I think that there is a point that has not been made and that is that
not all groups feel that the role of the lawyer is one of establishing precedents and
doing much of the hard work. In point of fact, in my community there is a very
healthy relationship between the people and the professionals. They are there when
we want them. We don't rely on them for technical procedures that we are capable
of learning ourselves.
We do contest municipal elections. We have involved ourselves-in that kind
of process and we have done it on our own. We do rely on expertise in special cases
or in the breaking down of legislation. But as much as possible, we represent
ourselves before Appeal Boards. We act as our own agents in confrontations. We
often break down legislation that is not too complicated. It's often much simpler
than it looks, and if you learn a few Latin terms, you can slip in and out of it pretty
easily - as you guys ought to know.
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I do think that it's important to at least distinguish that not everybody
adheres to that particular role of a community lawyer. I think it depends on the
needs of the community that you are operating in.

Floor: Actually I just wanted to pick up on that last point that was just made.
At a conference that consisted of skid row transient men in Edmonton, I got up at
the end of it and having been really an outside resource person, I was supposed to
feed back the frustrations of the skid row men (all the abuses that they had gone
through) and I was about half-way through when someone got up and told me in no
uncertain terms that as an outsider I should not be telling those poor people what
was wrong with them. He said that I should not be advancin the solutions. There
was a motion that I should be stopped, and although it was widely supported it was
not acted upon. However, the thing that came out of that encounter was that the
men were able to articulate their own problems as a group. They were able to articulate certain solutions to their problems. It has been approximately a year now
and the abuses are still present. There is no mechanism by which they can correct
the situations that still exist. They are now struggling with the problem of how to
create such a mechanism. They are trying to do it through a service center under
community control. But they are struggling with the idea of community control.
My question is: How can you have community control if you come to
lawyers as experts, as the specialists? One of the criticisms of people Boards is that
the professionals can manipulate those Boards simply by saying: "You don't know
anything about the courts, we're not going to listen to you." It seems to me that that
issue has to be solved by you people rather than by us. Do we have an educational
role or is it a functional role?
Bachelor: I think it is essentially an educational role. We would come to you
and ask you for legal advice as to how we should handle the particular problems
that we are facing. However, at the same time we need you not only to tell us what
to do, but also to act on our behalf.
Ayotte: I would like to take that one step further. There are many things that
you can do in a participation program. You don't have to live away from your own
community. If you get to know their lifestyle and the way things are running and it's
like I said in the workshop - you can laugh and cry with the people. For example,
when they hold a dance, you can get together with them. In these different ways,
confidence is built on both sides. Sometimes you may feel confident enough to
entrust certain duties to Joe Citizen. And by the same token, Joe Citizen will have
confidence in you. He can go to you and get your advice.
Another way that you can help is in educating people. Somebody might
come up to you and say: "Listen, Jack, I've got this problem. Can you do it for me.
I can't do it myself." It might be something simple for him too. You don't really
have to hold his hand and go down to the court house to do many a thing, except in
the last final stages when he has to be represented. There are certain stages he can
go through without having somebody hold him by the hand. If he knows what to do
and what to expect ahead of time, then he feels more confident and there is a
sharing of confidence ....
Panelist: A professor and several other people from the audience spoke to
the particular problem of developing Vancouver and their inadequacy and inability
to deal effectively with problems brought to them. Someone else also mentioned
failing in this and that area. It's my suggestion that these people have not been successful because they relied totally on professional expertise and they did not
develop their own expertise. This is the danger inherent in using professional people. Certainly they have a role to play but it is important that the role be clearly
defined and that they not control a group. They should work for the best interests
as defined and directed by the group.
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Chamaillard: Une clinique juridique populaire se d~finit comme 6tant un
organisme communautaire qui offre des services juridiques corn plets. Mais IAob il
faut bien pr~ciser c'est qu'ils veulent avoir une participation des citoyens sur le
Conseil d'administration. A ce moment-IA, ceci veut dire que c'est le Conseil d'administration qui est le patron de la Clinique. Et I'avocat dans ce sens devient un
employ6 de la Clinique. J'aimerais maintenant vous poser ]a question suivante: Estce que d'apr~s vous I'avocat que ]'on connait aujourd'hui, ou I'avocat qui vient de
parler, est-ce que d'apr~s vous ce genre de bonhomme est pr~par A etre un
employ6 d'un Comit6 de citoyens?
Je ne peux pas r6pondre A l'heure actuelle. L'administration de la Clinique
de la Pointe Saint-Charles a tr~s bien fonctionn6 A I'heure actuelle. Si toi, tu penses
que nous autres les citoyens nous n'avons pas notre part a dire du c6t6 administration, toi avocat, tu n'es pas un administrateur. Nous les citoyens, pouvons l'6tre.
Sur le Conseil d'administration de la Clinique juridique communautaire A
Pointe Saint-Charles, on a non seulement le contr6le par les citoyens, mais aussi les
6tudiants ont leur porte-parole sur le Conseil d'administration, I'avocat aussi, le
personnel du bureau. Alors, c'est tout un ensemble que repr~sente le Conseil d'administration, mais les dicisions ou diff~rentes affaires concernant le point de vue
technique, les decisions qui sont prises sont rapport~es au Comit6 de citoyens.
J'aimerais prciser davantage. I1y a quelque chose qui n'a pas et clair. C'et
qu'il faudrait se placer dans l'esprit que, actuellement, l'avocat te qu'on le connait
est habitu6 de travailler dans un bureau en pratique priv~e et il est son propre
patron; c'est lui qui prend les decisions de tout ordre. Tandis que dans une Clinique
16gale de type communautaire, telle que je l'ai d~crite tout A I'heure, A ce momentIa ce n'est plus I'avocat qui decide, ce sont les citoyens, c'est le Conseil d'administration. Et ma question est ia suivante. C'est de savoir si l'avocat tel qu'on le
connait aujourd'hui, est-ce que justement il est pr&t, il est form6 A ce genre de
travail-lA, Ace genre de participation? C'est ca que je voudrais savoir d'apr~s vous.
Je vous demande A vous autres, d'apr6s vous autres, parce qu'on est ici, en
somme on se rencontre tout le monde et on essaie de trouver, peut-etre pas des
solutions id~ales, mais au moins tenter de solutionner certains problkmes. Bien, A
ce moment-IA, si vous autres vous nous dites: d'apr6s nous, vous n'Etes pas pr&s,
vous n'tes pas prepares A ce genre de travail-IA. Alors, on se dirait qu'est-ce qu'il
faudrait qui soit fait? Est-ce que ce sont les programmes acad~miques qui sont
mauvais? Est-ce que la formation est mauvaise? Est-ce qu'il faudrait inclure de
nouvelles choses dans la formation de ces techniciens du droit?
Je croirais qu'on est en train d'apprendre ensemble. II y a un Fenre de
changement qui se produit, et il y a des avocats qui voudraient le faire, 11y a des
6tudiants qui veulent faire ca, mais ensemble. On a commis des erreurs A Pointe
Saint-Charles bien entendu, et quand on s'en rend compte, on se dit: si ca, ca ne
marche pas alors on va changer ca, c'est ensemble qu'on peut apprendre. C'est un
projet pilote, en r~alit6 ce qui se produit A Pointe Saint-Charles, on n'a pas de
crit~res d~finis encore, ... on ne peut pas arriver et dire lui est bon et lui ne l'est
pas...
Bachelor: I'd like to ask the delegates a question. I have asked this question
to over one hundred lawyers on the telephone and they'll tell you one thing on the
phone but in reality they do something else. How many of you (when you become
lawyers and I trust that most of you will) if you were successful lawyers and a call
came in the middle of the night because you listed your name with Legal Aid to be
available and some man said: "I'm down at the police station. I need a lawyer." how many of you would get up in the middle of the night and go twenty miles to the
police station in order to protect that man? I have asked a hundred lawyers that
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question and I got five who gave their names and made themselves available to go
down in the middle of the night. Five out of a hundred. I'm wondering how many of
you here would honestly do that? I'd be interested to know. Could we have a show
ofhands .... Well, I hope the fellow with the camera will photograph all of you for
future reference.
Panelist: I would just like to answer the question concerning citizens'
Boards. I don't see any difference between a lawyer working for a corporation and
a lawyer working for a citizens' group. I understand that lawyers work for a client.
In this case the client simply happens bo be a citizens' group.
Floor: I am a private practitioner with a large firm in New Brunswick. I am
also a part time storefront lawyer. I work with the South End Tenants Association
in Saint John. Some of you may be familiar with that organization. We have a few
problems that have come up and I would like to get your views on them.
First of all, I might ask your views on the issue which I consider to be quite a
red herring, but on which a surprising amount of time was spent the other night.
How far would a citizens' groups go in telling a lawyer how to do things? In other
words, would you presume to tell a lawyer how to word his writ or how to take his
action? Or would you treat the lawyer as a doctor to whom you go with a broken leg
and say: "fix it". You don't tell him how to fix it. That's the first question.
The second question deals with consumer law. We have a number of cases in
the Saint John clinics concerning clients who have a considerable amount of
finance company debts. They have very little resources to even start thinking of
paying them off. For example, a chap with seven kids, drawiing $200 a month, was
$5,000 in dept to finance companies. He's extended beyond his means. He's has
been allowed to borrow over his means by the finance companies. At the moment
we don't have Part X of the Bankruptcy Act proclaimed in New Brunswick.
Consequently we don't have any official creditor arrangement provisions. Right
now we are privately negotiating creditor's arrangements with the finance companies whereby they would drop all interest charges from the time we negotiate
the agreement until the time the whole debt is paid off. The interest charges are
stopped and it is just the principal that has to be paid. However, what we intend to
do, and what we are tinkering with at the moment, is putting a few of these clients
into personal bankruptcy under the Bankruptcy Act. This means that the debts
are completely removed although all your assets are taken. In the cases we have,
these assets comprise only a few pieces of used furniture and a car that is ten years
old, and those items are already generally under lien to the finance company. It
means that all these debts are to be cleared off and you start afresh. The great disadvantage is that you are declared a bankrupt, and you carry a stigma of being a
bankrupt. Is there such a stigma in you mind? If there is, would you prefer to have
the debts removed and carry the stigma?
Ayotte: You asked if we intend to tell the lawyers how to write up the writ
and so forth. I think on that you can say no. But there are certain things we do
know. For example, we have welfare rights groups in Montreal. We have some students working with the welfare rights groups. We also have students working with
another committee which is called consumer protection. A welfare recipient with a
debt problem who comes to the clinic would be referred to these groups manned by
his own peers. The lawyer will do all the legal aspects if there is anything legally to
be done. If the client already has his summons or a writ, and he has to appear in
court, then he of course needs a lawyer. Also, maybe a person isn't getting
everything that he or she is entitled to on welfare. Therefore with the assistance of
an avocat populaire that person will go to the Welfare Office and defend his or her
rights in the Welfare Office ....
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This is a way in which we can participate. We have a job and we know how
we can do it. We can help you in your worrk in different ways. A lawyer usually has
a stagiaire (law student) working with him, because he can't himself do all the leg
work plus the filing and preparatory work, etc. Maybe you can teach us how to do
some of this. We don't have to be lawyers to do a lot of that stuff. In this way we can
work hand-in-hand. What we are saying is that it has to be on a sharing basis. You
can't have a Legal Clinic where the lawyer is Lord almighty and then you have his
little angels around him ....
He has got to work with the community. You're working there, you become
a part of it. But remember that you become a part of something that belongs to the
community ....
Panelist: In connection with the processing of a legal document such as a
writ, I feel that the decision to issue the document and the premise that it would be
issued upon, would be decided by the community group. The actual wording and
the technicalities involved would be decided by the lawyer involved or consulted.
Germscheid: The question rather bothered me in one sense, because if Igo to
a doctor who I trust will be concerned about my problem then I rely on his judgement. If I don't trust him, I get a new doctor. I think the same principle applies to a
lawyer working with the group I work with in Winnipeg. If we trust him as a person,
we will use him as a lawyer. If we don't trust him, we'll get another lawyer. I don't
think that there is any question of doing his work for him, because if this is so, we
wouldn't need him in the first place.
Hartling: I would like to answer the bankruptcy question. In my case becoming a bankrupt would mean swapping one stigma for another stigma. To be a bankrupt is to be considered a "good for nothing" in the community because of your
inability to pay your bills. Right now I can't afford to go bankrupt because it's going
to cost me $500.00, and I don't have that kind of money.
Floor: I have a couple of questions. The first one relates to something that
Bobbi Spark said about people taking their own case to court. In certain cases it is
probably preferable to allow people to do their own case because that way they
learn the ropes. . . . But I can't help feeling that in certain cases (and this is probably just my own patronizing attitude) the poor devil can't speak well enough and
therefore I should do it for him. How strict should we be? What kind of policy
should we adopt with regard to sending people to court by themselves?
The second question relates to priorities. We have a problem with our own
bad management. All our clinics accept calls from outside the community that they
are in. Given the limited amount of resources that we have, we are now faced with
the problem whether to provide a half assed service for everyone or a good service
for a limited number of people.
Panelist: John Ayotte has really already answered that question.
Floor: I am a lawyer from New Brunswick who has recently taken on the
business of law reform. I'm currently experiencing a lot of frustrations and I think I
will probably be experiencing more before I get out of this business. What concerns
me in attempting to respond to some of the problems that the poor are facing is trying to identify what the actual problems are of the poor. This may sound a bit silly
in a Conference such as this, but it is a very real problem. You would be very upset
if a law reform body went around reforming laws that purported to assist the poor,
if there was not ample participation by the poor in that process. I am very skeptical
of the so called public hearing. For example, there is apparently some sort of a task
force in the Province of New Brunswick investigating alcoholism. At one meeting
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they had three people, despite the fact that there are twenty to forty thousand
alcoholics in New Brunswick. I would be interested to learn what your ideas are as
to what is an acceptable means of approaching the people who are presumably the
beneficiaries of this endeavour that we are involved in. What is acceptable to you
as an individual?
Ayotte: I'll have to compare it to something on the Quebec scene .... When
a Bill is tabled - before it is adopted - we'll look into it and we'll study it. Where
our Legal Aid lawyers come in handy is when there is terminology in the Bill that
we don't understand. Sometimes we don't understand its full implications.
Therefore we trust that you will help us with interpretations. Together we can work
out the interpretation and implication of the Bill. If we are not in agreement, you
can help us rewrite, rephrase, and make recommendations for changes in the Bill.
This is how we use your talents, but by the same token you recognize our intelligence.
Floor: You say "we". I take it that you are referring to yourself in a representative capacity. This is perhaps a problem insofar as we do not always get the
degree of organization in New Brunswick that you find elsewhere. Apart from the
organization aspect, do you have any other ideas?
Sparks: Obviously the problem of getting a representative reaction to an official commission or an investigation, is always difficult. The problem concerns the
question of relating to the kinds of attitudes evident at such hearings .... Obviously, if you are looking for alcoholics, you might go to an alcoholic clinic. There are
many unique ways of reaching people that have never been tried. If you want to
meet a lot of poor people and get a concensus and you don't believe than an organized group is truly representative, then start at the Welfare Office. Spend a few
hours down there, meet people informally. Tell them why it's important that they
be at that meeting, or hold the meeting there. It might take a lot more time but I
would suggest that the results that you would get would be far better than those obtained from only going after organized groups. There is no doubt that the organized
groups are not representative, not totally representative. If we weren't more politically aware, we would not be organized. There are thousands and thousands of
people who all suffer the same problems that we suffer but who do not know any of
their rights under the law. We are perfectly aware of that. The very fact that we are
organized makes us the minority of the poor. We don't pretend to represent all of
the poor. If all the poor were organized, we wouldn't still be organizing.
Bachelor: On the question of lobbying, I can tell you that if it is done right, it
can be very effective. A couple of years ago, the Manitoba Government said that
they would like to speak to people who can speak with some sort of authority on
prison reform. The Fortune Society, which is a self-help organization of prison exinmates, got a number of top-notch lawyers in Manitoba to discuss prison reform.
To-gether the ex-inmates and the lawyers drafted up a proposal and it is rather interesting to note that the ex-inmate who was the spokesman for the group was
asked to appear before the Legislature to speak for fifteen minutes on prison
reform. He actually spoke for an hour and a half, and the newspapers reported that
it was the first time that the Legislature had ever listened to anybody for an hour
and a half straight. It is interesting to note that although the lawyers were drafting
up the proposal in the usual "whereas" and "what-have-you's", the man who actually presented it in his own terms and in his own way was an ex-inmate.
Panelist: It must be recognized that if you take up Bobbi's suggestion and
you go to a Welfare Office, you are going to find a lot of people there who are very
poor but who are also very intimidated by the fact that they are even there. They
may feel and know the problems of poverty but they are not going to be able to tell
them to you clearly. I don't think that there is any real perfect answer to finding
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representative poor people, or representative alcoholics, or representative exinmates, because the bulk of us are so intimidated and so insecure and have such
feelings of inferiority that we are not going to talk to you anyway. I think that the
answer, which is probably not a perfect one, is to talk to those people who have
managed to get that little bit of extra confidence that says: "I can speak, even
though I still feel those things". How can you communicate with dumb people unless you have someone who can translate for them. This is part of our role, to
translate - because it is not that long ago that we were the ones sitting there afraid
to open our mouths and afraid to express ourselves. If you had come to me two
years ago and asked me questions, I would have walked away. Right now, I can
answer them. I'm not really different in how I feel about being poor, I'm just different in the way I can express it.
Floor: No doubt community clinics are useful in order to study particular
problems, to prepare proposals for law reform commissions and so on. It is unquestionable that lawyers are more competent and more efficient in these fields
than non lawyer citizens. My question is as follows: Do you think that the
traditional efficiency should be set aside at times so that the poor can defend
themselves and perhaps even make their own mistakes?
Panelist: There comes a time when you have to sacrifice efficiency in order
to be effective, and it depends entirely on the situation. If I'm going to court, I want
a lawyer there. There may be other things that a lawyer can do far more efficiently
than I can, but that I can do more effectively because I'm speaking for myself. Each
situation must be examined.
Spark: The premise here is that each time you go into court, you go in to win.
In point of fact, some people may prefer to make the point that they can represent
themselves intelligently and risk losing the case because of the judge's bias. That is
what I mean when I say, that you are making value judgements without even realizing that you are making such judgements. I certainly don't mean that people go into
court to lose, but that may be a calculated risk that a person is willing to take. We
take it each time we go to Appeal Boards. We are well aware of the effect that any
kind of authority or title has on the Boards that are made up of predominantly middle or upper-middle class people. We are well aware that when we go to represent
ourselves, there is an inherent bias on the part of Board members. Perhaps people
need to challenge that kind of thing. It should be up to the individual whether to go
and plead his or her case or whether he or she is to be represented by a lawyer.
Both choices should be equally accessible to the individual.
Bachelor: I think that one of the worst things that can happen to a client is
that he has lost faith in his lawyer. I once went to a lawyer to ask him for legal advice and for him to defend me. He never read one word of what I had written down
about the facts of the case. He was more interested in the fact that if he won the
case it would result in a change in the law. That's what he was interested in. He lost
the case because the case was really based on fact and not on law. I appealed the
case. I appealed it on my own behalf on the facts, and I won the case. He would
have won the case too, if the had read the report, but he didn't and I lost faith in
lawyers. From now on if I ever have to go to a lawyer again, I'll make it very clear
that he is going to listen to what I have to say on the facts or else he'll get out and
I'll do it myself.
Floor: I think that you have answered my first question. The second question
concerned bad management on our own part. We have taken calls from clients who
live outside the communities that we serve. As I mentioned, we only have a limited
amount of resources. Should we provide a half-ass service for everybody or a good
service for just three communities?
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Spark: I'd like to respond to that. I'm sure other people would too. If the
best you can do in meeting the terms of reference of a legal clinic is a band-aid
system, make it a good one, but don't stretch yourself too thin. I would much rather
see you serve a small percentage of the people correctly, with the proper research
and the proper presentation, than spread yourself too thin and then end up with
everybody down on your backs because you are doing a poor job. We have found it
necessary in Kingston to limit the work that our group does to people within our
group. If they wish us to represent them or help them, they must come to meetings
and they must involve themselves. For a long time we have been spreading
ourselves too thin. I think that the same concept can apply to you.
Panelist: That's fine, unless you are one of the ones that is passed up in order
that a good job be done for somebody else. I really think that that is a decision that
somebody outside can't make. There is no perfect decision and the only advice I
can give in that kind of situation is that you try and get more resources. You could
then do a better job for more people. It's nice to do a good job for some, as long as
you are not one of the ones who has been left out.
Ayotte: I remember when the Point Saint Charles Clinic first opened that it
was in the by-laws that the Clinic was supposed to serve only the people of Point
Saint Charles, but the Clinic has also been handling cases outside of Point Saint
Charles in one way or another. It is when you are going to spread yourself a little
thinner and reach out into other communities that I think a collective effort should
be made.
For example, take the case where your Clinic gets a call from another community. If there isa citizens' group in that community already, then you could handle the problem jointly with that citizens' group. In other words, you don't go and
help the one individual, although the one individual will be a test case for the
group. You go to the group that that person belongs to or to the community in
which he lives, and you tell them that you have a Clinic in your community, and
you explain what your Clinic is doing for the citizens in your area. You explain that
the Clinic will take the case, not-for the sake of winning a case but to show what can
be done. Then talk to them about setting up their own clinic. In this way we will
perpetuate legal clinics and we'll also perpetuate participation by other citizens in
citizens' groups..
Spark: One point that hasn't been mentioned is that by offering, as you call
it, "half-ass" service to a second area, you might be precluding the establishment of
an efficient well run service. The answer might be given constantly by administrative officials in that area: "Well, we'll refer you to the people of this clinic,
who sometimes come into the area". If you didn't service in such a half-assed manner, then some people might see the need, might define it and might do something
about it, on their own.
Floor: I wish some of you could tell me some of your experiences, how you
evolved. Bobbi, you mentioned that only the minority are organized, so in fact, you
are a minority of the poor. I've seen in the city of Toronto that of all the pockets of
poverty only a few are in fact organized. How did you people start? Give us some
insight into this whole problem and into your organization theory. That's not a real
legal question but that's one of the things I'd like answered by one of the people on
the panel.
Spark: Perhaps later you could ask some of us individually. I just don't feel
that that is relevant in this conference and we sort of agreed not to go into that kind
of mish-mash.
Ayotte: There are a thousand-and-one ways to reach out. As a matter of fact.
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in answer to your question it was mentioned a while ago how you could start to get
something started. If you really want to work jointly with citizens, it was said a
while ago that you could sit around a local welfare office, or if you want to
organize, get into a courtroom for a week or for two or three days and listen to
some of the cases. Find out where they are from. You know that this guy comes
from a certain area, you know that it is a poverty area, you get with him and ask
how many other people are in the same situation. He's got neighbours. That is just
one way of reaching out to people.
Floor: In our organization we do not have the resources at the moment to go
and hire full time lawyers to take cases to the high courts. We are confined to a
group of students who will, for example, take cases into small claims court. You
have already said that perhaps the organization should determine how the
resources are going to be used. I'm just wondering if there is a role for students, for
instance, and others to help each individual person throughout the community
rather than working just for an organization and just doing test cases in order to try
and change the law. Is there not a role we can play in individual terms?
Ayotte: That's already being done in private practice - exactly what you're
suggesting. You're not going to be a student all your life. You'll eventually become
a lawyer and you're going to build up a nice little clientele in a certain area and you
might be a cheap lawyer, not cheap in the sense of degrading, but I mean moneywise. Nonetheless you'll just be doing private practice - you'll be helping individuals.
I'm talking about building a peoples' movement and a social awareness so
that the people will take things into their own hands. They will try to solve their
own problems. You're saying that you have the funds. Maybe students in your area
would like to get something going. You could. You could do a lot of preparatory
work.... I'm suggesting that you get an organization going if there isn't one going,
and then start working together.
Floor: I guess that is the question. With our present resources should we try
to help people on an individual basis or should we try to shift our emphasis from
helping individuals to helping groups?
Ayotte: Help groups. Or help form groups.
Floor: With respect to the question that you refuse to really answer, I should
mention the fact that we are now faced in our legal aid clinics with this problem
that we are arguing about and that is, the patchwork approach to legal aid. It is so
bloody futile, and the fact is that we must, as this gentleman has said, concentrate
on a different tactic. Can you tell us what we should be doing?
Ayotte: Are we going to sit here till midnight and tell you? If you want to
spend some time with us after, we're not running away.
Floor: Okay, that's fine, if that's the answer. Okay.
Floor: The suggestion has been made that, excluding me, the people at the
mike be given an opportunity to speak. The people on the panel then be given an
opportunity to respond to that speaker and then each member of the panel be given
two minutes to summarize a position or to state a position which they want to state.
I think the concern is that we are running out of time and that many issues have not
as yet been touched upon. Does anyone object to Ian Wardell asking his question
and the panel then responding?
Floor: I don't know unless the panel ... I think it is a good suggestion, but
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the panel told us before that they didn't want to make any speeches. I suppose it
they want to make a two minute summing up, they can, but if we have a two minute
statement by each and we have eight on the panel...
Spark: I've been sitting here for two days listening to other people, listening
to garbage...
Floor: Well, if you want to make a statement, make it. You said before that
you didn't want to make a statement.
Wardell: Maybe my question could lead into a statement by each of you or
to a sum-up. The question is this. I listened to Jean Amos and heard for the first
time some of the specific issues that are bothering those people. I was surprised
that nothing was mentioned about matrimonial law because of the tree thousand
two hundred people who came to our clinic, thirty six per cent had matrimonial
problems. Perhaps the panelists could either sum-up or tell us what is the single individual legal issue or the area that is particularly bothering them or their group. I
haven't heard from the lady, for example, from Hamilton Mountain. I'd like to
know what is bothering her group.
Henderson: Speaking for the Hamilton East Mountain Family Group, it involves varied problems such as: family problems, people on welfare, disability pensions, low-income problems, tenants' associations, and a certain amount of welfare
rights issues. We have no clinic as far as I know. I came to this conference blind and
all I've heard about is legal aid, legal aid. But for us legal aid is not effective. We
need clinics. I've learned an awful lot since I've been here this weekend. I've
learned who to contact for what, and believe me, I am going to start knocking on
doors, and I am going to start asking questions. I am also going to ask where can I
help, how I can volunteer, what I can do. I want to be educated. I've learned a lot
here this week. This is what I'm going to leave with from this Conference ...
Panelist: In asking what kind of problems poor people have (whether on the
group level or as an individual) it is still the same kind of problem that anybody else
in the community has when they need a lawyer. I guess the problem is how to get
certain services to people who don't have the money to pay for them. I don't have
the pat answer for that. I guess the only thing is to throw it back to each of you as
individual human beings. If you are concerned about the problem, you will find
your own way and begin to help. What I came to this conference for, was to find
out how concerned the people here were about the problems of poverty. This is
what I want to know. If you are concerned, we'll find out back home when we want
a lawyer. If we find one, we'll know you're concerned.
Chamaillard: Je n'ai trouv6 pas tellement humain de voir un groupe de
professionnels, tels que vous autres, comparativement Ades citoyens assis en avant.
C'est qu'on voit que le professionnel n'a pas la mme mentalit6 que les residents,
les citoyens de classe moyenne, de classe pauvre. En ce qui concerne nos
problkmes on dit souvent: l'avocat peut nous comprendre et je m'apercois de plus
en plus que vous faites un pas vers cela.
Germscheid: As concerns matrimonial problems I would tell you what happened in Winnipeg. A group of women there decided that they couldn't afford to
pay for divorces because the lawyers were charging far too much. Two women
went ahead and after a lot of time and effort and struggle and hard work, got their
own divorces without the help of lawyers. They have now organized into a group
which is continuing to help women get their divorces without the aid of lawyers.
That was one way of finding a solution to their problems. The perfect solution
would have been to be able to afford to pay for a lawyer in the first place.

DROIT ET PAUVRETE...

Panelist: I wrote down the following brief, totally inadequate, definition of
poverty. "It is a multirooted monster thousands of years old created when the first
legal tender was given and accepted". No one solution but only an entire change
in our values will cure the problem; and only then will the case of the people versus
the system be finally won.
Bachelor: With reference to criminal law I would like to point out that the
charges are written in Latin but the judge speaks in English. I mentioned this point
at the workshop, when I made some comments about the communication problems
between lawyers and their clients. The Chairman answered: "Thank you Mr.
Bachelor, we will now adjourn sine dine".
Another thing is that it is important that lawyers be prepared to represent
their clients in the police station. It isn't going to do your client one bit of good if
you stand beside him in court and tell him that you are going to defend him and
then find out that he has just confessed to the crime. It is important that there be
representation at night-time. Don't say: "Yes, I'll go down and see you at eight
o'clock in the morning"; because he may be in the hospital at eight o'clock in the
morning. One of the most comforting things for a man accused of a crime is that
when the five or six police detectives go and talk to him, one of them says: "Oh, his
lawyer is here".
Tell the client about the judicial process that he is going through because
while he is sitting in court listening to all that is going on, he often does not understand what is in effect happening. Tell him what is going on. He is entitled to know.
He wants to know if he has just been sentenced. I've seen men say: "Did I just get
sentenced?".
Be prepared to defend your client though he may not have any money. I'm
not suggesting that if you are a top criminal lawyer and you usually get $20,000 a
case, that you take a vagrancy case for nothing. But try to be fair on this sort of
thing. Finally and most important, and this is one of the greatest complaints of exinmates, is that when you tell your client that you are going to defend him for $200
and he gives you $200 (he may have robbed a bank to get it but nevertheless he has
given you the money) don't go into court and say: "Your Honour, I wish to adjourn
this case"; and then go to your client and say I need another $200.
Heath: In Regina we have very little legal aid, but we of course have all the
problems that the other cities have. We need legal aid for this and that and the
other thing. I hope that out of this Conference comes a nation-wide legal aid
office ....

Spark: I raised the question at the opening Plenary session concerning the
lack of a special workshop or of any special consideration being given to "women
and the law". I made the charge that male chauvinism was at the base of this
problem. I was assured that this issue would surface again and again throughout the
Conference. Somehow it hasn't. I would like to once again make the point that
women are poor in Canada because they are women. There are special laws that
are designed to perpetuate prejudice against women in civil rights. In matrimony
there is sexual prejudice. There are moral evaluations involved in the abortion law,
in the charge of prostitution, and in other areas of the law. No one has seriously discussed this. I suspect that part of the reason is a lack of full participation of this
panel on which there are a number of women. As well, there are few female law
students and few female professors of law ....

Another area that hasn't really been touched upon is public administration
and its accountability to consumers of that particular service. Consider, for example, the areas of public housing, welfare policies, public utilities, transit commis-
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sions and police commissions. To whom are these people accountable? And when?
Those are areas where there is a great deal of information available that desperately needs to be researched, broken down, and applied. Policies need to be
questioned. I would suggest that law school is a damn good place for this to start
happening.
There are a number of criticisms I could make of the legal aid, but to be
perfectly frank, it would be so long and lengthy, that we would need another hour
and a half. I would be happy to discuss it with anybody afterwards.
I heard discussion of the penal system. I live in a relatively small area that
has six penal institutions ....

Another area that has not really been examined is the

legal profession itself and concern about the rip-off of the all-too-few funds and services offered by levels of government for the poor. The classic example has got to
be the Opportunities for Youth Program ....

I am very concerned about those

monies and how they were applied. I am also very concerned about professional
people who apply for grants and use them, however benevolently, on behalf of the
poor. It is just very disturbing that they do that without consulting those people.

Housing was not discussed. Municipal legislation was not discussed at all. In
Kingston, we have flourishing landlords, because we have an inadequate, inoperable
by-law about the quality of housing. The legality of a rent strike needs full, full investigation. Apparently to this day it hasn't been fully resolved whether or not a
rent strike is in fact legal. Apparently there are two absolutely contrary opinions,
both of which can be substantiated.
These are some of the things that have to be investigated. Don't tell me
there is nothing to do!
Ayotte: On the male chauvinist part of it, I'd like to disagree with Bobbi on
that. For one thing, she's...
Spark: Of course.
Ayotte: She's complaining that there are so few female law students. Then
again look at the nursing profession; there are so few male nurses. People do have a
choice ...

the field is opening up. I guess in my own particular case my wife is poor

not because she is a woman, but because she married the wrong guy.
Spark: That is what I'm saying.
Ayotte: In favour of legal clinics I can say that my wife is single because I
was able to get my separation through our own clinic. There is no real closing statement that I want to make except for one thing and that is: power to the people and I
hope you see fit to become one of them.
Bachelor: On behalf of the members of the panel and the people we represent, we want to take this opportunity to thank the delegates for allowing us to say
what we had planned to say. Thank you too for the questions that you have asked
because you have certainly given us a lot to think about.

